UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS, FEW HIGH PRICED TURNTABLES SOUND AS GOOD AS THIS ONE.
For years, people have been selecting turntables based on specs obtained in a lab, without knowing what kind of sound they'll obtain in their homes.

And while a few turntables today look as good as Pioneer's PL-630 on paper, you'd be hard pressed to find one that sounds as good in your living room.

A SUSPENSION SYSTEM THAT ELIMINATES SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL.

In your home, simply walking across the floor can cause the stylus to skate across your records.

And acoustic feedback can make even the most lively piece of music sound dull and lifeless.

Pioneer's PL-630, however, has a free floating suspension system that isolates the platter and tone arm from the rest of the turntable. So that while the base may vibrate, the platter and tone arm won't. Which means you don't have to tip-toe across the floor just to prevent vibration. And you can turn your music up loud enough to rattle the walls without fear of rattling the turntable.

A DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR THAT WON'T DETERIORATE WITH OLD AGE.

All DC direct drive motors start out to be incredibly accurate. Unfortunately, they don't always stay that way. After a while, the quality of sound could deteriorate because the motor is left exposed and free to collect dust, debris, and foreign objects.

This is not the case with the PL-630. Unlike most of the competition, its motor is totally enclosed. Which means that the incredible wow and flutter figure of 0.025% will still be an incredible 0.025% years from now. And so will the 0.002% speed accuracy.

What's more, the electronic circuitry of this Quartz PLL Hall element system constantly monitors itself. When it senses the slightest deviation in speed, it corrects itself. By just switching the quartz "lock" on, you lock onto the correct speed, so you're assured of accurate platter speed at all times and under all conditions.

And because of its extremely high torque, the PL-630 reaches full platter speed in a mere third of a revolution.

But more importantly, it stops almost as quickly as it starts. Reverse current is fed into the drive system eliminating both excessive wear on the turntable and the need for a brake.

ONLY ONE THING COMES THROUGH THE TONE ARM. MUSIC.

The tone arm of the PL-630 rests on a massive die-cast aluminum base.

And while other tone arms may rest on a similar base, few, if any, are mounted to it in a similar manner. Instead of piano wire or cheap plastic casings that vibrate, the PL-630's tone arm is gimbaled on spring mounted pivot bearings. This not only reduces tracking error due to tone arm pivot wear, but increases the overall performance of the turntable.

Which brings us to the magnesium headshell. It has far better acoustical properties than the headshell you'll find on most turntables. This new construction reduces the chances of hearing any howling or distortion.

FEATURES OUR COMPETITORS PRETEND THEY'VE NEVER HEARD OF

Our platter mat is concave so that even if your records are slightly warped, they'll sound like they aren't.

Our spindle is only 0.8 microns larger than most, but it can make a big difference in keeping your records perfectly centered.

And our massive platter is less vulnerable to fluctuations in speed than smaller platters that come with most turntables.

Even the way the platter is coupled to the motor is unique. It doesn't have bearings. It's precision machined to a tapered fit so that it's less likely to wobble.

And while you'll find a strobe on most direct drive turntables, you won't find one on the PL-630. Simply because there's no need for one. Instead, there's a push button display that gives you visual confirmation of accurate speed.

You'll also find super sensitive controls that even shut off the power automatically when the tone arm comes to rest.

If you're beginning to get the idea that Pioneer's PL-630 would sound great in your home, we suggest you go to your nearest Pioneer dealer. After all, you may not live in a sound room, but it doesn't mean your living room can't sound like one.


CIRCLE NO. 69 ON READER SERVICE CARD
INTRODUCING THE EMPIRE EDR.9 PHONO CARTRIDGE. IT SOUNDS AS GOOD ON A RECORD AS IT DOES ON PAPER.

It was inevitable . . .

With all the rapid developments being made in today’s high fidelity technology, the tremendous advance in audible performance in Empire’s new EDR.9 phono cartridge was bound to happen. And bound to come from Empire, as we have been designing and manufacturing the finest phono cartridges for over 18 years.

Until now, all phono cartridges were designed in the lab to achieve certain engineering characteristics and requirements. These lab characteristics and requirements took priority over actual listening tests because it was considered more important that the cartridges “measure right” or “test right”—so almost everyone was satisfied.

Empire’s EDR.9 (for Extended Dynamic Response) has broken with this tradition, and is the first phono cartridge that not only meets the highest technological and design specifications—but also our demanding listening tests—on an equal basis. In effect, it bridges the gap between the ideal blueprint and the actual sound.

The EDR.9 utilizes an L. A. C. (Large Area Contact) 0.9 stylus based upon—and named after—E. I. A. Standard RS-238B. This new design, resulting in a smaller radius and larger contact area, has a pressure index of 0.9, an improvement of almost six times the typical elliptical stylus and four times over the newest designs recently introduced by several other cartridge manufacturers. The result is that less pressure is applied to the vulnerable record groove. At the same time extending the bandwidth—including the important overtones and harmonic details.

In addition, Empire’s exclusive, patented 3-Element Double Damped stylus assembly acts as an equalizer. This eliminates the high “Q” mechanical resonances typical of other stylus assemblies, producing a flatter response, and lessening wear and tear on the record groove.

We could go into more technical detail, describing pole rods that are laminated, rather than just one piece, so as to reduce losses in the magnetic structure, resulting in flatter high frequency response with less distortion. Or how the EDR.9 weighs one gram less than previous Empire phono cartridges, making it a perfect match for today’s advanced low mass tonearms.

But more important, as the EDR.9 cartridge represents a new approach to cartridge design, we ask that you consider it in a slightly different way as well. Send for our free technical brochure on the EDR.9, and then visit your audio dealer and listen. Don’t go by specs alone.

That’s because the new Empire EDR.9 is the first phono cartridge that not only meets the highest technological and design specifications—but also our demanding listening tests.

Empire Scientific Corp Garden City, N.Y 11530
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The first high-technology record cleaner was the Discwasher System. Four scientific revisions later, the Discwasher is literally years ahead of all other devices.

**WITH PRIORITY TECHNOLOGY:**
Discwasher D3 Fluid is proven by lab tests to be the safest active cleaning fluid for record care. But a good fluid is not enough. The Discwasher System is also a precision removal system that uses capillary action with slanted micro-fibers to lift dust, dirt, and dissolved debris off the record, rather than pushing them around like "dry" and "constant humidity" methods. The real dimensions of record care are safety plus integrated function.

**WITH P:**
The unique Discwasher handle is constructed from hard-rubbed walnut which will long outlast "plastic wonders". This easily held handle is lightweight because of an integral cavity which conveniently holds the D3 Fluid bottle. A special brush to clean the directional-fiber Discwasher pad is included without charge, and also fits inside the handle cavity.

**WITH GENUINE SATISFACTION:**
Only Discwasher gives immediate performance, long-term record safety, pleasing physical characteristics and a price that hasn’t changed in five years.

Seek out the Discwasher System, by name. Only Discwasher delivers technology, value and satisfaction.
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YOUR RECORDS DESERVE SUPERIOR CARE: SEEK OUT THE DISCWASHER® SYSTEM
* A NEW STEREO TELEVISION SOUND distribution system called DATE (for Digital Audio for Television Equipment) has been introduced by the Public Broadcasting Service. Up to now, "simulcasting" (the simultaneous transmission of video and stereo-FM audio) for the musical programs in Exxon's Great Performances series has been available in only fifteen cities. The new system gives all interconnected PBS stations the capability of broadcasting these programs in stereo. PBS encodes the stereo signal on two of four additional audio channels and transmits it by satellite along with the standard audio and video signals. Stations wishing to simulcast the program decode the stereo signal locally and feed it to the FM station taking part in the simulcast. Can real stereo TV be far behind?

* LIST PRICES OF LONDON CLASSICAL RECORDINGS have been increased from $7.98 to $8.98 per disc or cassette. The Stereo Treasury Series, formerly $3.98, now costs $4.98 per disc or cassette. The new London Digital Recordings, recently introduced at $9.98 per disc and pressed in England, remain at that price (see review of the first release--Boskovsky's Strauss--on page 146).

* THE HOLLIES, veteran English hitmakers, have reunited with their on-again/off-again lead singer Allan Clarke, and a new album is scheduled for late June release on Epic. If the title, "Five Three One Double Seven Oh Four," sounds confusing, just punch the numbers out on a pocket calculator and then turn it upside down. Clever?

* VIDEODISC RIGHTS TO 350 FILMS, including 200 from MGM and 100 from 20th-Century Fox, have been secured by RCA for its Selectavision system, reported to be in the final stages of preparation for commercial production. Included are High Noon, Citizen Kane, and the original King Kong. The RCA disc, which is "read" by stylus, will not be compatible with the already introduced Magnavision system, which uses a laser.

* VOTED BEST-SELLING CLASSICAL RECORD OF THE YEAR at the recent convention of the National Association of Recording Merchandisers in Hollywood, Florida, was "Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano" (Columbia M 33233) played by Claude Bolling (piano) and Jean Pierre Rampal (guess what). Nice, but it gets nicer: this same album has received the award from NARM for three years in a row.

* EXEMPTION FROM NEW STANDARDS REGULATIONS proposed by the Federal Trade Commission has been requested by the Institute of High Fidelity. The regulations would establish a legal process for the definition of product standards. According to the IHF, such regulations should not apply to technical-measurement standards in the audio field, where they are used simply to facilitate performance comparisons between products tested under uniform conditions and not to define or categorize product types.
BANG & OLUFSEN'S U-70 HEADPHONE, designed by Jakob Jensen, has been selected for inclusion in the permanent design collection of the Museum of Modern Art in New York. The headphones are the thirteenth B&O component to be added to the collection, which is devoted to outstanding examples of contemporary industrial design. The headphones are on display with such items as a Cisitalia 202 GT sports car designed by Pininfarina and Mies van der Rohe's famous Barcelona chair. An entire exhibit of B&O products assembled by MOMA last year is currently on view in Chicago's Museum of Contemporary Art.

RCA'S FIRST DIGITALLY RECORDED DISC, Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy and recorded with the Soundstream system, will be released in June on Red Seal. Recordings made by the Dallas Symphony Orchestra and Chorus under Eduardo Mata using the Sony PCM digital system will be released later this year. They include Emanuel Ax playing the Mozart Piano Concertos Nos. 20 and 22, Stravinsky's Firebird Suite, and Ravel's Daphnis and Chloë.

STIFF RECORDS, the successful English independent label that has been without an American distributor since parting company with Arista, has found a home at CBS. No official announcement yet, but insiders report that Rachel Sweet and Ian Dury (just coming off a huge English and European hit, Hit Me with Your Rhythm Stick) will be on Columbia, while Lene Lovich, Wreckless Eric, and the Rumour will be on Epic.

A ONE-YEAR COURSE IN MULTITRACK RECORDING TECHNOLOGY is being offered by the Institute of Audio Research in New York. The course covers sound reproduction and recording theory as well as studio setup, operation, and maintenance. Tuition is $2,800. Those who complete the course receive twenty-eight credits toward the Bachelor of Science in Music Technology degree offered by the Institute in conjunction with New York University. For information write Institute of Audio Research, 64 University Place, New York, N.Y. 10003.

SPANISH PIANIST ALICIA DE LARROCHA, who is celebrating her fiftieth anniversary season, was made an honorary Doctor of Music by the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor on April 28. At the ceremony, Dr. de Larrocha was cited for "her incredibly pure musicianship and for the beauty and authority of her performance." Her latest recorded performance is Beethoven's Emperor Concerto with Zubin Mehta and the Los Angeles Philharmonic (London CS 7121).

TONE ARMS WITH AN EIGHT-GRAM EFFECTIVE MASS (including cartridge) are a feature of nine new Dual turntables to be introduced at the June Consumer Electronics Show. The eight-gram figure, among the lowest ever achieved, was reached by using lightweight materials and a low-mass cartridge assembly developed by Ortofon.
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Computer-Controlled Simplicity!

SINGLE KNOB CONTROL
No audio signals pass through this knob. It tells the computer via optically read pulses what you want the computer to do and allows you to adjust volume, bass, midrange, treble, tuning, presetting of stations and setting of the built-in clock.

SUPERB SOUND
TA-150 is a preamp and power amp in the same cabinet. Sound is equal to or better than most separate components.
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THE CRITIC'S DUTY

I don't know what to blame it on—the rising of the sap after a nasty winter, the ravages of inflation and taxes (I'm writing this in mid-April), the threat of nuclear fallout, or the epizootic—but the number of letters from Ir rate Reader the past few weeks has been great enough to make me feel like Sisyphus watching that old rock roll down the hill one more time.

"Everyone knows," writes one correspondent, "that critics are supposed to give unbiased views untainted by personal tastes" (everybody, one supposes, except the critics themselves). Another accuses us of "practicing a criticism which vacillates between a petit-bourgeois morality and achanty, informal pop sociology... an exercise in preening and self-flattery rather than an honest appraisal of music." (I, for one, delight in believing all sociology to be at bottom "pop," and doubt that an "honest" reading can be taken off a printed page.) And still another reader, while admitting that "pop music is so intertwined with the social milieu that it is nearly impossible to separate the two," believes that "the role of the music critic is primarily a descriptive one" (it would be instructive to learn what alchemy he has found to separate descriptions from descriptions).

You will note that my correspondents are getting cagier: they no longer enter the lists waving the banner of "objectivity" against the heathen hordes of "subjectivity," though that is certainly what the three charges above amount to. But what is it that causes some people to conclude immediately that any opinion differing from their own is at best unfounded, at worst dishonest? One possibility is that their opinions are borrowed (ironically, from other critics, including friends), weakly held, or merely unexamined. When they are

brought into question by someone who is not only paid to examine his opinions but prepared to defend them in reasoned detail, the response is a kind of tantrum of defensive indignation. Another possibility is that it is the result of extending to universal applicability the convention of civility that rules out politics, religion, and (formerly) sex as proper subjects for polite conversation. But avoiding controversial subjects under circumstances where they might result in a poke in the nose is a practical consideration unnecessary in the world of print.

The proper stance for a critic is, I think, brutally and succinctly typified by a line from a review in this issue by Edward Buxbaum: "I saw Fantasia when I was twelve, and it changed my life." It's all right there: the critic speaks out of the matrix of his life's experiences, he is honest about them, and he is eager to communicate their essence in a way that may permit others to share them. That is not easy, for it requires a hard, unrelenting pursuit of the elusive, naked Self through the corridors of the resisting mind, but no opinion is worth nothing without it. The writer Flannery O'Connor says that "the moral basis of Poetry is the accurate naming of the things of God. . . . You ask God to let you see straight and write straight. " A critic too can neither see straight nor write straight until he comes to terms with who he is, until he faces—indeed, embraces—the realization that what he knows, how he came to know it, how his mind deals with the knowledge, and how it presents itself to others are all inescapably individual, unique, and subjective, that any other approach to his duties is mere dissembling.

I am indebted to the second of my correspondents above for the following: "Most of your columnists labor against the cult of expertise and instead celebrate the joys of amateurism." Yes, they do; I find that a very worthy set of goals for any musical journalist, and I could not have put it better myself.

BY WILLIAM ANDERSON
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The Technics isolated-loop system. It's the one big difference between their decks and ours.

Every one of Technics four open reel decks has one thing in common: The performance of Technics isolated-loop tape transport system. And that means performance that's comparable to professional open reel decks costing thousands of dollars more.

By isolating the tape from external influences, our isolated-loop tape transport system minimizes tape tension to a constant 80 grams. This not only provides extremely stable tape transport and low head wear, it also reduces modulation noise and wow and flutter to the point where they're detectable on only sophisticated testing equipment.

Electronically, our line of isolated-loop tape decks are equally impressive. The reasons are as simple as their IC full-logic transport controls, highly accurate microphone amplifiers, FET mixing amplifiers and separate 3-position bias/EQ selectors.

And you'll get all this technology whether you choose the two-track RS-1500, the extended playing time of the 4-track RS-1506 (shown above), the convenience of the 4-track RS-1700 with auto-reverse or the studio features of the RS-1520.

There's also an optional full-feature infrared wireless remote control (RP-C70). With it you can get your hands on all this sophistication from up to 20 feet.

All four decks hit the competition right between the reels. Because all four have:

- **FREQ. RESP.** 30-30,000 Hz, ± 3 dB (-10 dB rec. level) at 15 ips. WOW & FLUTTER: 0.018% WRMS at 15 ips. S': N RATIO: 57 dB (1506 &1700) and 60 dB (1500 & 1520) NAB weighted at 15 ips.
- **SEPARATION:** Better than 50 dB.
- **START-UP TIME:** 0.7 sec.
- **SPEED DEVIATION:** ± 0.1% with 1.0 or 1.5 mil tape at 15 ips. SPEED FLUCTUATION: 0.05% with 1.0 or 1.5 mil tape at 15 ips. PITCH CONTROL: ± 6%.


Cabiney is simulated woodgrain.
Introducing the Bose "Spatial Control" Receiver.
The first and only receiver to let you control the spatial image of sound.
Controlling the Spatial Image

When you are listening to orchestral music, move the spatial slide control to the wide position. Special circuitry directs middle and high frequencies to the rear outside drivers and the front drivers of the Bose 901® Series III or IV loudspeakers. This creates a broad, dispersed pattern of reflections. You experience the breadth and spaciousness of a symphony orchestra.

The Importance of Spatial Properties of Sound

Imagine you are at a live performance. The music which reaches your ears comes not only directly from each instrument, but from every surface which reflects the sound. This combination of reflected and direct sound creates the spatial image of sound; it provides the ambience that makes music sound lifelike.

The Bose® Spatial Control™ Receiver is the first and only receiver that creates, in your living room, a variable spatial distribution of sound, allowing you to adjust the spatial image for different kinds of music.

Built-in Bose 901 Equalizer

The Bose 901 Series IV equalizer, built into the Spatial Control™ Receiver, gives you substantial savings when purchasing 901 loudspeakers since you don’t need to buy a separate equalizer.

The third speaker connection terminal on each Bose 901 Series III or IV loudspeaker makes it possible to control different sets of drivers independently. It is the key to varying the spatial properties of sound.

The Spatial Control™ Receiver is a complex combination of a stereo preamplifier and equalizer, switching circuits, compensation circuits, and four main power amplifiers. Bose-developed logic circuitry, using CMOS components, controls the complex inter-connections among these elements, for ease of operation and great versatility.

Simply program the receiver for your speakers by setting the switches on the rear panel; the rest happens automatically as you operate front panel switches. Programmability gives you several options. For example, the spatial slide controls can also be used as a balance control between two sets of speakers, one equalized and the other unequalized.

Six Power Amplifiers Offer Extraordinary Versatility

Four Direct-Coupled Fully Complementary power amplifiers drive the different arrays of 901 drivers when the receiver is in the spatial mode. Two fully independent power amplifiers drive the headphones with an unequalized signal, regardless of the speakers in use. Each amplifier is individually accessible; you can, for example, enhance the realism of your system with a time delay accessory, without adding a separate amplifier.

Source and Room Compensation Controls Give More Accurate Overall Frequency Response

Bose has made precise measurements of the acoustic properties of different rooms and recording techniques and found that conventional tone controls are simply inadequate to compensate for the problems that occur in typical listening environments. The unique Source and Room Compensation Controls found on the Spatial Control Receiver approach the effectiveness of a more complicated graphic or parametric equalizer but are as easy to use as standard tone controls.
McIntosh

"A Technological Masterpiece..."

McIntosh C 32

"More Than a Preamplifier"

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why the "more than a preamplifier" C 32 has been selected for these unique honors.

Send us your name and address and we'll send you the complete product reviews and data on all McIntosh products, copies of the international awards, and a North American FM directory. You will understand why McIntosh product research and development always has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date.
Send now --

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. For non-rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Reader Service
● About six months ago (just before Christmas) I asked for some product information using one of your Reader Service cards. After a couple of months I didn't receive it, so I asked for it again. I still haven't gotten it. What's wrong with you guys anyway?

ARTHUR NELSON
Lincoln, Neb.

The Editor replies: Probably a lot of the same things that are wrong with most people, but not answering our mail is not among them! The Reader Service cards in each issue of STEREO REVIEW are a free service for our readers designed to simplify their obtaining product information from our advertisers (if you are requesting more than one item, it even saves a little on postage). We do not, however, handle the packaging and mailing of the information itself. What we do is supply the reader's name and address to the advertisers whose "bingo" numbers were circled on the Reader Service card so that they can handle their own mailing. Unfortunately, in this as in all else, the world is an imperfect place, and not all advertisers give such requests first priority, delaying the mailing of the information for unreasonable lengths of time or possibly even neglecting to mail it at all. And some advertisers, of course, request that they not be assigned a Reader Service number; if you want to contact them you must do so direct. In defense of advertisers, it must be added that most of them cheerfully process all requests promptly even though they know that some may not be serious inquiries. However, if you have been having trouble getting information from a bashful manufacturer or two by means of the Reader Service card system, try writing them direct.

Giles, Giles, and Fripp
● In the April ''Letters," Denny C. Lail asked whatever became of Giles, Giles, and Fripp. As any lover of great rock music should know, Robert Fripp and Mike Giles teamed up with Greg Lake to form the precarious and phenomenal King Crimson. Brother Peter Giles joined in on the bass for the second King Crimson album before leaving to become a computer operator. Mike Giles also left after the second album to join Ian McDonald (now with Foreigner) to play music that was "more personal to them." Fripp continued as the bedrock of King Crimson through eight more albums, each employing a different array of musicians. He is now possibly the best studio guitarist in England and has recently been playing with ex-Genesis lead singer Peter Gabriel. Enough?

KENNETH OSLN
Albuquerque, N.M.

Not quite. Robert Fripp is now living in New York and has been getting involved with the production side of records, his latest credit in that area being "The Roches" for Warner Bros.

Dance Rock?
● I am a thirty-year-old devout follower of rock-and-roll, and to me the best in rock criticism is represented by Steve Simels and Lester Bangs (who was a high-school classmate of mine). Nevertheless, Steve's response to Tom Ruzga's April letter regarding the Clash's "Give 'Em Enough Rope" is not really to the point. If I want to dance I will listen to disco. Steve, stick with Elvis Costello!

CRAG R. BARTHLEMESS
San Diego, Calif.

Craig, see Paulette Weiss' column this month; people are dancing to rock.

Digital Remastering?
● I think that Editor William Anderson's "Postponing Life" in the April issue misses an important point. He speaks of digital recording only as a threat to our existing libraries of analog recordings. If and when we get a reasonably priced system of digital home playback, it could breathe new life into several decades of analog recordings. I have the impression, mostly from reading STEREO REVIEW, that there is a considerable gap in sound quality between a master tape and the...
Smooth & fresh all the way.

A light menthol blend gives low "tar" smokers the smooth taste they want. Never harsh tasting. Make the smooth move to KOOL Super Lights.

Smooth taste in Kings and "100's," both at only 9 mg. "tar."

At only 9 mg. "tar", it's lower than all these.

usual disc release. A digital rerelease dubbed directly from the master could bridge that gap, allowing us to hear "classic" recordings as they have never before been heard outside the studio control room. Lots of people would hear for the first time how good an analog recording can be. I could myself compile quite a list of beloved recordings, of which I would eagerly buy digital rereleases.

John Niessink
Portage, Mich.

The Editor replies: Nice try, but no cigar. Even today's best analog master tapes usually have much more frequency limiting, dynamic compression, and distortion than digital masters, and although there may be something to be gained, sonically speaking, from transcribing some of the better analog masters through this spanning new technology, digital techniques should be considered primarily as a means of giving us something we have not heard before, even in control rooms, not as a salvage for the sinking past. In any case, the very last thing I would want to call them is a "threat"!

Simels Zapped

I was going to write a letter praising Steve Simels for his brief but fair expose on Frank Zappa in the April issue. "We, an honest and responsible journalist he is," I thought to myself, "for printing [p. 81] such critical words about his own profession." Then I read his review of the new George Harrison album in the same issue. Alas, how ironic that Mr. Simels should be the exact kind of "literate intellectual" that Frank Zappa was so critical of. The "subliminal attitude that permeates all of rock journalism" makes me sick, too. Frankly, if George Harrison can be compared with the Beatles, name me more than a handful of contemporary musicians who aren't. If that is Steve Simels' idea of criticism, please cancel my subscription to the "music" section of Stereo Review (just rtp it out; I don't care about the jagged edges, just so I'm not tempted to read such pompous trash).

Robert Ash
Atlanta, Ga.

As a subscriber to Stereo Review for several years, I have observed that the favorite targets of those who write letters to the editor are the record reviewers. This, of course, indicates that little criticism of the magazine's format, feature articles, product reports, and advertising is needed. I agree. But we in the twenty- to thirty-year-old age bracket must find fault with everything, from our own lives to the color of our money. Failure to find fault does not prove a lack of fault, only our ignorance of it—which works out fine because we can then berate ourselves for our ignorance! A negative review may bring out almost animalistic reactions from some readers, but this is a positive result from the magazine's perspective, since it shows that the reviewers are reaching the readers (any reaction beats no reaction).

What this is leading up to is that I have assigned myself the burden of defending Steve Simels. His writings seem to annoy many Stereo Review readers. But I find his humor enjoyable, his writing style interesting, and his many "reflections" into the past stimulating to my own memory. Steve's job is to entertain readers, and, in approximately four years, I have yet to read an entertaining article by him. It isn't important if he likes the artist or music he is writing about; most people who invest substantial money in stereo systems trust their own opinions in these areas.

Donald F. Large
Liverpool, N.Y.

Cassette Portables

Although I enjoyed Ivan Berger's March article on portable cassette recorders (having recently gone through the process of choosing one for myself), I would like to suggest some additional points worth considering by potential purchasers and also make a couple of small corrections.

In order to save on size and weight, some units have a separate a.c. power pack, which is fine if most of your recording will be done using batteries. If, however, you need portability mainly to get the deck from one place to another and plan to use available a.c. outlets at your recording locales, the a.c. power pack becomes a necessity rather than an option. In that case, you should consider not only its additional weight but also the inconvenience of having an additional piece of equipment to carry around.

Battery life is an important consideration, (Continued on page 17)
Introducing Alpine: the car audio that Lamborghini selected to be standard equipment on their $85,000 sports machine. Alpine audio systems are pure-bred, high-technology designs for the car listening environment. The new Alpine systems offer more features, and more combinations of features, than ever before available on in-dash car audio. Features like memory logic electronics, music sensor, Dolby® key-off eject, cassette glide, loudness contour and a CrO₂-FeCr switch. These systems also offer high power—20 watts-per-channel RMS—along with low distortion and unbelievably low wow and flutter (.09% on many models).

Until now, you had to buy a Lamborghini to hear an Alpine car audio.

At the heart of Alpine's line there are two types of "master" units: the Integral Component and the Micro Integral. Each type houses an FM/AM Stereo Tuner and Cassette Deck. The Micro Integral models also feature an amplifier and are completely self-contained. Alpine accessory equipment includes Digital Time Delay (for concert hall-like ambience) and Graphic Equalizers. And Alpine offers Loudspeakers which handle the enormous clean power of Alpine car audio systems. Consult your Alpine dealer for professional planning to suit your particular needs. Alpine: We're new, and everything we do is new. Alpine Electronics of America, Inc.
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NEW FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE DATSUN 310.
39 REASONS WHY YOU MUST TEST DRIVE IT.

The new Datsun 310 is the most extraordinary economy car Datsun has ever built. Here's why you must sample it yourself.

1. The front-wheel drive is hitched to an ingenious fully independent suspension system. You'll not only handle curves and turns. You'll enjoy them.

2. The exterior styling is an aerodynamic combination of the best of three continents. This car looks much more expensive than it is.

3. We believe the plush interior (offered as standard equipment) is easily the most comfortable, most luxurious in its class.

4. With all its style, performance and comfort, the 310 is still an economy car. The EPA estimated it at 27 city, 38 highway mpg (except California). Use these numbers for comparisons. Actual mileage may differ depending on speed, trip length, and weather. Actual highway mpg will probably be less than EPA highway estimate.

5. Quality. Every Datsun 310 is carefully built by the Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.—a worldwide automotive leader whose very name means quality. And they go to incredible lengths to insure that quality.

Like taking extraordinary measures to fight rust—sealing the rocker panels with a zinc coating for added corrosion resistance, for example. But these are the kinds of things you do when you are dedicated to quality and driven to build cars that last.

6-39 Are standard features on the new 310 you may have to pay extra for on other cars. Like remote control rear windows, reclining bucket seats, split fold-down rear seats and steel-belted radials. And thirty other standard features your Datsun dealer will gladly show you.

FREE. Take this coupon to your Datsun dealer and get:
1. 46-page full line catalog.
2. Personalized test drive.
3. Front-wheel drive buyers guide.
but so is the number of batteries used. The Nakamichi SSS 500 may life, but it requires eight D-cells. Sony TC-1385SD has a 10-hour life, requiring only four D-cells.

Another weight- and cost-saving feature is that some manufacturers use plastic parts in the switching/tram system. The life span of such parts is usually shorter than that of metal parts. This failure will require replacement of the mechanism rather than an individual part.

There were two errors in the description of the Sony TC-1585. First, the "memory" light on the VU meter never lights up in the battery mode. In fact, this light switch will cause the VU meter to go to zero. After turning it on and off a few times, I was able to make any playback to more than one track without separate playback equipment.

Ivan Berger replies: Mr. Lia for the most part, well taken, are not written in the download of space. In the main, metal parts. I wasn't able to separate them apart, and I don't expect a prospective buyer could either. The part description of the Sony deck was ambiguous in the manufacturer's literature. I hope that this is not the case with some of the other units discussed in this article. I was not able to make an exact personal examination of this particular machine.

1979 Chipmunks

- Steve Simels is warped for comparing Bee Gees to the Chipmunks. I'm embarrassed for them that they should catch up with this unjustifiable criticism (April 1979). You see, I adore them. I own all but two of their albums and cherish each ballad and "crying song." Okay, okay. I'll admit that not all their songs are A-1, but even the lesser ones were a foundation for their current hits.

JOANNE M. BUDZIK
Manahawkin, N.J.

- I accidentally tuned in the wrong FM station the other evening at midnight, and after recording what I thought was the Chipmunks, I replayed the tape. Well, I wasn't too disappointed, for at either 314 or 71/2 ips what I had recorded sounded very much like David Seville and his Chipmunks. Unfortunately, it was the Bee Gees.

EDWARD L. DYWER
Manahawkin, N.J.

Design Relevance

- Regarding Julian Hirsch's article in the March 1979 issue, "Distortion, How Small Must It Be?", and Larry Klein's response to the dual-power-supply question in the same issue, I want to tender a corporate "right on" from the folks in the Phase Linear engineering department.

Design philosophy at Phase Linear dictates that our products deliver optimum value, performance, and reliability in all respects. Practically, this means that several parameters of operation must be evaluated to make a proper gage as to required slew rate, harmonic distortion, TIM, and so forth. Without such evaluation, many dollars can be poured into a product without any necessary improvement in sonic performance.

The importance of direct-current handling capability in audio is questionable, at best: it's a matter of personal opinion. As with some of the other units discussed in this article, I was not able to make any personal examination of this particular machine.

1979 Chipmunks

- I was somewhat surprised and slightly offended when I read the February 1979 review of Third World's "Journey to Addis," and saw them described as a "Bahamian" group. Being an avid fan of theirs, I must correct this error, which I'm sure was not deliberate. Third World is a wholly Jamaican group.

RAYMOND A. DONALDSON
Kingston, Jamaica

Popular Music Editor Paulette Weiss replies: We regret the error. The press release on Third World described them as a Caribbean group, which somehow got translated into Bahamian. They are indeed Jamaican; right neighborhood, wrong address.

Terry L. Pennington
Design Engineer, Phase Linear Corp.
Lynnwood, Wash.

O'Scanlon's Franck

In his April review of the Guido Cantelli conducting of Franck's Symphony in D Minor, Paul Kresh committed an error in saying that, somehow or other, Toscanini conducts it as his mentor [Toscanini] might have—had he ever conducted it. Between 1930 and 1946 Toscanini "conducted" to play the Franck Symphony at least eleven times with the New York Philharmonic and the NBC Symphony. I have heard a tape of the 1946 performance (the one with the NBC Symphony) and I am happy to learn that he conducted it so many times and would love to hear a tape.

EDWARD SICHI JR.
Monongahela, Pa.

Paul Kresh replies: My casual remark about Toscanini and the Franck symphony was based simply on the fact that no commercial recording of the work by him was ever released. I am happy to learn that he conducted it so many times and would love to hear a tape.

Third World

- I was somewhat surprised and slightly offended when I read the February 1979 review of Third World's "Journey to Addis," and saw them described as a "Bahamian" group. Being an avid fan of theirs, I must correct this error, which I'm sure was not deliberate. Third World is a wholly Jamaican group.

EDWARD SICHI JR.
Monongahela, Pa.

Paul Kresh replies: My casual remark about Toscanini and the Franck symphony was based simply on the fact that no commercial recording of the work by him was ever released. I am happy to learn that he conducted it so many times and would love to hear a tape.

EDWARD SICHI JR.
Monongahela, Pa.

VISONIK HIFI

Once, it took two big speakers to get good bass reproduction in a sound system. Now, you can get accurate, deep bass with a Visonik sub-woofer. When combined with a pair of full range, ultra-compact DAVID® speakers, the result is SUB/DAVID — a three-speaker stereo system that covers the widest sound spectrum possible.

Check out the Visonik SUB-1, or slightly smaller SUB-2, with a pair of DAVIDs at your local Visonik HiFi dealer. Be sure to ask him about the ease and versatility of placement, which is another advantage of the SUB/DAVID system; or write to us for additional information.
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Robin Zander listened to us.

He's the lead singer with Cheap Trick.

Here's what he said about the Jensen System B.

"The sound covers the entire room perfectly. No matter where you are it just fills it all up."

The System B is a vented 4-way, 5 driver loudspeaker system with high efficiency. And low distortion. And wide dispersion.

We've used advanced engineering technology to solve critical engineering problems that have plagued speaker designers for years.

To improve dispersion over the complete frequency range, we symmetrically positioned all four front-firing drivers along the vertical axis of the baffle surface.

What's more, the System B has two specially designed, but different high frequency drivers.

One on the front and one on the rear.

Robin, a professional musician, sums it up.

"The sound covers the whole area." This is illustrated in the polar response diagram.

Of course, the system includes a new Impedance Compensated Crossover Network as well as a precision low frequency radiator and upper and lower midrange drivers.

We can't describe everything in this amazing speaker system in detail.

That's why you should go to your audio dealer for a demonstration.

After all, what's most important is how the speaker sounds to you.

You're the ultimate test.

But one more comment from Robin.

"I listen to music everyday. So when I hear a speaker that sounds good, I get excited about it. This is good and I'm excited."

Listen to our speaker in person.
Robin Zander did.

Listen with the professionals.

Listen to JENSEN speakers.
New Products
latest audio equipment and accessories

New Top-of-line Empire Cartridge

The Empire EDR.9 phono cartridge is a moving-iron design using a "large area contact" stylus-tip shape similar to that of a Shibata stylus in that it provides a long, low-pressure region of contact between the stylus and the groove. The EDR.9 also incorporates a small metal bar resiliently mounted inside the hollow aluminum cantilever tube; this is said to reduce resonance so as to equalize the response of the cartridge. Empire states that the new cartridge is minimally affected by variations in load impedance. Frequency response of the EDR.9 is 20 to 35,000 Hz ±1.75 dB. Tracking-force range is 3/4 to 11/4 grams, compliance is 28 microdynes per centimeter, output is 4.5 millivolts for a 5-centimeter-per-second lateral velocity, and total cartridge weight is 5.2 grams. Price: $200.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Yamaha Power Amplifier Has LED Peak Display

The Yamaha M-4 power amplifier has a dual array of twenty-six LED's to display the peak power-output level; there is also a LED overload indicator that lights up when distortion in the amplifier's output exceeds 1 per cent. The M-4 is rated at 120 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with total harmonic distortion of 0.005 per cent or less and intermodulation distortion less than 0.002 per cent. The signal-to-noise ratio is rated at 118 dB using IHF A weighting. Frequency response at 60 watts output into 8 ohms is specified as extending from 0 Hz to 100 kHz ±0. -1.2 dB in the direct-coupled mode and from 10 Hz to 100 kHz ±0. -2 dB in the a.c.-coupled mode. The low-frequency filter, which is switched into the signal path in the a.c. mode, attenuates the signal at the rate of 6 dB per octave below 6.4 Hz.

Yamaha states that the output circuit of the M-4 is of the fully complementary push-pull type and uses newly developed power-output transistors designed especially for this unit. The M-4 also includes a load-impedance detecting circuit that cuts the power off when the impedance at the output falls below 2 ohms and a d.c.-detection circuit that disconnects the loudspeakers if direct current appears at the outputs. Front-panel controls include the power switch and pushbutton selector switches for two pairs of speakers; rear-panel controls include two input-level knobs and the a.c./d.c. selector switch. Dimensions are 17 1/2 x 5 3/4 x 14 3/4 inches. The enclosure finish is matte black, and weight is 41 pounds. Price: $650.

Circle 121 on reader service card

Ariston Turntable From Scotland

The Scotland-made Ariston RD11S is a two-speed, belt-drive turntable designed to be used with a separate tone arm (it is shown fitted with an Ultracraft tone arm and Osawa head shell and cartridge). It has an exceptionally heavy (9.5-pound) platter of an aluminum-zinc alloy and a twenty-four-pole synchronous motor. The main bearing is a mirror-finish steel shaft that rotates in a self-lubricating Teflon sleeve. The tone-arm board, motor, and platter are mounted on a subchassis that is in turn suspended from shock absorbers. Wow and flutter is rated at less than 0.05 per cent, and the weighted rumble specification is -80 dB. The RD11S comes with a teak base and hinged dust cover. Dimensions are 17 1/2 x 14 x 6 inches. Price: $600. For more information, write to Osawa & Co., Dept. SR, 521 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Circle 122 on reader service card

Nortronics' Video-recorder Maintenance Kit

Nortronics Company of Minneapolis, a major manufacturer of tape heads and supplies, has introduced the VCR-95, a maintenance kit for videocassette recorders. The kit contains twenty cellular-foam cleaning swabs, a spray cleaner specifically developed for head-cleaning applications, a special screwdriver, a dust cloth, and instructions for cleaning both VHS and Beta-format recorders. Price: $12.80.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Slimline Microphone Shock-mount Clamp From Electro-Voice

Electro-Voice's new Model 313A shock-mount clamp is designed for unobtrusively mounting microphones having barrel diameters of about 3/4 inch on any standard 5/8-inch-thread microphone stand. In use, the clamp suspends the microphone in a network of four replaceable urethane bands. The microphone body can be attached either with an integral hinged-metal latch for a quick temporary mount or with a set-screw assembly for longer-term applications. The 313A is constructed of polycarbonate plastic and metal. Price: $22.95.

Circle 124 on reader service card

(Continued on page 22)
The standard bearers.

In the past few years, these fine deck manufacturers have helped to push the cassette medium ever closer to the ultimate boundaries of high fidelity. Today, their best decks can produce results that are virtually indistinguishable from those of the best reel-to-reel machines.

Through all of their technical breakthroughs, they've had one thing in common. They all use TDK SA as their reference tape for the high bias position. These manufacturers wanted a tape that could extract every last drop of performance from their decks and they chose SA.

And to make sure that kind of performance is duplicated by each and every deck that comes off the assembly line, these manufacturers use SA to align their decks before they leave the factory.

Which makes SA the logical choice for home use; the best way to be sure you get all the sound you've paid for. But sound isn't the only reason SA is the high bias standard. Its super-precision mechanism is the most advanced and reliable TDK has ever made—and we've been backing our cassettes with a full lifetime warranty* longer than anyone else in hi fi—more than 10 years.

So if you would like to raise your own recording standards, simply switch to the tape that's become a recording legend—TDK SA. TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, NY 11530.

The machine for your machine.

*In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to defects in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your TDK dealer for a free replacement.
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FOR THE RECORD

There is a new reference standard in phono cartridges. The name is Nagatron. And the difference is clear.

Samarium-cobalt magnets, crystalline aligned diamonds and an array of cantilever constructions are just a few of the latest advances employed in Nagatron cartridges to deliver the clean transients and tonal clarity available from your record grooves.

On the record: it's the best you can do for your records.

NAGATRONICS CORP.
2860 Grand Avenue, Baldwin, NY 11510

CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Audiotex Combines Destaticizer and Record Cleaner

Audiotex, a division of GC Laboratories, has introduced the RC-2000 record-cleaning device, which combines the functions of a destaticizing tool and a record brush. The RC-2000 contains a piezoelectric cell that emits alternate streams of positive and negative ions as the device's trigger is pressed and then released. The ions are discharged directly onto the record surface through a tube and needle outlet on the underside of the handheld device.

On the underside of the RC-2000 are several rows of fine nylon bristles and a natural-silk velvet pad; these act together to dislodge and then pick up dust that previously had been statically bound to the record surface. Price: $24.95.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Sansui Receiver
Features Wide-band Frequency Response

The power-amplifier section of Sansui's G-7500 AM/FM stereo receiver has a rated frequency response of 0 to 200,000 Hz (−3 dB) and a slew rate of 60 volts per microsecond. Sansui states that the wide frequency response and absence of blocking capacitors in the signal path of the amplifier stages have significant benefits in terms of transient response. The G-7500 is rated at 90 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz with total harmonic distortion of 0.025 percent or less. Intermodulation distortion is also rated at 0.025 percent or less.

The preamplifier section of this receiver has a signal-to-noise ratio of 78 dB (measured using current IHE methods) and RIAA-curve accuracy to within 0.2 percent. The maximum undistorted input capability of the phono preamplifier stage is 240 millivolts. The unit has bass and treble controls that afford ±10 dB of adjustment at nominal 50- and 10,000-Hz turnover points, infrasonic and high filters that attenuate at the rate of 6 dB per octave below 16 Hz and above 3,000 Hz, respectively, and an audio-muting switch that attenuates the output by 20 dB. The loudness-compensation circuit boosts output by a maximum of 8 dB at 50 Hz and 6 dB at 10,000 Hz.

The FM tuner of the G-7500 has a usable sensitivity of 1.8 microvolts (10.3 dBf), sensitivity for 50-dB quieting in stereo of 34.7 microvolts (36 dBf), and a signal-to-noise ratio (for a 65-dBf input) of 58 dB in stereo. Total harmonic distortion of the FM section for the same 65-dBf input level is 0.18 percent at 1,000 Hz in stereo. Capture ratio is 1 dB, alternate-channel selectivity is 75 dB, and stereo separation is 42 dB at 1,000 Hz. Front-panel features of the unit include dual power-output meters and dual tuning meters, a microphone mixing jack and level control, switching for two pairs of speakers, switchable FM de-emphasis, a tone-control defeat switch, and two tape-monitor pushbutton switches. The G-7500 has a simulated-rosewood-grain enclosure, and its dimensions are approximately 20 x 7 1/2 x 16 1/2 inches. Price: $620.

Circle 125 on reader service card

Rotel's Inductorless Ten-band Equalizer

The Rotel RE-2000 is a ten-band stereo equalizer that offers a ±12-dB range of adjustment at ten frequencies spaced approximately one octave apart: 32, 63, 125, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000 Hz. The RE-2000's controls are of the linear sliding type, and separate sets of controls permit individual adjustment for each channel. The equalizer circuits use transistors and passive (Continued on page 24)
That clean, open look of these new Crown components is intentional. The Power Line One amp and the Straight Line One pre-amp are designed for people who delight in accurate sound reproduction, whose joy is in listening, and for whom simplicity of operation is important. They are obviously easy to operate, yet all the basic controls you need for accurate reproduction and monitoring of fine quality sound are there. But your greatest enjoyment will surely come from the unusual sonic accuracy of these units. They are acoustically as transparent as can be imagined.

Achieving that purity of sound and function wasn't simple. We've had 27 years experience in building state-of-the-art audio components, such as the world-famous DC-300A high-power amp and the newer DL-2 digital logic pre-amplifier. We've learned a great deal about what can and cannot be done with circuit design, with transistors and with IC's.

That experience is reflected in new computer-aided circuit designs. In the Straight Line One phono pre-amp section, for instance, internal noise is so low that thermal noise from your cartridge will be the dominant source of noise.

This circuit technology has also made possible other features you're bound to enjoy. The phono pre-amp is a separate module, much like the system developed by Crown in the DL-2. It eliminates troublesome RFI. Note also that Crown put distortion indicators on both units. The amplifier has both the unique Crown IOC circuit plus new peak output voltage LED's. Front-panel speaker switching and a new concept in DC speaker protection provide flexibility of layout and security of operation at high levels.

Please don't take our word for all of this. Visit your Crown dealer soon. Listen to the clean, full range sound of the Straight Line One and the Power Line One. That experience should simplify your buying decision.

### SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency Response, 20 Hz-20 KHz</th>
<th>Phase Response 20 Hz-20 KHz</th>
<th>Hum and Noise dB below rated output</th>
<th>IM Distortion at rated output, Max.</th>
<th>Total Harmonic Distortion at rated output 20 Hz-20 KHz, Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Straight Line One</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-channel pre-amp</td>
<td>±0.1 dB</td>
<td>±10°</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.00055%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching module</td>
<td>±0.5 dB</td>
<td>±5°</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.0005%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono pre-amp (RIAA)</td>
<td>±0.1 dB</td>
<td>±10° to -15°</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.00095%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power rating: 50 WATTS/CH. MIN RMS INTO 8 OHMS, 20 Hz-20 KHz, THD 0.05%.
60 WATTS/CH. MIN RMS INTO 4 OHMS, 20 Hz-20 KHz, THD 0.05%.

CROWN products are available outside the U.S.A. under the brand name AMCRON.

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514
American innovation and technology... since 1951.
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Crown Develops a “Self-analyzing” Power Amplifier

- As part of its Distinction Series of components, Crown has introduced the SA2, a 220-watt-per-channel power amplifier that uses a “self-analyzing” protection circuit to avoid the sonically deleterious side effects said to be characteristic of some conventional protection circuits. The SA2’s protection system is an analog circuit that examines the operating conditions of the output transistors and limits the power output of the amplifier only when their margins of safety will be exceeded rather than limiting power output at some predetermined voltage or current level. As a result, the SA2 is said to be capable of very high power outputs over a brief period; for example, Crown states that the SA2 has an instantaneous output capability of 900 watts per channel into a 4-ohm load and 1,500 watts per channel into a 2-ohm load (the input in both cases being a pink-noise signal). Other interesting features of the SA2’s design include two separate power supplies (one for each channel), a heat-sink configuration that employs a two-speed cooling fan to move air past an array of exceptionally thin (and therefore thermally efficient) heat-sink fins, and power transformers that are shock-mounted to minimize chassis vibration.

The front panel of the SA2 amplifier has two multi-LED output-level indicators that display a range of 42 dB; the indicators both display instantaneous peaks and hold the highest peak-signal level. The two uppermost LED’s are illuminated when significant distortion appears at the output of the amplifier (they are part of an input-output comparator circuit of the same type as that used on a number of other Crown products). Other front-panel controls include the two input-level knobs, the power switch, and an amber standby light that glows when the amplifier is first turned on or when the power supplies disconnect from the remaining circuits in response to overheating or the appearance of direct current at the outputs.

The SA2’s specifications include frequency response of 0 to 50,000 Hz ±1 dB in the direct-coupled mode, total harmonic distortion of 0.05 per cent or less, intermodulation distortion of 0.01 per cent or less, and a signal-to-noise ratio of 115 dB (A-weighted) below rated output. The slewing rate of the amplifier is 30 volts per microsecond or more, and mono output with the two channels combined is 700 watts into 8 ohms measured at a distortion level of 0.12 per cent. Dimensions are 19 x 14 1/2 x 7 inches. Price: $1,595.

Circle 127 on reader service card

Two Medium-price Sony Headphones

- Sony has introduced two medium-price headphones, one a sealed-earcup type, the DR-2, and the other a folding pocket-size unit, the DR-6M (shown). The DR-2 is equipped with two 70-millimeter cone-type driver units. Frequency response is specified as 20 Hz to 15 kHz, the sensitivity is 100 dB at 1-milliwatt input, nominal impedance is 10 ohms, and maximum power input is 100 milliwatts. The headphones have a coiled two-wire (Continued on page 26)
LAUNCHING A NEW ERA IN THE REPRODUCTION OF MUSIC FROM RECORDS.

A strong claim, but true. The Concorde combines a cartridge and headshell in a single form, but weighs less than most headshells alone. The reduction in record wear and distortion, and the ability to track accurately despite warpage, pay incalculable dividends to music lovers.

Ortofon dealers are now ready to demonstrate the Concorde. It's worth a visit just to see and hear this remarkable cartridge that stands at the very frontier of music reproduction technology. For complete information write: Ortofon, 122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803.
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ALLISON: THREE
The Elegant Solution

With few exceptions, loudspeaker systems have always been designed to have flat response in anechoic chambers (test rooms with completely sound-absorptive boundaries).

This is odd, because loudspeakers are hardly ever used in anechoic environments. Most are used in domestic living rooms. Recent research shows that a real room changes a loudspeaker’s performance drastically, and designing for flat response in an anechoic chamber simply doesn’t make sense any more.

The most intense room effects occur when a loudspeaker is used in a corner, where reflections from the nearby room surfaces can cause a variation of 20 dB in acoustic power output. A corner, therefore, is the worst place to put a conventional loudspeaker system.

But if a corner imposes the most severe penalty for a misdirected design, it also gives the reward of maximally enhanced performance for a loudspeaker system correctly matched to that location. The woofer’s radiation load, when stabilized by proper design, will be at its peak value in a corner.

The Allison: Three Room-Matched loudspeaker system is the only high-fidelity speaker designed for proper use in a room corner that we know of, except for very much larger and more expensive corner horn enclosures. It is the elegant solution to the loudspeaker/room interface problem.

Price of the Allison: Three system is $290.* Descriptive literature, complete specifications, a statement of Full Warranty for Five Years, and a list of dealers are available on request.

*Higher in the South and West because of freight cost.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS
7 Tech Circle, Natick, Massachusetts 01760
CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New Direct-drive Motor in Garrard Turntables

The Mitsubishi MS-20 is a two-way acoustic-suspension loudspeaker whose bass-driver cone is a honeycomb structure of hexagonal aluminum cells sandwiched between two layers of glass-fiber-reinforced plastic. The advantages of this approach, according to Mitsubishi, include a high stiffness-to-weight ratio and substantially reduced harmonic distortion. Diameter of the MS-20’s bass driver is 12 inches; that of its cone-type treble unit is 2 inches. The crossover between them takes place at 1,500 Hz. Nominal impedance of the system is 6 ohms; impedance is 3 ohms at 2,000 Hz. Frequency response is rated at 35 to 20,000 Hz ±4 dB, power-handling capacity (measured using IEC methods) is 120 watts, and sensitivity is 88 dB output for a 1-watt input as measured at a 1-meter distance. The enclosure of the MS-20 is finished in walnut.

Circle 128 on reader service card

Mitsubishi Speaker Uses “Honeycomb” Cone Construction

The Electronic Supermarket specializes in overruns and closeouts of electronic products, including amplifiers, completed and kit speakers, cabinets, and video equipment. A catalog is available for $1. Write to the Electronic Supermarket, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 619, Lynnfield, Mass. 01940.

A Source for Budget Audio Gear

(Continued on page 28)
To get the best out of your expensive cassette system, nothing but the best will do. The little extra you pay for a Scotch® Master™ Cassette is truly money well spent—because nobody delivers a truer, clearer sound.

The Scotch Master Series offers three totally different oxide formulations, each designed for a specific bias/EQ switch position.

Our Master I Cassette is for normal bias recording. It features excellent dynamic range, low distortion, uniform high frequency sensitivity and output that's 10 dB more than standard tapes. Our Master II Cassette is for chrome-equivalent bias recording (70 microsecond equalization). It gives a 3 dB better signal-to-noise ratio at low and high frequencies than chrome cassettes. Our Master III Cassette is a ferri-chrome formulation (FeCr) with a 3 dB output improvement at low frequencies and 2 dB at high frequencies.

All three tapes are housed in transparent shells and equipped with precision guidance systems. Technology this advanced doesn't come cheap. But when you hear how magnificently the Scotch Master Series lets the truth come out, you'll agree that for the slightly higher price—you've got something priceless.

Scotch Recording Tape. The truth comes out.
The Watts Parastat

In 15 seconds your records are clean, dry, and ready to play.

With some systems you pour liquid on your records (and rub it into the grooves), while with others you brush the dirt around (and rub it into the grooves). The Watts Parastat is neither of these.

By placing a plush velvet pad on either side of a soft nylon brush and adding a drop or two of Parastatik® fluid, a remarkably efficient system is created.

The brush bristles lift the rubbish to the surface. The pads collect and remove it. And the Parastatik® fluid supplies just the right degree of humidity to relax dust collecting static without leaving any kind of film or deposit behind.

No other system does so much for your records in so little time.

So when you want the best, ask for the original. The Parastat, by Cecil Watts.

Cecil Watts, Ltd.

Watts products are distributed exclusively in the U.S. by: Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, NY 11530

Akai's Full Line Is Described in Latest Catalog

□ Akai has published a fifty-six-page pocket-size catalog containing descriptions, selected specifications, and color photos of every product in the Akai audio-component line, plus a brief glossary of hi-fi terms. The catalog includes a reader-inquiry card by means of which consumers may send for more detailed information about particular products. For a copy of the catalog, write to Catalog, Akai America, Ltd., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, Calif. 90224.

Relay Source Switching in Phase Linear Preamp

□ Phase Linear's Model 3000 preamplifier uses logic circuits and thirteen relays to select input sources, thereby avoiding routing phonoe-level signals through a longer signal path than necessary. Total harmonic distortion is rated at less than 0.04 per cent. The rated signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 90 dB for the moving-magnet phono input, greater than 78 dB for the moving-coil phono input, and greater than 91 dB for high-level inputs. The input capacitance of the moving-magnet phono stage can be switched to 150, 225, or 420 picofarads, and the input resistance of the moving-coil input to 50, 200, or 500 ohms. The phono stages adhere to the RIAA curve within 0.3 dB. The moving-magnet phono stage accepts an input of up to 120 millivolts, the moving-coil phono stage up to 12 millivolts.

The Model 3000 has two defeatable tone controls, each of which has two switch-selectable turnover points: bass-control turnover points are 50 or 150 Hz and the treble controls are 2,000 or 5,000 Hz. The preamplifier also has a switchable low-frequency filter that attenuates at the rate of 18 dB per octave below 15 Hz. A headphone amplifier with a 200-milliwatt output and total harmonic distortion below 0.07 per cent is incorporated in the preamplifier; provisions for two tape recorders (with dubbing capability), a muting switch, and a detented volume control are also included. Dimensions are 19 x 3 1/2 x 8 inches. Price: $499.

Circle 131 on reader service card

Wharfedale Speaker Uses Flat-diaphragm "Isodynamic" Tweeter

□ The Wharfedale L300 loudspeaker system has a tweeter that consists of a flat sheet of plastic film (on which a voice coil has been printed) suspended between two panels of rare-earth magnets. The design, which Wharfedale calls an "Isotweeter," is said to have very low mass and high power-handling capability because of the unusual voice-coil construction, which drives the diaphragm uniformly over most of its surface. The L300 is a three-way, acoustic-suspension system with a 10-inch roll-surround bass driver, a 4-inch plastic-diaphragm mid-range unit, and the Isodynamic tweeter. Crossover frequencies are 1,000 and 5,500 Hz. Frequency response of the L300 is 38 to 26,000 Hz ±3 dB, nominal impedance is 6 ohms, and sensitivity for a 1-watt input is 88 dB measured at a 1-meter distance. Peak power-handling capacity of the L-300 is 90 watts. The enclosure is finished in walnut veneer and has dimensions of approximately 23 x 13 3/4 x 13 3/4 inches. Price: $275.

Circle 132 on reader service card

NOTICE: All product descriptions and specifications quoted in these columns are based on materials supplied by the manufacturer. Recent fluctuations in the value of the dollar will have an effect on the price of merchandise imported into this country. Please be aware that the prices quoted in this issue may be subject to change.
The Eumig CCD.
Opto-electronically engineered for absolute recording excellence.

Eumig, one of the world's leaders in electro-mechanical research and development, has introduced a revolutionary new technology to cassette recording. It's the OPTO-ELECTRONIC SERVO CAPSTAN DRIVE SYSTEM incorporated in the unique Eumig CCD. This technology offers so many advantages that the Eumig CCD will out-perform every other cassette transport.

Ultra-Precision: The unique Eumig photo disc

Other decks use old-fashioned belts and flywheels to control the capstan. In the Eumig design these are replaced by a light-weight disc, photo-etched with 2500 radii, spaced precisely 1/50mm apart. When rotated, these radii create 15,000 pulses per second for instantaneous optically-sensed speed corrections. Wow and flutter is a mere 0.05% WRMS, and speed accuracy is ±1%.

The Eumig photo disc weighs about 1/70th as much as a typical flywheel. When combined with an almost inertia-free, coreless drive motor, the CCD offers a startup time of less than 0.04 seconds, which means you never hear the wowing sound after a pause in recording. And the CCD boasts the fastest rewind time in the world—an astonishingly low 40 sec. (C-60).

Rugged reliability

The Opto-Electronic Servo System is only one among many dramatic advantages of the Eumig CCD. It offers three precision heads of our own design, mounted in a die-cast aluminum carrier made at our own facilities (as are virtually all parts of the CCD), for greatest precision. The Eumig CCD is engineered with circuit boards rather than wires, for utmost reliability.

Advanced technology features

The comprehensive features of the CCD reflect Eumig's innovative technological approach. Two parallel LED displays allow simultaneous monitoring of both channel levels. Full solenoid/MOS logic is operated by feather-touch controls with logic-programmed LED indicators, and the flexible two-input mixing facilities use strictly DC-controlled circuitry.

Perfect recording every time

Perfect performance is guaranteed with every type of tape because the Eumig CCD offers virtually flat frequency response to 20,000 Hz (chrome); Dolby calibration adjustment for different tape sensitivities; and an azimuth adjustment to optimize high frequency performance with each and every tape.

The Eumig CCD, probably the finest deck in the world, is now available for $1300, including full-function remote control, at select audio outlets throughout the country. Write to us for the name of the dealer nearest you. Then listen and compare. We believe you'll agree—it's incomparable.

Eumig (USA) Inc., Lake Success Business Park, 225 Community Drive, Great Neck, New York 11020, (516) 466-6533
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
We build a speaker that sounds like music

It can accurately reproduce the 120+ dB peaks that are found in some live music. That’s more than just being able to play music loud. It can accurately reproduce the music bandwidth—from below 25Hz to 20kHz. And the Interface:D’s vented midrange speaker reproduces midrange sounds with the clarity and purity that allows precise localization of sound sources—both lateral and front-to-back.

The Interface:D is the only commercially available speaker we know of that can meet these criteria. Audition them at your Interface dealer.

Audio Q. and A.

By Larry Klein

Power vs. Volume

Q. I recently bought a new turntable and a very expensive phono cartridge. Everything works fine except that the volume control on my preamplifier must be turned up much higher for the same level of sound. Did I lose amplifier power as a result of mismatching, and, if so, how can I adjust for it?

A. This question, in various permutations, is a common one—and, unfortunately, one that is difficult to answer simply. First of all, it is necessary to understand that the volume-control setting on an amplifier, preamplifier, or receiver does not necessarily have a one-to-one relationship with either the amount of sound coming out of the speakers or the amount of power that the amplifier is supplying to them. Think of the volume control simply as a valve controlling the amount of signal passing through its particular section(s) of the amplifier. In other words, a volume control can only reduce the level of the signal going through it; a volume control that is turned full up is, in effect, removed from the signal path. Since your new phono cartridge supplies less signal to your preamp than was provided by your previous cartridge, the volume control must be set higher to achieve the same sound level. This is completely normal, and the same thing could happen if you were to switch to, say, a new turner or tape deck and their output-signal levels were lower than those of your previous units. And if you were to switch to lower-efficiency speakers or a power amplifier with lower input sensitivity, your preamplifier’s volume control would in those cases also have to be set higher to achieve the same audible level.

As long as the signal level supplied by a phono cartridge or other program source is never so high that the amplifier being used is overdriven (overloaded), then the volume-control setting has nothing to do with the power rating. For example, suppose you have two power amplifiers, one of which is rated at 40 watts per channel and the other at 100 watts per channel. And suppose further that the 40-watt amplifier can be driven to its full output with a 0.25-volt input signal whereas the 100-watt unit needs about 0.5 volt from the preamp to reach the same 40-watt level.

(A still greater input signal is, of course, needed for it to reach the 100-watt level.) What will happen is that the 40-watt amplifier will play louder than the 100-watt one given the same normal preamp volume-control setting.

I suspect that a good part of the confusion between power and gain in hi-fi results from an improper analogy with sports-car performance. A car’s ability to achieve a high speed in a short time is a pretty good indication that there’s lots of power under its hood. Unfortunately, neophyte audiophiles often conclude (erroneously) that components whose volume controls are designed to “come on fast” are somehow providing more power than those units with a slower, normal control taper. As long as the volume control does not have to be set so high that amplifier noise becomes audible or so low that it becomes “touchy,” you can safely assume that everything is operating at the right signal level and that full output from your amplifier—whatever its wattage may be—will be available when it is required by the music.

Carbon-fiber Components

Q. As a tennis buff, I’ve gotten used to seeing the buzz words “carbon fiber” and “graphite” in advertisements for high-price rackets. Now carbon fiber seems to be cropping up in audio products such as tone arms and speaker cones. What exactly is this stuff, and what does it do for audio performance?

A. I’ve learned there are those who also consider audio a “high-price racket,” so the association of these two areas is not that remote. In any event, my experts tell me that there are several different types of carbon fiber, but the one used in both tennis rackets and tone arms actually consists of separate, very fine strands of pure crystalline carbon in an epoxy-resin binder. This fiber-and-resin “composite,” as it is called, has several properties that make it very attractive to designers of both tennis rackets and tone arms. It is, among other things, very rigid, low in mass relative to its volume, inherently well damped, and nonresonant. When carbon fiber is used in tone arms, it is either applied to the metal shank of the arm as a sort of coat-
ing to strengthen it and improve damping or else it is an ingredient in the molded-epoxy tubular shank itself. In making speaker cones, the carbon fiber is added to the “slurry” (a liquid mixture of wood pulp, water, and heaven only knows what else) from which the cones are molded. As part of the cone material, the carbon fibers help stiffen the cone and damp out internal resonances and vibration transmission. Besides tone arms and speaker cones, carbon fiber is also used in the audio field in making phono-cartridge head shells. In each case, the advantages sought from its use derive from the material’s low relative mass, high strength, and high internal damping.

Line Inputs

Q. When writing about equipment, Julian Hirsch and Craig Stark frequently refer to “line” inputs or outputs. What kind of line are they talking about?

CHARLES DEVIS
St. Paul, Minn.

A. The term “line” used in connection with hi-fi equipment (as opposed to that used to facilitate social encounters) was adopted from broadcast and recording studio usage. In such commercial applications there are actually several commonly used “standard line levels” which indicate whether the input and output circuits of various pieces of equipment can be interconnected without running into problems of noise, distortion, or inadequate signal strength. (The term “level” refers to both the signal level and the effective impedance.) The specific levels and impedances involved in professional use need not concern us here, since they are of no practical significance in home hi-fi equipment.

As it appears in current hi-fi literature—including the present IHF amplifier standard—“line” is synonymous with “high-level,” which in turn refers to the characteristics of any jack designed to provide (or accept) audio-signal voltages from about 0.1 volt up to several volts. The IHF amplifier standard defines “line input” as: “Any set of input terminals of an amplifier whose primary function is to accept line-level input signals, normally construed to mean input levels in excess of 25 millivolts.” I think I was out of town during the Standards Committee meeting at which the 25-mV figure (which seems too low to me) was adopted, but the intention of the figure is: to distinguish high-level inputs from low-level phono or microphone inputs, both of which are designed to accept voltages with an average signal level of, say, 10 mV or so. In home hi-fi usage, there’s no agreed-upon impedance for the line input, although one can assume that a jack labeled “line” (or, more frequently, “aux.” which should have the same characteristics) will usually have an input impedance of 50,000 ohms or higher.

Note that when the input impedance of a power amplifier is 25,000 ohms or less it may cause some low-bass loss in preamps not designed to feed that low an impedance.

Because the number of questions we receive each month is greater than we can reply to individually, only those letters selected for use in this column can be answered. Sorry!
Audio Basics

By Ralph Hodges

FROM INFRASONIC TO ULTRASONIC

We've all heard of infrared and ultraviolet light. The terms refer to the vast number of light waves that lie below the ruby red and above the subdued violet that mark the frequency limits of the light spectrum visible to the human eye. But invisibility does not automatically mean imperceptibility: as visitors to high mountaintops soon learn, ultraviolet light can produce a quick and ferocious sunburn (at low altitudes most of it is blocked by the earth's atmosphere), and we can readily enough detect the heat from the infrared electric lamps that keep fast-food hamburgers warm for hours. These physiological reactions are about the only means our unaided senses have of discovering that such light frequencies are present. Don't be fooled by the visible red of the infrared lamps and the purple of the "black-light" ultraviolet lamps in discos. True, you do see light coming from these devices, but that's merely an extra that lets us know they are in operation.

And so it is with infrasonic and ultrasonic sound frequencies. Certain physiological clues may tell you they are present: powerful infrasonic sounds will shake the floor, the dishwasher, and your gut; intense ultrasonic sounds have been proposed as a weapon of war because they are capable of creating great pain and a rapid breakdown of body-cell structure (fortunately, suitable sonic projectiles would be cumbersome and not very efficient, so it seems likely that tomorrow's weaponry will get you in some other way). But although our eardrums are definitely agitated by these sounds, there are no receptors to convey the message to the brain. We may perceive them in one way or another, but we do not really "hear" them. The size of the inner ear seems to have something to do with this. An adult male whose ears are in good condition may "hear" sounds from 16 to about 15,000 Hz. An adult female, typically being somewhat smaller, will not "hear" low frequencies as well but usually detect significantly higher frequencies. Children, smaller still, may pick up sounds well above 20,000 Hz, though they have yet to report hearing anything of great interest up there.

As almost any specification sheet will tell you, high-fidelity systems strive to do a credible job of sound reproduction over the frequency range of at least 20 to 20,000 Hz. This seems a reasonable compromise considering the probable hearing acuities of all members of the family, and it is practically no compromise at all when we look at the frequency range of musical sounds. In terms of herz, string basses reach down into the low 40's and big bass drums may sound a fundamental pitch somewhere in the low 30's. At the higher end of the spectrum, the fundamental pitches of all musical instruments are encompassed by a 20,000-Hz upper limit with more than an octave to spare, though the overtones of some instruments have been measured as extending much higher. All this is academic, however. The atmosphere absorbs ultrasonic sound frequencies just as it absorbs—or scatters—ultraviolet light frequencies. At any reasonable distance from a musical instrument, even the keenest ear will hear nothing of significance above about 16,000 Hz, and no musical instruments are designed to put out much energy beyond that.

But what about a large pipe organ, which may have a rank of 32-foot open pipes capable of emitting a low C at about 16 Hz? Well, this is in part intended as drama, as even a few motion pictures have acknowledged with their sonic simulations of earthquakes and exploding bombs. A powerful organ can make the air around you shudder with a virtually inaudible but definitely palpable low note. If that's the experience you want in your listening room, well and good, but you'll pay for it in the coin of giant woofers and truly mighty amplifiers, only to discover that precious few recordings even attempt to capture this sort of signal. And do not be fooled by overenthusiastic claims; electric basses, kick drums, and the rest are all 40 Hz and above in frequency. Nothing else even approaches the depths plumbed by the big organ, although there are plenty of instruments that can make you feel an impact in the pit of your stomach, largely because of the amount of energy they put out at moderately low frequencies. If your (audio) system can cope with these, it will give a good account of the big organ pipe as well, in the form of its dense and powerful overtones at 32, 48, 64 Hz, etc.

As we become more sophisticated in the reproduction of sound, we are beginning to realize that infrasonic and ultrasonic capabilities in an audio system are not only somewhat irrelevant but also frequently undesirable. A close reading of Gary Stock's article on recording players this month will reveal some of the difficulties a sound system can get into when it responds to infrasounds. None of these effects do the ear any particular good, and it's unfortunate that very few people realize the havoc they can raise with the reproduction of sounds we really can hear.

At extremely high frequencies there are other problems to consider. There is some upper frequency limit beyond which no audio device can go without some form of distortion taking place. With modern amplifiers the limit might be 200,000 Hz or even considerably higher, but it is there nevertheless. Subject an amplifier to signals of significant strength at these frequencies and you provoke a condition of nonlinearity that can create frequency distortions and other phenomena that can crop up at frequencies above the range of hearing. Where might such ultrasonics come from? Probably not directly from any recording you're likely to buy, nor from any phonograph cartridge or tape deck you're likely to use (although there is some debate about this). But they can certainly come from radio-frequency interference, oscillations and other instabilities within the amplification chain, peculiar interactions between components and their connecting cables—quite a lot of places, in fact. We don't know a great deal about these effects, and every sound system is bound to experience them, but from what we do know, it seems that infrasounds and ultrasonics are not very important to the reproduction and enjoyment of recorded music. Keeping them out of the reproduction process, however, may be...
NIKKO RECEIVERS ARE BUILT AS THOUGH THEY'RE ONE-OF-A-KIND.

At Nikko, we make sure that every single receiver we make will live up to our specifications, as well as your expectations. Which is why we have what we call the "200% Quality Control" program. Now, almost all companies have a "random" testing program. But that's not good enough for us. We check every unit before it leaves our factory. Then we test each and every Nikko receiver again, before it's shipped to one of our carefully-selected dealers. This relentlessly thorough program is your assurance that you'll get all of the exceptional performance and reliability we build into our products.

But the "200% Quality Control" program is only one side of Nikko. The other side is what you can see and hear: meaningful features, superb sound and outstanding value.

Consider our new NR-819. This advanced receiver employs a fully complementary, capacitor-free output circuit and delivers 45 watts per channel, minimum RMS, at 8 ohms, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

Its phono preamp utilizes high-speed circuitry for phenomenal transient response characteristics and low TIM. A subsonic filter cleans up the bass response and helps the amplifier operate more efficiently.

FM tuning is easy and precise thanks to an FET front end, a Phase Lock Loop for maximum stereo separation and Nikko's T-Locked circuitry, which automatically tunes in a station for minimum distortion.

The NR-819 also features the insurance of a sophisticated speaker protection circuit that utilizes Nikko's famed circuit breakers.

There are no shortcuts to top quality and performance. So before you buy any receiver, think about the persistent quality control and advanced engineering that go into every receiver Nikko builds. It should convince you that we take our stereo as seriously as you do.
THE LOUDSPEAKER WITH A TOUGH ACT
TO FOLLOW: JBL’s NEW L40.

For the past 2½ years, we’ve been making a two-way bookshelf loudspeaker called the L26. The critics loved it. The dealers loved it. The customers loved it. 250,000 times to be exact.

The smart thing to do would’ve been to just keep cranking out those L26’s for the next hundred years. Never change a winner, right? Not if you’re JBL.

Meet JBL's brand new L40. It's the best $250 two-way loudspeaker you can buy. Here's why:

The L40 has tremendous power handling capability. Don't let its size fool you. It'll play right up there with loudspeakers twice its size.
Every sound is clean and clear. Listen to the snap of a rimshot, the crash of a cymbal. Pure. Accurate. Perfectly defined. (If you'd like the technical information on the L40, write us and we'll send you an engineering staff report. Nothing fancy except the specs.)

Go listen to the L40. And ask for it by its first name: JBL. You'll be getting the same craftsmanship, the same components, the same sound heard in the very top recording studios in the world.

If you've been thinking about getting into high performance high fidelity, we know a great place to start: JBL's new L40. It's a whole lot of JBL for not a whole lot of money.

Ranked by the number of Top Fifty albums they produced last year, seven of the ten leading recording studios in the world used JBL to record or mix their music. They used our sound to make theirs. Source: Recording Institute of America.
Introducing the ADC 1700DD turntable.
The quality begins with the tonearm...

...and keeps on going.

The tonearm you'll find on the ADC 1700DD reduces mass and resonance to new lows. So the music you hear comes out pure and clean.

Our engineers have combined the latest advancements of audio technology to create the amazing 1700DD, the first low mass, low resonance turntable.

The famous LWF carbon fibre tonearm was the model for the sleek black anodized aluminum tonearm found on the ADC 1700DD. The headshell is molded carbon fibre, long known for its low mass to high tensile strength ratio. The viscous cueing is a gentle 4mm/sec., and the tempered spring anti-skate adjustment is infinitely variable to 3.5 grams. The pivot system uses stainless steel instrument bearings, which are hand-picked and perfectly matched to both the outer and inner races for virtually frictionless movement. All this makes it the best tonearm found on an integrated turntable.

The base is constructed with two dissimilar materials that are resonance-cancelling. First, the outer shell of the base is molded, then a composition of industrial foam and concrete is injected to absorb and neutralize resonance and feedback.

Supporting this resonance-cancelling base are energy absorbing, resonance-tuned rubber suspension feet. These suspension feet help to stabilize the base while controlling resonance.

The motor in the ADC 1700DD is also present standard of excellence: Direct Drive Quartz Phase-Locked Loop. A quartz crystal is used in the reference oscillator of the motor. An electronic phase-comparator constantly monitors any variance in the speed, making instantaneous corrections. Even when out of the Quartz-Locked mode, the optical scanning system keeps drift at below 0.02%. Wow and flutter are less than 0.03%. Rumble is an incredible -70dB Din B.

The result of all these breakthroughs is pure, uninterrupted enjoyment.

We invite you to a demonstration of this and the other remarkable ADC turntables at your nearest franchised dealer.

Or write for further information to: ADC Professional Products, a division of BSR Consumer Products Group. Route 303, Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913. Distributed in Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.

ADC. We build breakthroughs.

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Tested This Month

Scott Model 830Z Audio Analyzer  •  B&O MMC 20CL Phono Cartridge
Yamaha CR-840 AM/FM Stereo Receiver  •  KEF Model 105 Speaker System
Soundcraftsmen SP4002 Preamplifier

Fuse Distortion?

This month's column was inspired by a newsletter (published by a manufacturer of high-quality amplifiers) in which concern was expressed about distortions introduced by inserting a protective fuse in the line from amplifier to loudspeaker. Such fuses are often built into speakers, or in some cases an amplifier, and many speaker manufacturers recommend that their products be protected by user-installed fuses.

Distortion from a fuse? How could this possibly come about? It is normal for the electrical resistance of most metals to increase with temperature; thus, a hot fuse has a higher resistance than a cold one. In itself this cannot produce distortion—at worst, it would slightly reduce the power available to the speakers. However, if the fuse wire were very thin, with a low thermal mass, the fuse element could heat and cool very rapidly, possibly temperature; thus, a hot fuse has a higher resistance of most metals to increase with time. Such fuses are often built into speakers, or in some cases an amplifier, and many speaker manufacturers recommend that their products be protected by user-installed fuses.

The amplifiers made by the manufacturer whose newsletter raised this subject are noted for their very low harmonic-distortion ratings. Being concerned about this source of distortion, he avoided it by placing speaker fuses within his amplifiers' feedback loops rather than in the speaker lines. Finding my interest aroused by a "problem" whose theoretical existence I recognized but whose practical importance seemed questionable, I decided to find out for myself just how serious the non-linearity of a speaker fuse could be.

I had at hand an amplifier with extremely low distortion and a new Hewlett-Packard Model 239A low-distortion oscillator, both with intrinsic distortions of less than 0.001 per cent. I connected the output of one channel of the amplifier to a precision 8-ohm noninductive resistor load with provision for inserting a fuse in series with the speaker line. The amplifier was driven at 20 Hz from the low-distortion oscillator. The output signal (across the load) was first passed through our Radford distortion analyzer to reduce the level of the fundamental frequency so the harmonics could be measured on our Hewlett-Packard 3580A spectrum analyzer. This extends the system's measurement range from 90 to as much as 130 dB (corresponding to 0.0003 per cent distortion!), although the 239A oscillator's distortion typically falls within 0.001 to 0.0007 per cent, depending on the frequency.

With no fuse in the speaker line, the output current was set at 2 amperes (32 watts). The distortion was 0.003 per cent, equally divided between second and third harmonics. After a 2-ampere (3AG) fuse was inserted in the speaker line, the second harmonic was unchanged but the third harmonic increased to 0.0063 per cent, for a total harmonic-distortion reading of 0.0067 per cent. The test was repeated with a 1.5-ampere fuse, at its rated current, with essentially identical results.

Larger fuses have heavier internal elements and could therefore be expected to have less of a distorting effect (they are also less likely to protect a speaker from anything short of catastrophic amplifier failure). We tested a 5-ampere fuse with the amplifier delivering 100 watts to a 4-ohm load (necessary to develop the fuse's rated current). The distortion was a mere 0.0022 per cent with or without the fuse.

The conclusion (to me, at least) is inescapable. A typical speaker-protecting fuse will introduce some measurable distortion, but only at the lowest frequencies and at current levels close to the fuse rating. This distortion may get as "high" as 0.01 per cent, although our reading never approached that figure. Not being one of those people who believe that everything that is measurable can be heard, I would judge the importance of this effect on the sound of an audio system as about the same as that produced by a conjunction of Venus and Mars.

But there is another potential problem with speaker fuses. A fuse's internal resistance can be appreciable, and the effective damping factor of an amplifier can be radically reduced by such added series resistance. A couple of years ago I wrote here about what happens to the effective damping factor when a small resistance is added to the speaker-line circuit. The answer is, essentially nothing, since the internal d.c. resistance of a speaker (typically several ohms) makes worrying about an extra tenth of an ohm or so seem rather silly. I measured the dynamic resistance (at rated current) of the 2-ampere fuses I used and found it to be 0.1 ohm.

How does this 0.1 ohm of fuse series resistance relate to the resistances in other sections of the speaker circuit? Well, if you use #18 lamp cord for your speaker wiring (admittedly a smaller gauge than desirable), a 16-foot length will introduce a total resistance of about 0.4 ohm. The special (and expensive) "low-inductance" speaker cables that are
popular in some audio circles typically have a resistance of 0.15 to 0.2 ohm for the same length (they also have some rather undesirable side effects, but space does not permit going into that here). If the amplifier is a good-quality unit with a damping-factor rating of, say, 400, its internal "source" resistance will be about 0.02 ohm. With a typical speaker resistance of 2 ohms, speaker cables having a 0.2-ohm resistance, and the amplifier's 0.02 ohm, the total is 2.22 ohms. The true damping factor is then 3.6, a far cry from the amplifier's inherent factor of 400! Adding a fuse with a 0.1-ohm resistance will reduce this to 3.45, which is certainly no more serious than the 0.01 per cent, or less, distortion that the fuse will also add!

My advice, then, is to forget imaginary problems and fuse your speakers if the amplifier you are using is capable of delivering significantly more power than the speakers are rated to handle—and if the speakers are not already protected by their own fuses. I doubt that anyone will be able to hear the 0.01 per cent added distortion at 20 Hz, but I can attest that the silence when a speaker voice coil burns out is deafening!

![Scott Model 830Z Audio Analyzer](image)

**Equipment Test Reports**

By Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The interest of many advanced audio hobbyists in the performance of their systems and components has led to the development of a number of test instruments specifically designed for home (that is, nonprofessional) applications. For example, in the heyday of multichannel audio oscilloscopes were available from several hi-fi manufacturers. Their ability to display the directional distribution of four-channel programs (doubling as FM tuning and multipath indicators in most cases) made them interesting and informative tools for the technically oriented user, and they were styled to harmonize with other audio components.

Recently several smaller manufacturers have introduced inexpensive audio peak-level indicators using light-emitting diodes (see the test reports on the Uni-Sync and Audio Technology units in the October 1978 issue). However, a totally different level of sophistication is represented by the new Scott Model 830Z Audio Analyzer. This is a ten-band real-time spectrum analyzer with a built-in multichannel signal source that enables it to measure the frequency response of a component or a complete system (a small, wide-range microphone is included for acoustic frequency-response measurements).

The display of the Model 830Z is a grid of LED's that are seen as short horizontal bars of light. There are ten vertical rows, one for each of the octave bands. Each vertical row contains eleven LED's corresponding to the signal amplitudes in that frequency band. A three-position switch on the front panel selects the display range of the analyzer, which can be ±20, ±15, or ±10 dB (with the 0-dB reference level at the center of the scale). For these ranges, the level change corresponding to one vertical "division" is 4, 3, or 2 dB, respectively. Intermediate levels can also be read, since when two lights are on simultaneously the actual value is midway between them. The amplitude-scale calibrations appear to the left of the frequency scales, with the selected range indicated by an illuminated LED at the bottom of its scale.

The display, appearing against a black background with clearly visible white markings on the plastic screen, occupies almost half the front panel. To its left are the power switch and an OSC LEVEL knob that adjusts the amplitude of the test signal appearing at the rear terminals. Across the upper right of the panel are level controls for the microphone and line inputs. Each consists of a seven-position rotary switch (10 dB per step) and a continuously variable vernier adjustment.

Below the level controls are the MIC jack and input selector (for MIC, LINE, and CAL). The line inputs can be either the left or right channel or their sum. The CAL position of the switch connects the test-oscillator signal to the analyzer input, giving a horizontal line of glowing LED's. When the LINE LEVEL switch is set to 0 dB, the CAL display is at the 0-dB mark (the center line).

Four lever switches complete the control lineup of the Model 830Z. The RANGE switch selects a display range of 20, 30, or 40 dB. In its FLAT center position the three-position WEIGHT switch causes the analyzer to have a uniform response to all frequencies in its range. The other two positions provide the standard IEC A or C weighting curves for acoustic or noise measurements. A MODE switch selects either ANALYZER or SPL modes. In the latter, the spectrum-analyzer display is replaced by a single vertical scale display of the level of the total input signal. With the microphone input, the 0-dB SPL indication corresponds to the sound-pressure level (SPL) chosen by the MIC INPUT LEVEL switch (from 50 to 110 dB). The 40-dB amplitude scale provides SPL readings from 30 to 130 dB. A fourth two-position switch, LINE, selects either the HIGH or LOW inputs at the rear of the instrument. They are electrically identical, but high uses insulated speaker-type terminals for connection to an amplifier's speaker outputs and low uses phono jacks for connection to tape-recorder or preamp outputs.

The inputs and outputs of the Model 830Z (except for the mic input) are in the rear of the unit. A 7-inch, 33 1/3-rpm record is supplied with the analyzer for record-player and phono-preamplifier testing. It provides all the test tones normally generated by the Model 830Z except that they are RIAA equalized and appear simultaneously. The Model 830Z is 17 inches wide, 3 3/4 inches high, and 14 1/8 inches deep, and it weighs about 10 pounds. Price: $249. Rack-mounting adapters with handles are available for $24.

*Laboratory Measurements.* Our measurements of the Scott Model 830Z were limited to verifying its rated performance specifications. The center frequency of each filter was measured with the analyzer for record-player and phono-preamplifier testing. It provided all the test tones normally generated by the Model 830Z except that they are RIAA equalized and appear simultaneously. The Model 830Z is 17 inches wide, 3 3/4 inches high, and 14 1/8 inches deep, and it weighs about 10 pounds. Price: $249. Rack-mounting adapters with handles are available for $24.

The outputs of the oscillator section were measured on our Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzer. The maximum level variation among the ten tones was 1 dB (rated ±1.2 dB). The sensitivity and display range of the LINE inputs was checked over the full range of the LEVEL switch. A 0-dB (center scale) indication could be obtained with inputs from 9 millivolts to 14.5 volts. The ±20-dB scale of

(Continued on page 40)
Absolutely even torque through a full 360°

**Unitorque direct-drive turntable**

Hitachi’s HT-463 Fully-Automatic Turntable is the epitome of accuracy. Its patented Unitorque motor has two star-shaped stator coils arranged for precise balance, even torque distribution and low temperature rise. Brushless, coreless and slotless, it eliminates cogging and vibration. And this direct-drive marvel features quartz-locked control to keep platter speed free from deviation or drift, regardless of changes in load, temperature or line voltage.

Quartz is the most accurate frequency generating element known to man. Coupled with Unitorque’s inherent smoothness, it leads to extremely low wow and flutter and virtually unmeasurable turntable rumble. 0.03% WRMS and a S/N ratio of 73 dB (DIN B).

This impressive performer also has front-mounted controls for full operation with the dust cover down. The Hitachi HT-463. It’s the accurate choice.

HITACHI
The New Leader in Audio Technology
Audio Component Division, Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 401 West Artesia Boulevard, Compton, CA 90220, (213) 537-8383, Extension 228

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
the amplitude display extends the visible display range from 0.9 millivolt to 145 volts, more than enough for any dynamic range that will be encountered in a home music system.

The frequency response of the Model 830Z was checked in the flat, A-weighted, and C-weighted modes, and in each case it agreed very closely with the curves shown in the instruction manual. We did not check the response of the microphone (rated from 30 to 16,000 Hz ±3 dB), but the supplied calibration curve showed it to be well within those limits. Scott suggests that the microphone be gripped as far as possible from the actual element during acoustic measurements to prevent any effect on the response from handling noise or reflections from the hand. One simple way to accomplish this would be to tape the mike to one end of a pencil, holding the pencil's other end during acoustic-response measurements.

- Comment. Real-time spectrum analyzers, which display the amplitudes and frequencies of all components of a complex signal as they occur, are widely used in adjusting sound systems and equalizing auditoriums as well as in general acoustic analysis. As a rule, they are much too expensive and unnecessarily precise for casual home or hobby use. The Scott Model 830Z is the first such instrument we have seen that was specifically designed for home use.

When this analyzer is connected across the speaker outputs of an amplifier or receiver, it reveals in a dramatic and easily understood manner how the energy content of recorded music programs is distributed: most of the energy is in the middle of the audio spectrum, with little or none appearing at the lowest and highest frequencies. The LED’s of the Scott 830Z respond fairly rapidly to signal transients (though not as fast as a good LED peak-level indicator), so the display is reasonably valid as an indicator of true maximum levels at different frequencies. There was an error of less than 1 dB for a 300-millisecond tone burst and about 4 dB for a 100-millisecond burst at 1,000 Hz. The display decays slowly, taking 1 to 2 seconds to die away after the signal disappears, and it therefore gives a more or less continuous picture of the amplitude and frequency of the program.

The test record included with the analyzer is a convenient way to check the complete response of a phone system (the disc is RIAA equalized and gives a "flat" response through a correctly equalized preamplifier, subject only to the variations introduced by the phono cartridge). Scott also suggests using the Model 830Z to check the response of a tape recorder including the effect of bias and equalization adjustments. By recording the oscillator test signal on tape and playing it back into the analyzer, the overall frequency response can be seen at a glance. With the aid of the Model 830Z, it takes but a moment to trim the bias of a three-head cassette recorder for the flattest frequency response with any tape. Using the microphone, you can measure the response of your listening room and speakers, and if an octave-band equalizer is available, it can be used together with the spectrum analyzer to equalize the room and speakers in a fraction of the time that would be required for conventional point-by-point adjustments.

All of this technical capability has been available in the past, but at a cost many times that of the Scott Model 830Z. We found this novel instrument to be most useful—perhaps the most valuable test and analysis accessory a technically oriented audiophile could have. In addition to its obvious value in making system adjustments and checks, it is a continuing audio education: watching the display while listening to different kinds of program material is most instructive.

Circle 140 on reader service card

The new MMC 20 series of stereo phono cartridges from Bang & Olufsen represents an evolutionary advance over the Danish manufacturer’s preceding models (they describe it as a "new generation" of cartridges). Like earlier B&O cartridges, the MMC 20 series is based on the moving-iron principle, with a symmetrical X-shaped armature attached to the stylus cantilever at one end. As the armature of a cartridge is deflected in use by stylus movement, it varies the flux distribution from a powerful fixed magnet to the four pole pieces. Surrounding each pole piece is a coil of wire (there are 2,500 turns in each coil), and the rate of flux change induces a proportional voltage in the coils, which are connected in pairs to provide the two-channel stereo output.

Cartridges in the MMC 20 series are also very similar in general appearance to older model B&O cartridges, but there are some major differences. For example, instead of the usual metal styli cantilever (normally aluminum or beryllium), the MMC 20 cartridges have cantilevers that are each formed from a single sapphire crystal.

The choice of such an exotic material was by no means arbitrary. It was dictated by the need for the stiffest possible cantilever structure. Since no cantilever is perfectly rigid,
The Panasonic 200-watt dash. Win it with a built-in graphic equalizer.

Vast expanses of curved glass and valleys of vinyl in a car's interior is not the ideal place to listen to music. But, unfortunately, a lot of us do. Because this is the interior of a car. It's here that Panasonic teams up two 100-watt amps with a built-in graphic equalizer to create the stereo system that can outrun the problems your car's interior creates.

Our built-in graphic equalizer has 5 bands. It divides the music into five parts, to give each part its own separate bass and treble control. So whether you're listening to the stereo tuner or the cassette player, you'll have excellent control over all your music.

And when some other car stereo amps may be gasping for power and limping with distortion, these Panasonic in-dash hi-fi components have 200 watts of power with only 0.05% total harmonic distortion. That's plenty of power to take the most difficult passages in stride.

The Panasonic 200-watt dash gets off to a running start with the CQ-7600: An AM/FM stereo tuner, graphic equalizer, cassette player with Dolby and a bi-amp. The bi-amp further separates the music by routing most of the low notes through the rear speakers. And most of the high notes through the front speakers. The CQ-7600 runs in concert with a matched pair of CJ-5000 power amps. Each with 100 watts of total power (30- and 40-watt amps are also available). And to handle all that power, Panasonic has the Sound Pumps™ 100 speaker system.

Panasonic 200-watt dash is the stereo system that adds up to the sweet sound of victory in your car.

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
Better than belt. Better than direct.

What's better than belt and direct drive? The best of both in one turntable. The specs of direct drive with the acoustic and mechanical isolation of a belt drive. Until now, unheard of. But now you can hear it all on Philips' exclusive, new Direct Control turntables.

How did Philips do it? The way you'd expect a worldwide leader in electronics to do it — with the world's best electronic technology.

PHILIPS' EXCLUSIVE DIRECT CONTROL ELECTRONIC DRIVE SYSTEM. In all Philips Direct Control turntables a mini-computer at the driving disc constantly checks and re-checks the platter speed. Instantly correcting for any variations in line voltage, frequency, pressure on the platter, temperature — even belt slippage. That's how all Philips Direct Control turntables keep the speed constant and accurate.

DIRECT CONTROL FREE-FLOATING SUBCHASSIS. Specially designed to give Philips Direct Control turntables superb acoustic and mechanical isolation. To cushion the platter, the tonearm — and protect your valuable records — from unexpected jolts, shocks and knocks. And to keep the rumble remarkably low.

DIRECT CONTROL TOTAL TURN-TABLE DESIGN. But Philips doesn't stop there. For us Direct Control is more than an exclusive new drive and suspension system — it's a completely new concept in total turntable design. Direct Control is specially designed straight, low mass, tubular aluminum tonearms, with very low friction bearings. To track even your most warped records accurately.

DIRECT CONTROL ELECTRONIC FEATURES. Direct Control means reliable electronic touch switches for silent, vibration-free operation. Accurate electronic pitch controls. Digital and LED indicators to monitor platter speed and identify functions. And photo-electronic sensors to initiate the automatic tonearm return.

CIRCLE NO 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD
DIRECT CONTROL RECORD PROTECTION. Philips even built in an accurate stylus pressure gauge, to keep the pressure off your valuable record collection. Nobody ever thought of that before. But Philips thinks of everything.

ALL AT A PRICE THAT'S WELL UNDER CONTROL. Philips' exclusive Direct Control turntables - the new state-of-the-art - from $160 to $250. With Quartz Control, $400.

By joining our European research facilities with our American know-how, Philips produces a full line of audio equipment high on performance and value. That's what sets us apart from the competition. Here and around the world.

EVERYONE WHO KNOWS, KNOWS PHILIPS

High Fidelity Laboratories, Ltd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WOW &amp; FLUTTER</th>
<th>RUMBLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF 977</td>
<td>0.02% (WRMS)</td>
<td>77dB (DIN B)</td>
<td>$399.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF 877</td>
<td>0.01% (WRMS)</td>
<td>77dB (DIN B)</td>
<td>$249.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF 867</td>
<td>0.05% (WRMS)</td>
<td>65dB (DIN B)</td>
<td>$219.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF 777</td>
<td>0.05% (WRMS)</td>
<td>65dB (DIN B)</td>
<td>$189.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF 677</td>
<td>0.05% (WRMS)</td>
<td>65dB (DIN B)</td>
<td>$159.95*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Suggested retail prices optional with dealers.
achieve a reasonably flat frequency response.

Cantilever resonance, usually somewhere in the audio range (see text), which indicates resonances and overall frequency response. At right is the cartridge’s response to the intermodulation-distortion (IM) and 10.8-kHz tone-burst test bands of the TTR-102 and TTR-103 test records. These high velocities provide a severe test of a phono cartridge’s performance. The intermodulation-distortion (IM) readings for any given cartridge can vary widely, depending on the particular IM test record used. The actual distortion figure measured is not as important as the maximum velocity the cartridge is able to track before a sudden and radical increase in distortion takes place. There are very few commercial phonograph discs that embody musical audio signals with average velocities much higher than about 15 cm/sec.

In the graph at left, the upper curve represents the smoothed, averaged frequency response of the cartridge’s right and left channels; the distance (calibrated in decibels) between it and the lower curve represents the separation between the two channels. The inset oscilloscope photo shows the cartridge’s response to a recorded 1,000-Hz square wave (see text), which indicates resonances and overall frequency response.

There is inevitably some flexing as the stylus moves in the groove, and consequently some cantilever resonance, usually somewhere in the upper two audible octaves. This resonance must be carefully damped in order to achieve a reasonably flat frequency response in the audio band, and this damping can affect the transient response of the cartridge.

Beryllium is relatively stiff compared with aluminum, the most common material used for stylus cantilevers, so a beryllium cantilever shifts the resonant frequency higher in the audio range, where its effects are less apparent. According to B&O, single-crystal sapphire is 40 per cent stiffer than beryllium and more than five times as stiff as aluminum. Moreover, its resonance is above 20,000 Hz, making a flat response in the audio range possible without large amounts of pivot damping.

B&O also points out that the velocity of sound in sapphire is twice that in aluminum, thus reducing possible phase distortions at high frequencies as the vibrations propagate up the cantilever from the stylus to the generating armature.

The MMC 20 cartridges have tiny, nude-diamond stylus bonded to the tips of their sapphire cantilevers. Depending on the particular model, the stylus may have a spherical, elliptical, or “line-contact” shape. The MMC 20CL, the model we tested, has a line-contact stylus, which tracks the groove more accurately and distributes the vertical tracking force over a larger area of the groove walls. The stylus is not user-replaceable.

Final testing of B&O MMC 20 cartridges is done by a sophisticated computer-controlled test system developed by B&O engineers. This thoroughly evaluates a cartridge’s performance much more rapidly and accurately than would be possible with conventional means. An individual calibration card printed out and packed with each cartridge shows its output voltage, channel balance, midrange channel separation, and output at 16,000 Hz compared with the 1,000-Hz level. In addition, the top-of-the-line MMC 20CL comes with an individually calibrated frequency-response chart.

The MMC 20CL is a very small, lightweight cartridge. It is designed to plug directly into the tone arms of B&O record players so as to minimize the total effective arm mass, but included with each cartridge is an adapter for installing it in any conventional tone arm with half-inch-spaced mounting centers (the adapter is shown separated from the cartridge in the photo on page 40). MMC 20CL cartridges also come with a stylus-force gauge, a stylus-cleaning brush, and a small screwdriver. Price: $150.

- Laboratory Measurements.

We installed the B&O MMC 20CL in the tone arm of a De-

The MMC 20CL played the Shure TTR-102 intermodulation test record up to a velocity of about 15 cm/sec without serious distortion, but at higher levels it mistracked seriously. The 10.8-kHz tone bursts on the Shure TTR-103 record showed a smooth increase in repetition-rate distortion as the velocity increased from 15 to 30 cm/sec. Although the distortion was slightly greater than we have measured with some cartridges, it was certainly not excessive.
Right to the end, its Canadian spirit stands out from the crowd. What makes it such a popular choice? Super lightness. Superb taste. If that's what you've been searching for, set your course for Lord Calvert Canadian.

The unique spirit of Canada: We bottled it.
There may be more major innovations in this camera than in any 35mm SLR you’ve ever seen.
We put more thought into our leader than most manufacturers put into their tape.

One of the reasons Maxell has such a great following is because of our leader. It has a built-in non-abrasive head cleaner designed to remove the oxide residue other tapes leave behind, without damaging your tape heads.

It also points out what side of the tape you're on (A or B) as well as which direction the tape is traveling. So it's almost impossible to make a mistake. It even gives you a five second cueing mark, so you can set your recording levels without wasting tape. Or time.

Obviously, all the thought that went into our leader was designed to help you get more out of our tape.

So if you think our leader sounds impressive, wait till you hear what follows it.
control is initially set to the loudest that one expects to listen, with the Loudness control at its flat, or maximum, setting. Then, turning Loudness counterclockwise reduces the volume in ten steps and provides progressively greater amounts of bass and treble boost.

In the rear of the receiver are insulated spring-clip speaker connectors and binding posts for the AM and FM antenna inputs (plus a coaxial connector for a 75-ohm FM antenna). Standard phono jacks are used for the various signal inputs and outputs. Instead of the usual ferrite-rod AM antenna, the Yamaha CR-840 comes with a small shielded-loop antenna that is physically separate from the receiver and can be mounted on it or on some nearby surface with an adhesive pad. There are three a.c. convenience outlets, one of them switched.

The Yamaha CR-840 is supplied in a wooden cabinet that measures 20 inches wide, 6½ inches high, and 15¼ inches deep. It weighs about 30 pounds. Price: $510.

**Laboratory Measurements.** The Yamaha CR-840 is a rather large and heavy receiver for its power rating, and this was reflected in the ease with which it withstood the FTC-mandated one-hour preconditioning at one-third rated power. The ventilating grille became only moderately warm over the output-transistor heat sinks, and elsewhere the receiver was just barely warm to the touch.

With both channels driving 8-ohm loads at 1,000 Hz, the outputs clipped at 80.7 watts per channel. The clipping power at 4 and 16-ohms was 108 and 51.5 watts, respectively. The amplifiers of the CR-840 had a slew rate of 12 volts per microsecond, and the IHF slew factor was 3.1. They could be driven to a reference output of 1 watt by an input of only 15 millivolts (mV) at the aux input or 0.27 mV at the phono input. The corresponding A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), referred to 1 watt, were 85 and 81.4 dB (exceptionally good S/N performance). The phono input overload at 190 mV at 1,000 Hz, but when the overload was measured at 20,000 Hz and converted to its equivalent value at 1,000 Hz, it was 105 mV. This is not seriously low, but it is below the signal-handling abilities of many of today's amplifiers and receivers. The measured input termination of the phono preamplifier was 48,000 ohms in parallel with a rather high capacitance of 550 picofarads.

The bass and treble tone controls had conventional characteristics. The Presence control action was centered between 3,000 and 4,000 Hz instead of at the lower frequency typical of most midrange tone controls. Yamaha's nomenclature is appropriate since the control principally affects the sense of presence in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours were as claimed, with a very mild boost action in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours are even lower, typically well under 0.0025 per cent.

The amplifiers of the CR-840 had a slew rate of 12 volts per microsecond, and the IHF slew factor was 3.1. They could be driven to a reference output of 1 watt by an input of only 15 millivolts (mV) at the aux input or 0.27 mV at the phono input. The corresponding A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), referred to 1 watt, were 85 and 81.4 dB (exceptionally good S/N performance). The phono input overload at 190 mV at 1,000 Hz, but when the overload was measured at 20,000 Hz and converted to its equivalent value at 1,000 Hz, it was 105 mV. This is not seriously low, but it is below the signal-handling abilities of many of today's amplifiers and receivers. The measured input termination of the phono preamplifier was 48,000 ohms in parallel with a rather high capacitance of 550 picofarads.

The bass and treble tone controls had conventional characteristics. The Presence control action was centered between 3,000 and 4,000 Hz instead of at the lower frequency typical of most midrange tone controls. Yamaha's nomenclature is appropriate since the control principally affects the sense of presence in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours were as claimed, with a very mild boost action in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours are even lower, typically well under 0.0025 per cent.

The amplifiers of the CR-840 had a slew rate of 12 volts per microsecond, and the IHF slew factor was 3.1. They could be driven to a reference output of 1 watt by an input of only 15 millivolts (mV) at the aux input or 0.27 mV at the phono input. The corresponding A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), referred to 1 watt, were 85 and 81.4 dB (exceptionally good S/N performance). The phono input overload at 190 mV at 1,000 Hz, but when the overload was measured at 20,000 Hz and converted to its equivalent value at 1,000 Hz, it was 105 mV. This is not seriously low, but it is below the signal-handling abilities of many of today's amplifiers and receivers. The measured input termination of the phono preamplifier was 48,000 ohms in parallel with a rather high capacitance of 550 picofarads.

The bass and treble tone controls had conventional characteristics. The Presence control action was centered between 3,000 and 4,000 Hz instead of at the lower frequency typical of most midrange tone controls. Yamaha's nomenclature is appropriate since the control principally affects the sense of presence in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours were as claimed, with a very mild boost action in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours are even lower, typically well under 0.0025 per cent.

The amplifiers of the CR-840 had a slew rate of 12 volts per microsecond, and the IHF slew factor was 3.1. They could be driven to a reference output of 1 watt by an input of only 15 millivolts (mV) at the aux input or 0.27 mV at the phono input. The corresponding A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), referred to 1 watt, were 85 and 81.4 dB (exceptionally good S/N performance). The phono input overload at 190 mV at 1,000 Hz, but when the overload was measured at 20,000 Hz and converted to its equivalent value at 1,000 Hz, it was 105 mV. This is not seriously low, but it is below the signal-handling abilities of many of today's amplifiers and receivers. The measured input termination of the phono preamplifier was 48,000 ohms in parallel with a rather high capacitance of 550 picofarads.

The bass and treble tone controls had conventional characteristics. The Presence control action was centered between 3,000 and 4,000 Hz instead of at the lower frequency typical of most midrange tone controls. Yamaha's nomenclature is appropriate since the control principally affects the sense of presence in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours were as claimed, with a very mild boost action in the program rather than its overall frequency balance. The Loudness contours are even lower, typically well under 0.0025 per cent.
The New ADS L810-II

"radical improvements wouldn’t have been possible...”*

*As quoted from the May 1979 Complete Buyer's Guide To Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment.

ADS has indeed spared nothing in the quest for perfection.

Less than $375 apiece, the ADS L810 is accurate enough for the professional recording engineer and affordable enough for the lover of good music at home. Discover the best today. Discover the ADS L810-II. There is a selecte ADS dealer near you.

For more information, write ADS, Dept. SR4, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll-free and ask for Operator 483.

"ADS' Series II speakers are subtly improved over the original versions - radical improvements wouldn’t have been possible considering the high quality of the originals. The 810 was highly respected for its extreme clarity, and for the natural, tight bass response it exhibited. The Series II continues to offer these attributes, will handle more power and have better high end dispersion. A fine speaker has been made better, and we recommend it highly."

As quoted from the May 1979 Complete Buyer's Guide To Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment.
receiving mode). These figures are close to the residual distortion levels of our signal generator. They were obtained with the OTS/muting disabled; with it on, the typical mono distortion ranged between 0.06 and 0.09 per cent, depending on the accuracy of the initial tuning when the knob was released. The stereo threshold was 21 dBf (6 µV), and the muting threshold was 17.3 dBf (4 µV).

The stereo-FM frequency response was almost ruler-flat, rising slightly at high frequencies to +0.7 dB at 15,000 Hz. The CR-840 does not use a low-pass or notch filter to remove the 19-kHz pilot carrier components from the audio. Instead, a pilot-signal-canceler circuit is built into the multiplex integrated circuit, and its effectiveness was demonstrated by the −65-dB level of the 19-kHz pilot carrier in the audio (the 38-kHz component was undetectable, less than −90 dB). The stereo channel separation was also impressive—better than 46.5 dB from 30 to 2,500 Hz (and exceeding 50 dB between 100 and 2,000 Hz) before falling smoothly to 32 dB at 15,000 Hz. When the blend circuit operates, the separation is reduced to about 7 to 9 dB at all frequencies.

Other FM-tuner performance characteristics included: capture ratio 1.9 dB at 45 dBf (100 µV) and 1.53 dB at 65 dBf (1,000 µV), AM rejection 68 and 70 dB, respectively, at the same signal levels, and image rejection 73.5 dB. In the Ix (narrow-I.f.) mode, the alternate- and adjacent-channel selectivity measurements were respectively 79.1 and 25.6 dB (the latter is extraordinarily high, by far the best we have ever measured on an FM tuner). In the local (wide-band) mode, which is the usual operating condition of the CR-840 in our area, the selectivity figures were 50.3 and 9.4 dB, respectively, still very adequate. The tuner’s hum level was 68 dB below 100 per cent modulation. The frequency response of the AM-tuner section was typical: down 3 dB at 20 Hz and 6 dB at 2,800 Hz.

**Comment.** Our test results on the Yamaha CR-840 receiver not only confirmed its very impressive specifications in all important respects (and surpassed them in many), but they strongly suggested that it is an outstanding product on any absolute scale of measurement without regard to price.

The controls and general tuning and handling “feel” of the CR-840 were up to Yamaha standards, which are among the highest in the industry. To us, the dual program selector (for listening and taping) and the separate loudness compensator (one of the very few truly usable loudness systems) are desirable features that set Yamaha receivers apart from their competitors, and we were happy to see both retained in the components that are part of the 1979 product line.

Judging from what we heard on the AM band, the Yamaha shielded-loop antenna is no more or less effective than the usual ferrite rod. The rather high phono-input capacitance of the CR-840 suggests that it should be used with cartridges that operate best with higher values of shunt capacitance.

The muting and OTS systems operated flawlessly. No sound whatever is heard from the speakers until a second or so after a station has been tuned in correctly. Then the sound comes up softly, with no trace of a click or thump. The effect when tuning off a station is just as smooth. The OTS makes it perfectly feasible to tune with the SIGNAL QUALITY meter alone for a rough maximum reading (even though no sound is heard). Releasing the tuning knob will then let the receiver tune itself in slowly until the channel-center meter pointer nears the center of its range. Only at that point will the receiver unmute, and the final tuning point, according to our measurements, will provide very nearly the lowest possible distortion—lower, in any case, than one is likely to obtain by conventional manual tuning.

We have not touched upon Yamaha’s many novel and interesting circuit and design features, which are referred to in their literature. Suffice it to say that they make it possible for a moderate-price receiver to provide performance that would have been unimaginable only a short time ago.

*Circle 142 on reader service card*
Next best will cost you $5.00

The demand for Micro-Acoustics cartridge clinics is so great, we simply can't keep up.

So we've done the next best thing.

But a word about the best thing first. If you've ever been to a Micro-Acoustics Clinic in your dealer's showroom, you know that it involves the most comprehensive examination of a cartridge ever devised. When you leave, you clearly understand what your cartridge is doing, and, alas, what it is not. You become aware, for example, not only how faithfully your cartridge is tracking the groove, but how it performs in many critical areas such as square wave and transient ability, IM distortion and capacitance effects.

The next best thing is our special test record. It's like none you've ever heard before. The record is specifically designed to test both tracking and transient ability. One side contains a remarkable series of electronic and musical tests, while the other side is pure music, for sheer enjoyment.

Of course, we, and your dealer, will do everything we can to let you know when there's a clinic scheduled in your area. In the meantime, we suggest that this unique record is almost like attending a Micro-Acoustics Clinic — every time you decide to use it.

Just one friendly note of warning. Knowing the results of a diagnosis is sometimes a painful experience. But only when there's nothing you can do about it. Fortunately, in this instance, you can do something. Like listening to one of our Micro-Acoustics direct-coupled cartridges, which are equal to the challenge of any clinic of any kind.

Micro-Acoustics Corporation,
8 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523

Enclosed is $5.00 each for

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
City __________________ State _______ Zip ________

Micro-Acoustics
Because good tracking isn't enough.
quencies being radiated by the drivers. To orient the speakers, a knob in the rear of each head is set to LISTENING WINDOW and a steady signal (such as interstation hiss from an FM tuner) is applied to both speakers. If necessary, the heads are rotated and tilted so that both LED's can be seen by listeners somewhere in the room where listeners are expected to be. Then the knobs can be set to OFF or one of their power-indicator positions. These latter correspond to peak-power levels into the speaker (actually, into an 8-ohm load) of 40, 50, 60, 80, 125, 150, and 200 watts (the last is the maximum power rating of the speakers). The flashing of one of the LED's is easily visible anywhere in the chosen listening area (even a very brief overload will cause the light to glow long enough to be seen) and indicates that the previously selected power level has been exceeded.

In the rear of the adjustable head are fuses for the midrange and high-frequency drivers, plus a spare for each, and the knob for adjusting the vertical tilt of the head. A black grille cloth on a wooden frame hides both the structure and the woofer cone from view. The exposed portions of the enclosure are covered with walnut veneer. The KEF Model 105's speakers are 17 inches high, 18 inches wide, and 16 inches deep. The speakers are sold only in matched pairs. Price: $1,900 per pair.

**Laboratory Measurements.** The midrange and high-frequency response of the KEF Model 105 in the reverberant field of our listening room was measured first with each speaker's head oriented toward the microphone (which was in our usual listening position) and again with the heads facing directly forward. The only difference between the two sets of curves was in the spread, or difference, between the high-frequency outputs from the two speakers, one of which was placed about 30 degrees off the axis of the microphone. The integrated output, corrected for the room response, was identical in both cases, as it should have been since our test method essentially measures the total acoustic power radiated by the speakers. Our curves showed that the tweeter dispersion was only moderately wide. This is not surprising in view of its relatively large dome diameter and KEF's controlled-dispersion design approach. However, when the driver heads were positioned correctly, the pair of KEF Model 105's distributed all frequencies evenly throughout the listening area.

The woofer response, when measured separately, was very strong in the low bass but rolled off gently above 100 Hz. At the nominal 400-Hz crossover frequency it was about 13 dB below the average level in the 40-100-Hz range (the woofer output varied only ±1 dB from 37 to 130 Hz). But since the reverberant-field measurement showed no sign of an output drop in the crossover region (in fact, there was a slight increase at about 250 Hz), we assume that the matching of the drivers and the properties of the crossover network compensate for this apparent anomaly.

The response of the KEF Model 105, including all the "bumps" and "dips" that are usually associated with room/spoaker interaction, was within ±2.5 dB from 35 to 20,000 Hz. Furthermore, it was almost perfectly flat in the uppermost octave, varying no more than ±0.2 dB from 8,000 to 20,000 Hz; no doubt it extended well above 20,000 Hz, but our room calibration ends there and we do not attempt to extend acoustic measurements beyond the audible range.

The Model 105 would be noteworthy for its wide, smooth, uniform frequency response, but in some ways we were even more impressed by the low distortion of its woofer response. Many of the distortion readings we obtained were not much higher than one measure with amplifiers. The distortion was typically from 0.2 to 0.3 per cent in the 80- to 100-Hz range with either 1 or 10 watts input. With 1 watt the distortion was still a mere 2 per cent or so at 30 Hz, and with 10 watts it measured 5.6 per cent at that frequency.

The measurements we had made up to this point left us in no doubt that the KEF Model 105 is an outstandingly fine speaker. But what were the specific results of its unusual physical configuration and the rather extraordinary effort to optimize its transient-response characteristics? Tone bursts were reproduced in the almost-perfect manner we have come to associate with speakers that are really free of major time-delay distortions (as opposed, of course, to those that merely claim to be). The bursts were almost ideal at all frequencies and with the microphone in any position in front of the speaker. It was not necessary to search for a few special frequencies and microphone positions in order to obtain recognizable tone-burst photos (the usual procedure with most speakers). The pictures we made at arbitrarily selected frequencies and microphone locations were almost identical in character to the bursts we saw at every other frequency and position we tried.

The sensitivity of the Model 105 was exactly as rated: it delivered an 80-dB sound-pressure level at a 1-meter distance when driven by a burst of random noise centered at 1,000 Hz (corresponding to 1 watt into 8 ohms). Its impedance curve showed a number of up and down variations, but they were within fairly narrow limits. The maximum was about 25 ohms at 2,700 Hz, and minima of 7 to 8 ohms were observed at 100 and 1,000 Hz. In our view, the speaker's nominal 8-ohm rating is well justified.

**Comment.** Our subjective judgment of the sound of the KEF Model 105 was, most of all, that it was very smooth, with strikingly less coloration in any part of the audio range than we are accustomed to hearing from speakers of any kind. It has been likened to the sound of a good full-range electrostatic speaker, but not having one of that type on hand for a side-by-side listening test, we can only say from memory that the comparison is not an unreasonable one. KEF claims, and we verified, that one can move around these speakers, and even between them, with remarkably little subjective shift of the sound pattern. In this respect they resemble some omnidirectional speakers, although they are certainly not omnidirectional, nor do they sound like any omnis we have ever heard. Compared with our full-range electrostatic-suspension systems, the Model 105's are somewhat "airier" and less heavy-sounding, although their deep-bass response is not very different from that of our usual speakers. The KEF Model 105 seems to us to incorporate the best qualities of dynamic drivers with an absolute minimum of their weaknesses.

KEF's literature describes the highly sophisticated computer-assisted design and testing methods that went into the creation of the Model 105 (and are still used regularly in production testing). By use of "Fast Fourier Analysis" of the speaker's response to a tone burst, the full amplitude and phase response of the system is derived. In production, every driver is measured individually, and its characteristics are computer-matched to those of the other drivers and the crossover components that make up a matched pair of systems. Just as Rolls-Royce is reputed to keep data on the individual hides and wood veneers that go into their cars, KEF has the complete data on all parts of every one of their speaker systems stored in their computer files. Thus, if a replacement driver is needed in the future, a unit can be supplied that will exactly match the performance of the original one and therefore "harmonize" with the rest of one's existing system.

A brief report such as this cannot cover all the fascinating details of this system, but it is worth mentioning that every pair of Model 105's is given a critical listening test in a suitable environment, using music and other program material, before being shipped out. This is in addition to the myriad of more technical tests. One reaction to the KEF Model 105 can best be expressed by saying that it is one of the few speaker systems we have tested that we would unreservedly enjoy owning.
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(Test reports continued on page 56)
Restore the impact of "live" ...easy as 1-2-3.

No matter how accurate your stereo system is, it's only as good as the records and tapes you play on it—and they leave much to be desired. The recording process does some terrible things to live music, and one of the worst is robbing it of dynamic range, the key element which gives music its impact.

Fortunately dbx has developed a whole line of linear dynamic range expanders which can restore lost dynamic range.

1BX. The 1BX is the most sophisticated one-band expander on the market. Its RMS level detector incorporates an infrasonic filter to prevent mistracking caused by turntable rumble and record warp.

2BX. The 2BX divides the frequency spectrum into two bands and expands each separately. It doesn't allow the bass to influence the vocals or midrange instruments, and in strongly percussive music, that's important.

3BX. The 3BX is the state-of-the-art, but with the introduction of the 3BX-R Remote Control option, it's more flexible and more fun than ever. The 3BX divides music into three frequency bands. Low bass will not influence the midrange. And midrange crescendos will not boost low level highs, so operation is virtually audible. For complex musical material, the 3BX is the best way to restore dynamic range.

All dbx expanders have design features in common. All utilize true RMS level detection. All feature a program-dependent release time, for natural, life-like sound. All are true stereo expanders that maintain rock-solid stereo imaging. And all dbx linear expanders have a pleasant benefit—up to 20 dB of noise reduction.

The 3BX is still the standard. But now there is a family of dbx expanders designed to bring any system one step closer to "live."
The Soundcraftsmen SP4002 "Signal Processor/Preamplifier" is a very versatile control center combining a high-quality phono preamplifier and a ten-octave graphic equalizer. The separate groups of equalizer slide controls for the two channels provide a nominal +15-dB range in bands centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1,920, 3,840, 7,680, and 15,360 Hz. Level-adjustment controls compensate for the overall gain shifts that can occur when several equalizer slide controls are used simultaneously.

The SP4002 is actually more than a graphic octave-band equalizer. It is a fully flexible tape-recording control center with tape-monitoring and cross-dubbing connections selectable by pushbutton switches. A pair of front-panel jacks parallels the rear tape-recorder connections for one machine. Two EXT LOOP circuits, controlled by front-panel pushbuttons, connect various accessories (such as Dolby, dbx, or other external signal processors) into the signal path.

Four pushbuttons provide a choice between PHONO 1, PHONO 2, TUNER, and AUX program inputs. The signal-processor controls are a group of buttons at the lower center of the panel. Two control the EXT LOOP circuits, one (EO) inserts the graphic equalizer, which is otherwise completely bypassed, into the normal signal path, and another inserts the equalizer in the signal path going to the tape recorders. A MONO button parallels the two channels, and another inserts a SUBSONIC FILTER into the signal path. The two headphone jacks on the front panel have a separate amplifier capable of driving phones of from 8 to 2,000 ohms impedance. Plugging phones into JACK 1 shuts off the preamp feed to the power amp.

The only knobs on the front panel of the Soundcraftsmen SP4002 are for the VOLUME and BALANCE controls. On the rear apron are the various signal input and output jacks plus a number of special features associated with the phono inputs. Near each phono input are two gain controls adjustable over a ±20-dB range. Normally, the detented center (0-dB) setting is used for typical moving-magnet cartridges. A very-high-output cartridge may require a reduced gain setting, and some moving-coil cartridges can be used when the gain is set to +20 dB. The paired controls permit separate gain adjustments for each channel of each phono input.

There are also two groups of tiny switches near the phono inputs on the rear apron of the preamplifier. They resemble integrated circuits and are operated by pressing their small plastic actuators with the tip of a ballpoint pen. Each switch group is divided into two sections, one for the left and one for the right channel of that phono input. One switch changes the input resistance from the normal 47,000 ohms to 100 ohms (for moving-coil cartridges). The others add capacitance to the nominal 50-picolfarad (pF) input capacitance of each input, enabling the total cartridge-load capacitance (exclusive of the cables from the record player to the amplifier) to be adjusted from 50 to 800 pF in 50-pF steps.

The Soundcraftsmen SP4002 can switch the a.c. power to a high-power amplifier, since its four switched a.c. outlets can handle a total of 1,000 watts. There are also two unswitched outlets. The SP4002 is finished in flat black with accents of silver on the front panel, and it has a pair of sturdy handles. (The wood side panels can be removed for standard rack installation.) The unit is 19 inches wide, 7 inches high, and 11 inches deep; it weighs 28 pounds. Price: $699.

Laboratory Measurements. With the IHF standard load of 10,000 ohms in parallel with 1,000 pf, the outputs of the SP4002 clipped at 11.8 volts rms at frequencies from 20 to 1,000 Hz. At 20,000 Hz the maximum output was about 5.5 volts, which should be more than adequate under any circumstances. The total harmonic distortion at a 1-volt output was 0.006 per cent at 20 Hz, 0.0018 per cent at 1,000 Hz, and 0.01 per cent at 20,000 Hz. Intermodulation distortion was 0.002 per cent at 1 volt and 0.003 per cent at 10 volts.

For a reference output of 0.5 volt, the high-level (TUNER or AUX) sensitivity was 85 millivolts (mV). The phono sensitivity was adjustable from 0.096 to 10 mV. The A-weighted noise output was unmeasurable (less than 100 microvolts, or -74 dB referenced to 0.5 volt) through both the AUX input and the phono input when the phono gain was set to 0 or -20 dB. At the maximum phono-gain setting (which would be used for a moving-coil cartridge), the output noise was -63 dB referenced to 0.5 volt.

The phono-overload levels were 115 mV at a 0-dB (normal) setting and 95 mV at the sidemount-required minimum gain of -20 dB. At maximum gain (the moving-coil setting), overload occurred at a 15-Vm input. The phono-input resistance was 47,000 ohms (100 ohms when set for moving-coil cartridges), and the capacitance introduced by the input switches was within 20 per cent of the indicated values. The RIAA phono equalization was within ±0.5, -1 dB of ideal from 20 to 20,000 Hz. It was affected hardly at all by the inductance of a phono cartridge at the input, which made less than a 0.5-dB change at any frequency. The infrasonic filter began to roll off the response below 30 Hz, and it was down about 4 dB at 20 Hz. The equalizer controls are capable of providing a nearly infinite number of response curves. With the controls centered, the response is flat even when the EQ button is engaged.

Comment. The equalizer section aside, the Soundcraftsmen SP4002 is obviously a highly versatile control center whose performance and sound quality should satisfy the most critical listener. We obtained fine results using several different phono cartridges—including a high-output moving-coil unit. It should be noted that Soundcraftsmen recommends the SP4002 only for use with moving-coil cartridges that deliver at least 0.28 mV output.

The greatest appeal of the Soundcraftsmen SP4002 will probably be to people who have definite ideas about the octave-to-octave balance they want to hear from their music systems and are willing to trust their ears in setting the equalizer controls. Without question, the SP4002 is at least as good as any comparable equalizer we have seen (barring those with more than ten bands, which are usually more expensive and harder to adjust). In our view, a good octave-band equalizer and a high-quality, very flexible control preamplifier with above-average tape-recording facilities make a fine combination, and the Soundcraftsmen SP4002 is the proof.
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The Phase Linear 700 Series Two.

Over seven years ago, Phase Linear took the audio world by storm when it introduced the first truly high-power, high-fidelity amplifier: the Phase 700. Everyone was stunned at the incredible 350 watts per channel, with ultra low distortion. (In those days, popular mythology held that amps would never need more than 50 watts to a side. In fact, who had even heard of clipping?) Naturally, the skeptics scoffed. But audio critics and music-lovers worldwide listened. And for the first time, they heard recorded music reproduced in the home accurately. No muddy rumble at the low end. No harsh, distorted clipping of the highs. The era of great power amps had begun!

Today, it's generally accepted that you need an amplifier with a massive reserve power to drive inefficient high-technology speakers and reproduce all the musical transient peaks without clipping. The amplifier with unquestioned ability to meet this criteria is the Phase Linear 700 Series Two.

Greater Power Reserves Mean Greater Headroom

The Phase 700 Series Two is rated at 360 watts per channel, with distortion virtually inaudible at 0.09%. With this tremendous power, the Phase 700 can reproduce musical transients with ease, giving you almost unlimited headroom. As a result, your music sounds lively, with incredible realism. Even the deepest notes are clearly distinguishable.

Increased Accuracy and Proven Reliability

The original Phase 700 was designed for home use, but it rapidly won the approval of the pros. Its proven dependability on the road made it a favorite touring amp for super groups and sound reinforcement companies. The Phase 700 Series Two retains this legendary reliability, and improves sonic accuracy by utilizing an advanced BI-FET input stage. This integrated circuit keeps the output virtually identical to the input. Beautiful music in, beautiful music out.

The 700's instantaneous LED output meters move at lightning speed, accurately monitoring the output voltage, with calibrations for 8 and 4-ohm applications. If you're listening at quiet levels, you can activate a Meter Range Switch to upscale the meter by 20dB. You have a visual indication of output activity, in addition to the Electronic Energy Limiters that prevent damage from accidental overloads.

If you demand great performance, don't settle for less than a great amplifier.

Specifications:

- Output Power: 360 Watts, Min. RMS per Channel 20Hz-20kHz into 8 Ohms, with no more than 0.09% Total Harmonic Distortion.
- Continuous Power per Channel at 1000Hz with No More Than 0.09% Total Harmonic Distortion: 8 Ohms - 450 Watts, 4 Ohms - 550 Watts.
- Intermodulation Distortion: 0.09% Max (60Hz - 1kHz: 4:1).
- Damping Factor: 1000:1 Min.
- Residual Noise: 120uV (IHF "A").
- Signal To Noise Ratio: 110dB (IHF "A").
- Weight: 45 lbs. (20 kgs).
- Dimensions: 19"x7"x10" (48.3cm x 17.8cm x 25.4cm).
- Optional Accessories: Solid Oak or Walnut side panels, E.I.A. standard rack mount configuration.

The powerful difference

Phase Linear Corporation, 20121 48th Avenue West, Lynnwood, Washington 98036
Made in U.S.A. Distributed in Canada by H. Roy Gray Ltd. and in Australia by Megasound Pty Ltd.
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Power!

That's the Jensen Car Stereo Triax® II.
That's the thrill of being there.

Power is right! 100 watts! Now, all the energy and intensity that went into the original performance comes through the Jensen Triax II 3-way speaker.

This incredible 100 watt capability gives the Triax II an unparalleled clarity of sound throughout the entire spectrum.

What gives the Triax II its great power handling and sound reproduction? For starters, the piezoelectric solid state tweeter with low mass and incredible power handling capabilities. It starts reproducing crystal clear high frequency signals at 6,000 Hz... and keeps going well past the range of human audibility.

The 6” x 9” woofer of the Triax II boasts a new large diameter barium ferrite 20 oz. magnet. Which means better heat dissipation and more efficiency for clearer, truer sound at higher listening levels.

A new high power 1½” voice coil on the Triax II translates into less distortion and the ability to achieve higher sound pressure levels.

The midrange unit of this remarkable speaker produces smoother sound with better transient response, less distortion and higher power handling... thanks to its large 2.3 magnet structure.

And the Triax II is fully compatible with the advanced bi-amplified power sources for outstanding clarity and separation.

So go to the concert. Hear the Jensen Triax II. That's the thrill of being there.

JENSEN
The thrill of being there.

For more information, write Jensen Sound Laboratories, 4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.

© “Triaxial” and “Triax” are registered trademarks identifying the patented 3-way speaker systems of Jensen Sound Laboratories. (U.S. patent #4,122,315).
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Going on Record

By James Goodfriend

KREMERSPIEGEL

According to Herbert von Karajan, Gidon Kremer is the greatest violinist in the world. A signed statement to that effect appeared on Kremer’s first American record release, the Brahms Violin Concerto (with Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic), Angel 37’226Q. If Karajan is in the habit of tossing around encomiums like this, Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic), Angel 37’226Q. If Karajan is in the habit of tossing around encomiums like this, keeping with the Atlantic had never heard of. That is one hell of a remark to make about a thirty-one-year-old violinist whom most people on this side of the Atlantic had never heard of.

The world is not lacking in outstanding violinists today, young or old. Ten or so years ago the situation was different, and though we had our Oistrakhs, Sterns, Menuhins, Grumiaux, and others, there seemed to be no large crop of rookies from which the future Oistrakhs, Sterns, et al, would spring. Perhaps they were merely overshadowed by the incredible horde of brilliant young pianists, but somehow I doubt it. Consider the scene today, though: Perlman, Zukerman, Chung, Belkin, Fodor, Spivakov, Kim, Oliveira, Milanova (the list is by no means complete), and . . . Kremer. All, to my knowledge, are in their twenties or thirties, and ten years ago only one of them (Perlman) was in the record catalog at all, and that with what I believe was a great, an Urfigur, a visual element, for he is the danciest violinist I have seen in years. While never vulgar about it, he does much to make the music visible with a pointing of the toe, a flexing of the knees, or a twist of the trunk. That is one of the things which sets him apart—elegantly so and wonderfully natural; there’s not a hint of something is being pulled across something else, but rather the feeling that there is at least a half-inch of air between the bow and the string at all times, rather like a violistic equivalent of Debussy’s ideal “piano without hammers.”

But beautiful sounds alone are not what Karajan is about. Consider his recital program: Stravinsky’s Duo Concertant, Prokofiev’s Sonata for Unaccompanied Violin, Tchaikovsky’s Sérénade Mélancolique and Valse Scherzo, Stockhausen’s (!) Six Melodies from “Zodiac,” and Schubert’s Fantasy in C Major. The encore were Ravel’s Berceuse, a backbreaking movement from one of Ysaÿe’s works for unaccompanied violin, and a funny little piece by a composer named Kupkevich (?) in which the piano harmonically misdirects the violin and the violin keeps bringing in the theme from unexpected notes. I know of no violinist today who programs this way, nor do I know of one who could have gotten so much out of such a variety of material.

Kremer gave each piece its stylistic due while remaining at all time recognizably Gidon Kremer. The Stravinsky, for example, which he never took to be of neo-Classicism, emerged with a greater range of expression and of fantasy than I ever knew was in the piece. The Tchaikovsky was soulful enough, but somehow very dignified as well. The Stockhausen was lyrical (within its means) and the Schubert breathtakingly (there were places where everybody stopped breathing) lovely and poised on the knife edge between Classical and Romantic. The Ravel was exquisite and the Ysaÿe the purest bravura—just to show that he could do it. And the Kupkevich was genuinely funny.

Throughout the recital Kremer’s style remained inviolate; not the Russian heroic style, but lyrical-intellectual, cool or warm as the occasion demands, the same style as on his records. Throughout the recital too his technique and intonation were extraordinary (he had a fielding average of about .998, which is fine for a left fielder, not to mention an violinist). Kremer also provided a visual element, for he is the danciest violinist I have seen in years. While never vulgar about it, he does much to make the music visible with a pointing of the toe, a flexing of the knees, or a twist of the trunk. That is one of the things which sets him apart—elegantly so and wonderfully natural; there’s not a hint of the prepared act about it, but it conjures up a historical vision and makes manifest still another characteristic of the man and his playing.

For perhaps the final fascination of Kremer is that he is in himself—unconsciously so and in the best sense of the term—“theater.” As he produces the music he does, as he goes through the steps of his interpretive dance, he is not only a great violinist but the symbol of a great violinist, an Urfigur, the stuff of myths. His gaunt frame seems to echo every musical soul who played and danced his way through now-vanished towns and hamlets, carrying in him this age-old, peculiar, human condition of now—vanished towns and hamlets, carrying in him this age-old, peculiar, human condition of the past but still intelligent and wonderfully natural; there’s not a hint of the prepared act about it, but it conjures up a historical vision and makes manifest still another characteristic of the man and his playing.

I have now heard Kremer’s recording of the Brahms concerto, heard his recording of the Mozart G Major Concerto and the Concertone (Vanguard 71227), heard, courtesy of the German News Company, some of his European recordings of Italian sonatas and other works, and, two nights ago, attended the Carnegie Hall recital he gave with his wife, Elena Kremer, as accompanist. I am reasonably sure I know now what Karajan was talking about.
A Revolutionary Record Care Breakthrough From Stanton...

Permostat
eliminates record static permanently with only one application!

UNTREATED RECORD BRAND X PERMOSTAT

Stanton introduces Permostat, the only record care product that eliminates record static permanently with just a single application. Permostat is a new and uniquely formulated fluid, which with just one application to a record totally eliminates static without any degradation in sound quality...and prolongs the life of your record.

Static electricity draws airborne dust particles onto the record where they can be pushed along the groove creating various degrees of audible distortion. Now, Permostat eliminates this problem permanently.

To demonstrate Permostat's unique anti-static qualities, Stanton engineers constructed a dust chamber to perform accelerated dust pickup tests. In this test, three records were suspended vertically within the chamber, the first untreated, the second treated with anti-static products currently available (piezo electric guns, fluids, cloths and conducting brushes) and the third treated with Permostat.

Under test conditions, only the Permostat treated record showed no visible evidence of dust pickup and no residual charge.

Each Permostat kit provides protection for 25 records (both sides). Just spray it on, buff it in and eliminate static for the life of your records.

Now available at your local dealer.

Suggested Retail:
Complete Kit...$19.95
Refill...$15.95

For further information contact: Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, New York 11803

STANTON
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS™
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DISCO GOES LEGIT

This may well be remembered as the year boogie fever swept Broadway and hit mainland China, the year Rod Stewart and George Gershwin went disco, the year light-in-the-dark disco shoes sold for $100 a pair in the better department stores. In short, in 1979 disco is going legit.

Nobody can pinpoint the exact moment when disco music was born, but it had already been around for a couple of years when Stereo Review published its first article on it in that country's first discotheque. If all goes well when the club opens in Shanghai, more will follow. (How do you say "shake your bootie" in Chinese?)

A sure sign that disco has become respectable is its appearance this year in Broadway's legitimate theater. Four disco musicals have been announced so far. Gotta Go Disco is scheduled for early May, and Discotheque, Holy Moses and the Top Ten, and Phantom of the Disco will follow soon after.

Television, the great (if clumsily tardy) disseminator of pop culture, will increase its coverage of disco with the coming fall season. According to the National Association of TV Program Executives, a show called Disco Magic looks to be the second hottest property for fall (the Muppet Show is first). Other disco programs are expected to be popular, but if Muppeteer Jim Henson could just persuade Kermit the Frog to put on a three-piece white suit and do the Freck, he'd probably make Nielsen-rating history.

Last year radio station WKTU-FM in New York switched from a mellow rock format to all-disco and surprised many broadcast-industry execs by getting ratings that have put the station's undisputed Number One, WABC-AM, down to second place. Since then, stations across the United States have been feverishly reprogramming for disco.

The Down with Disco shirts have disappeared into rock fans' closets as one famous rock star after another has "gone disco." Rod Stewart's Da Ya Think I'm Sexy? topped the disco charts earlier this year, and, one by one, Blondie, the Doobie Brothers (!), the Beach Boys (!), and even the Kinks (!!!) have succumbed. For anyone who requires further evidence of disco's legitimacy, I submit the fact that a pure disco album has just been recorded for A&M by the first lady of the American musical theater, Ethel Merman. Made up of new interpretations of her greatest Berlin, Porter, and Gershwin hits, including There's No Business Like Show Business, Anything Goes, and I Got Rhythm, the album is called Anything Still Goes.

Sound and lighting-equipment systems are now available that can turn a living room into a disco. New clubs of all kinds—kiddie discos and roller discos as well as the standard discotheques—will be opening all this year, and a new breed of pop artist has stepped forward to create and play the music they run on. One of the best of them is Richie Rivera (see cover) who is not only the disc jockey at the Flamingo disco in New York but is also responsible for recording some of the very recorded tracks for a forthcoming record. He did the mixing for the hot "Midnight Rhythm" album reviewed here last month, and at Sigma Studios I recently observed him in action assisting producer Joe Long with tracks for a forthcoming record. A lot of disco may sound simple and monotonous, but mixing it is a complicated, even ticklish process. In addition to a knowledge of electronics, a good disco producer must have a keen sense of timing in order to get maximum psychological (physiological?) impact out of all the sound he juggles.

One of the best measures of any dance mania worthy of the name is its ubiquity, and if it has anything, disco has that. For example, the U.S. Navy is said to have considered the Village People's hit In the Navy for a 1979 recruitment campaign. And I am plaining to get married shortly in the first wedding-on-wheels ever in a Brooklyn roller disco. Even for rock fans not amused by the seemingly ruthless disco takeover, there is hope in another new trend I've noticed: New York now has at least three discos that play nothing but rock. This may be the year when somebody in your town opens a place you can go to in your light-in-the-dark shoes and boogie to the music of—Southside Johnny.
PLAY IT LIKE IT IS.

THE OSAWA HIGH PERFORMANCE PHONO GROUP.

Nobody can improve the basic sound quality of a record as you buy it or as it is in your record collection. Neither you, nor we. But what you can do is to make certain that all the components of your record playing system—the phono cartridge, tonearm and turntable—perform with maximum accuracy and an absolute minimum of noise. With Osawa's High Performance Phono Group, you'll hear all the music on the record, clearly and with nothing added.

Start with one of six SATIN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES, intended for the most discriminating listeners. In addition to the brilliant clarity and exceptional sensitivity to every part of the groove, Satin MC cartridges offer you two special bonuses. Unlike many MC's, Satin cartridges work without a pre-preamplifier or transformer which can degrade sound quality. And the stylus is user-replaceable.

The new OSAWA HIGH PERFORMANCE SERIES CARTRIDGES are uniquely constructed with extremely low mass and the most precise tracking possible for excellent reproduction.

At a more modest price are Osawa's unique new MP MOVING PERMALLOY CARTRIDGES. Each is factory hand-adjusted with an alignment screw so every cartridge and stylus match perfectly for optimum performance.

There is an Osawa cartridge for every budget. And you can even buy your cartridge conveniently pre-mounted in an Osawa Headshell for instant plug-in installation.

To bring out the best performance in any cartridge, you need a precision tonearm. Winner of the OSAWAP HIGH PERFORMANCE CARTRIDGE Consumer Electronics Design and Engineering Award and the Japan Audio Award, the Osawa ULTRA-CRAFT TONEARM features interchangeable arm stems (lowering effective mass), single-point suspension (minimizing bearing friction) and a tunable damping system (optimizing the match with cartridge compliance), and comes in silver or black anodized brass.

And for top turntable performance, you can't beat the Scottish-built ARISTON RD11S from Osawa. Outstandingly designed for precision operation, it offers a remarkably quiet -80dB rumble rating, with wow and flutter less than 0.05%. Mounted in a handsome teak or walnut cabinet, the RD11S is specially isolated from floor shocks by a unique silicone-damped suspension system.

Finally, to improve the performance of any turntable, Osawa offers the critically-acclaimed DISKMAT. Designed to replace existing turntable mats, the Diskmat provides optimally-contoured record support, while its high-mass, high-density construction immunizes your records from the vibrations that can muddy bass, and lessens wow, flutter and feedback.

Visit your nearest Osawa dealer today and bring along your favorite record. When you listen with Osawa's High Performance Phono Group, you'll hear music you never knew was there.
LIKE Gaul, all turntables are divided into three parts—a platter/motor assembly, a tone-arm assembly, and a base that supports both and isolates them from external shock and vibration. The responsibilities of each of these elements would appear to be quite straightforward, and if all went perfectly, platters would rotate silently at precisely the correct speed, arms would permit styli to move freely along the record’s spiral groove, and bases would support these two components with the imperturbable solidity of a marble bust of Caesar. Alas, as with all human endeavors, some degree of imperfection is inevitable, even in turntables. To see where the problems arise and what measures are used by design engineers to combat them, let’s examine each of the elements individually.
Platter and Motor

The platter/motor system is comprised of a large disc, or "platter," on which the record rests, and an electric motor. The platter is usually supported at its center by a single main bearing, and an electric motor rotates it either directly or by means of some sort of drive linkage. As shown in Figure 1(A), the platter may be driven by an idler wheel, a small rubbery disc that transmits the rotational force from the motor shaft to the platter. It is possible to transmit a great deal of torque from the motor to platter by this means, and for that reason it has been used extensively on record changers, which at one time required the substantial torque, or rotational energy, provided by an idler-wheel system to operate cycling and shutoff mechanisms. Unfortunately, in addition to turning the platter, idler wheels tend to transfer some of the vibration of the motor to the platter, the record, and finally to the playback stylus. This vibration turns up in the musical signal as rumble, a low-pitched "distant thunder" background noise.

Consequently, most turntable manufacturers, including changer makers, have in the past few years converted to another classic torque-transfer method: belt-drive, an arrangement in which a continuous belt forms a loop around both the motor shaft and the platter or its special inner rim—see Figure 1(B). Because the transfer of torque occurs through a highly flexible, more or less loosely coupled medium, very little motor vibration is transferred to the platter. Belt-drive turntables as a class have relatively low rumble levels, although the loose coupling between platter and motor also reduces the available torque.

The third, most recent type of system, direct-drive, shown in Figure 1(C), has the motor mounted directly beneath the center of the platter, with an extension of the motor's shaft serving as the spindle shaft of the platter as well. Although motor and platter are in intimate contact on direct-drive turntables, the very low rotational speed of the motor effectively avoids many of the vibration-related problems that a higher-speed motor would exhibit, thus enabling direct-drive units to achieve rumble figures in the same range as those of belt-drive tables, and usually far below audibility. Because they do not depend on the friction of a rubber belt or wheel for coupling, many direct-drive units apply very high torque to the platter and are commonly used not only in home systems but also in radio stations and discos where the turntable's ability to come up to operating speed rapidly is important.

Most contemporary turntables use one of three methods to establish and maintain accurate speed. The simplest motor type, the so-called induction motor, has its speed determined by the 60-cycles-per-second alternation of the nominal 120-volt a.c. house current; it is subject to speed variations caused by momentary changes in the line voltage and by the effects of both tone-arm and record-cleaner drag. More sophisticated synchronous motors also use the tightly regulated 60-Hz frequency of house current as a reference to insure speed accuracy, but their internal structure provides a tighter "lock" onto the 60-Hz line, making them less subject to speed variations resulting from voltage shifts. This method, however, cannot compensate for external mechanical causes of speed irregularities. The most advanced type, the servo-controlled speed system, monitors the speed of the motor or platter continuously, comparing it to some reference such as a regulated voltage or an internally generated frequency (often controlled by a quartz crystal), thus constantly correcting any speed error.

Servo-control systems of some type are invariably used on direct-drive turntables, and a number of belt-drive machines have adopted them as well, but with important differences. Some detect the speed error at the motor shaft and hence cannot correct for speed variations at the platter that may result from belt slippage when the turntable is under load. The more sophisticated systems "read" the platter's rotational speed directly; any deviation from the selected speed produces a prompt corrective effect.

Other parts of the platter/motor system can also influence the character of the sound heard. The composition of the platter and main bearing material may themselves cause problems. A main bearing with loose tolerances or rough contact surfaces will tend to "grind" or wobble on a microscopic scale, adding to whatever rumble is produced by motor vibration; most manufacturers of high-performance turntables therefore polish and fit main bearings to very close tolerances. Some creators of all-out designs go even further, constructing bearings of dissimilar materials such as oil-filled plastic and tempered steel, or suspending the platter on a "cushion" of magnetic repulsion or even compressed air, in an effort to reduce further the rumble produced by the platter-support system.

Some designers consider it important that most platters are metal castings or stampings which, if undamped, can "ring" much like a bell. Although the degree of ringing caused by, say, a jarring of the turntable or a loud bass note cannot be heard if unamplified, some engineers believe that it may be transmitted from the platter to the record and stylus to be eventually heard through the loudspeakers as a vaguely unnatural boominess or echoing quality in the bass and midrange. The platter mat is therefore thought by some to be an important element, for it deadens ringing and vibration in both the platter and the record in much the same way that a percussionist silences cymbals by pressing them against his body.

The weight of the platter may have an effect on performance too. A massive platter will have much greater inertia than a lightweight one, and it will therefore come up to operating speed less rapidly (though this is rarely a problem in home systems). Once in motion, however, it will remain relatively immune to momentary variations in drag or motor speed because of its flywheel-like characteristics. Today, however, turntables that regulate speed by electronic means rather than mechanical inertia are increasingly common, and a turntable with a massive platter casting is not now necessarily superior to a unit with a lighter one.

The Tone Arm

The term "tone arm" has been carried down from the early days of sound reproduction when arms actually transmitted sound from a diaphragm in the "head shell" down along their length to a horn that projected it at modest volume into the room. Modern arms, of course, are specifically designed not to transmit sound acoustically; instead, their function is simply to hold the phono cartridge in a proper relationship to the record groove while exerting as little influence of their own as possible. In practice, the accomplishment of this goal faces an awesome array of obstacles, large and small, most imposed by what might be called the "minor sins" of the various parts of the arm.

A primary responsibility of the arm is to allow the cartridge to follow the groove both
The simplest solution to the problem of arm-cartridge resonance would be warp-free records, but technology is nowhere close to that goal."

laterally, as it spirals inward, and vertically, as it pursues its course over warps and other surface irregularities. Theoretically, the arm should present no resistance to this movement whatever, but in practice all arms have both inertia (a concept to be discussed below), and friction in their bearings (see Bearing Type in the Glossary on page 69).

Another responsibility of the arm is that of imparting a controlled amount of downward force (called vertical tracking force) to the cartridge to keep the stylus from losing contact with the groove. Vertical tracking force can be applied in a number of ways. The simplest employs a main counterweight placed behind the pivot to counterbalance the mass of the arm and cartridge. Tracking force is then set by moving a section of the counterweight until an imbalance equal to the desired downward force is achieved. Alternatively, a second small weight is used to apply the actual force after the large weight has balanced the arm. Counterweights and springs are also often used in combination, a counterweight being adjusted initially to balance the arm and a spring in front of (or around) the pivots to apply a downward force. (See Figure 2.)

In recent years, steps taken to reduce the tracking-force requirements of phono cartridges have in turn demanded low-mass tone-arm designs. The problem to be dealt with is arm/cartridge resonance produced by the interaction of arm, cartridge, and record surface. (To diverge for a moment, we might say that all objects tend to vibrate when mechanically excited, and the frequency at which an object prefers to vibrate is its resonance frequency. The classic analogy used in most physics textbooks to describe resonance is that of a weight and spring, as shown in Figure 3. When the weight is moved or excited by some outside force, either directly or via the spring, it will begin to bob up and down at a certain rate, that rate being the resonance frequency of the spring-and-weight system. This frequency will be determined by two factors: the mass of the weight and the "looseness," or compliance, of the spring. A heavier weight or a looser spring will reduce the resonance frequency (make the weight bob more slowly); a lighter weight or stiffer spring will increase it.)

A tone arm and cartridge in combination have a resonance frequency that is determined by the effective mass (weight) of the tone arm plus cartridge body and the compliance (springiness) of the stylus assembly. When a record warp excites this resonance, the arm-cartridge combination reacts in much the same way as the weight-and-spring pair, bobbing up and down at the resonance frequency. The stylus interprets this bobbing as a powerful sub-bass signal which, though too low to be heard, can overload the amplifier and drive the speakers so hard that they exhibit substantial amounts of distortion. Even if these infrasonic signals are filtered out before they reach the power amplifier and speakers, the uncontrolled motion of the tone arm can contribute to mistracking and produce flutter effects in the reproduced sound—or, in extreme cases, bounce the stylus completely out of the groove.

The simplest solution to the problem of arm-cartridge resonance would be absolutely flat, warp-free records, but present technology is nowhere close to that goal. Rather, record-player designers must assume that most records will not be absolutely flat and devise solutions with that fact in mind. The solutions generally fall into two categories: tuning (shifting) the resonance frequency to minimize its effect and/or reducing its amplitude by damping.

Resonance tuning relies on the fact that if the arm-cartridge resonance can be made to occur in a certain range of frequencies—say, between 10 and 15 Hz—the arm will be less susceptible to excitation by either record warps or the deep-bass passages of the music, since neither generally has any substantial amount of energy in the 10- to 15-Hz range. In most cases this means either using a cartridge with a stiffer stylus suspension or a tone arm with a lower effective mass. Effective mass actually depends less on the total physical weight of the tone arm than on how the mass is distributed along its length. Concentrations of mass near the pivot assembly contribute little to it, whereas mass near the head shell (or at the other extremity, near the counterweight) results in an arm with high effective mass.

Today's better arms reflect these facts; they are often sleek, stripped-down affairs without any unnecessary mass in the headshell area. Engineers use aerospace materials (carbon fiber and exotic metal alloys) for head shells and arm shafts, or they rely on specially fabricated conventional materials. Some manufacturers move the head-shell mounting collar back to the pivot assembly. The other means of raising the resonance, a stiffer stylus assembly, may reduce the bass-region tracking ability of a cartridge or alter its frequency response. Some designers are achieving reasonable compromises between these conflicting demands, however, and the trend at present seems to be toward slightly less compliant cartridges.

Damping, the alternative approach to the arm-cartridge resonance problem, can also be effective if the symptoms are not too severe. The procedure analogous to damping with our weight-and-spring example would be to immerse the entire affair in a bucket of jelly; this would "damp" the motion. With tone arms, this is done indirectly by packing the pivots with jelly-like substances, immersing paddles attached to the arm in reservoirs of viscous fluid, or attaching "shock-absorber" devices that ride over the surface of the record adjacent to the stylus. Another type of resonance-damping arrangement has the counterweight attached to the arm by compliant mountings, creating a sort of "vibration parasite"—roughly tuned to the arm-cartridge resonance—that absorbs much of the energy that would otherwise cause the arm to bob. A recent turntable design enables the user to tune the anti-resonant counterweight to the tone-arm resonance precisely. These devices are helpful in stabilizing the arm and quashing any tendencies to bounce, but many of them still leave it up to the stylus to absorb any abrupt warps.

The fundamental job of the tone arm is to serve as a neutral support for the phono cartridge, maintaining the closest possible approximation to ideally "correct" record-playing geometry. An important consideration in this is keeping the stylus assembly in line with the direction of the groove. Since the groove is curved, this means that the stylus assembly should ideally form a perfect tangent to that curve throughout an entire record side (see Figure 4)—a difficult trick with a pivoted tone arm that sweeps out on a curve of its own in its transit across the record surface.

Early tone arms were simple straight bars, and the angular relationship between stylus and groove was consequently quite oblique through most of the record's playing time, resulting in substantial quantities of a characteristic type of distortion arising from "lateral-tracking-angle error." A study of the geometry of record-playing suggested a way to reduce this distortion: the offset-head configuration, an arrangement in which the cartridge is mounted at a specific angle (determined by arm length) relative to the arm shaft. If this and other aspects of the geometry are properly worked out, the stylus maintains a much more consistently tangential relationship to the groove, generally within a couple of degrees of perfect tangen-
Fig. 1. Idler drive (A) transfers torque to platter through a small "wheel." Belt drive (B) improves platter's isolation from motor vibration. Direct drive (C) mounts the motor under platter spindle; a low motor speed prevents rumble in the audible range.

Fig. 2. Three common methods of applying tracking force: (top) the counterweight is imbalanced to provide the tracking force; (middle) the counterweight fully balances the arm and a spiral spring around the pivot point applies the vertical force; (bottom) the tracking force is applied by a spring in front of the arm's pivot point.

Fig. 3. Weight and spring interact to determine resonance frequency much the same as arm mass and stylus compliance do.
The base design attempts to isolate the record-playing elements from the vibration by making them part of a system whose resonance is low enough to "decouple" it from most of the impinging energy. This is the same principle as that in the weight-and-spring resonant system we discussed relative to tone arms. In this case, the weight is made up of the platter/motor system, the tone arm, and the plate on which they are mounted, while the spring is the turntable's suspension—a term for that part of the base that isolates the two other elements by suspending them in some resilient fashion from the remainder of the base. If the resonance has a low enough frequency and is suitably damped, it can be very effective in ignoring the existence of most outside disturbances.

The suspension may take the form of a number of coiled springs, rubber or foam blocks or straps, or even lunar-module-style compliant "feet" interposed between the record-playing elements and the base. (A variation on this arrangement is used on many direct-drive turntables: the entire turntable, including the record-playing components and the base, rests on compliant feet.)

One other characteristic of our weight-and-spring (or any other) resonant system becomes important here: the weight will not be substantially affected by any vibration or motion that occurs at a faster rate than the rate (the resonant frequency) at which the weight bobs up and down. This is easily seen if we imagine ourselves holding the upper end of the spring: a repeated rapid jerking on the spring will have much less effect on the bobbing motion of the weight than a single slow pull. And, since the rate at which the weight normally bobs is controlled by its mass and the looseness of the spring, we can see that a very loose spring and a very heavy weight will render the whole weight-and-spring system relatively immune to all but the slowest and most powerful of resonant influences.

The same principle applies to a turntable: a more massive base and/or a more compliant suspension will more effectively decouple the record-playing elements from the turntable type's having superior listening quality.

Try to set aside any preconceptions you may have about one turntable type's having superior listening quality. The performance of multiplay, automatic, and semiautomatic turntables has improved so in the past few years that any one of them is now very nearly the equal—when properly set up and equipped with an appropriate cartridge—of a fully manual unit. The very fine sonic distinctions that still do exist are likely to be audible only in systems approaching the state of the art.

As part of this first "qualifying" stage, be candid with yourself and make a mental note of any price-related, cosmetic, or dimensional requirements you may have. If the turntable must cost less than $200, have a matte-black finish to match other components, or fit on a shelf of particular dimensions, include these criteria in your thinking at the outset. Also note any "whizbang" features that you want your turntable to do aside from rotot and playing the record. The simplest turntable type, the full manual, requires the user to perform all the operations related to its use: positioning and cueing the arm, turning the turntable motor on and off, and lifting the arm from the record at the end of each side. Fully automatic units perform some of these operations for the user: they may lift the arm at the disc's end, shut the motor off, or both. Fully automatic units either perform these functions and also place the arm on the disc, but they do not automatically play more than a single record in sequence. That requires a multiplay turntable, or changer.

For the tape enthusiast, who uses a turntable only for transcribing discs to tape, a multiplay unit is adequate. Others interested primarily in a constant flow of background music obviously will benefit from a multiplay turntable. Most of us, however, fall into an intermediate category, normally using our turntables in the single-play mode but occasionally requiring some automatic functions for parties and the like. Mentally review your present listening habits to determine which type will be most suitable to your needs, basing your decision either on those operating capabilities you feel you "miss" (or never use) in your present system or (if you are buying a first system) those capabilities you believe will most closely correspond to your musical tastes and frequency of listening.
Glossary of Record-Player Specifications

- Arm Friction describes the resistance of a tone arm to being moved either vertically or horizontally, primarily because of the inherent friction of the bearings in the arm’s pivot assembly. A large amount of friction can have a significant effect on record and stylus wear. Pivot friction less than 10 percent of the tracking force (for example, an arm-cartridge combination tracking at 1 gram having no more than 1 milligram —of friction in either the vertical or horizontal plane) was formerly thought to be acceptable, but some engineers in recent years have concluded that much smaller amounts of arm friction can, under certain circumstances, affect listening quality and record wear. Most high-performance turntables now have arm-friction specifications of 50 milligrams or less in both planes of motion.

- Bearing Type defines the mechanical characteristics of the bearings that permit the arm to pivot while tracking the record. There are many different types of bearings, all designed to reduce arm friction to a minimum yet be reasonably rugged. The tone-arm friction specification, rather than the bearing type, should be used to evaluate the efficacy of a given arm’s bearing assembly, however, even though it tells you little about durability.

- Cable Capacitance is an electrical property of the cables connecting the tone arm to the preamplifier and the speaker, driving one or both. Many phono cartridges are greatly affected by the electrical “load” presented by the preamplifier input and connecting cables, with the result that the midrange and high-frequency response of the cartridge may be altered. Proper match of the cartridge with the cables and the preamp input requires knowing what capacitance the cartridge requires and what capacitance the preamp and cables provide. The best starting point for adjusting these load conditions is to select a turntable having cables with relatively low capacitance—preferably under 100 picofarads. More capacitance, if needed, can be added with an accessory component or an additional length of cable. If you have selected a cartridge already and know what capacitance it requires (some are noncritical), then the two variables are the preamp and the cables. Many late-model components have a switch-selected choice of input capacitance/resistance available. A knowledgeable dealer will be able to guide you through the fine points of cartridge/cable/preamp interfacing.

- Effective Arm Mass is the term for the portion of the arm’s mass that affects the arm-cartridge resonance. A large part of this mass is contributed by the head shell (and the cartridge it holds), although the arm tube and counterweight contribute as well. For purposes of comparing specifications, it can be said that the lower of two effective arm masses is superior (for reasons explained in the text). Good contemporary turntables should have effective arm masses (excluding cartridge) no higher than 20 grams; state-of-the-art arms using exotic materials may have masses as low as 5 grams.

- Maximum Tracking Error defines the extent to which the tone arm causes the stylus to deviate from true tangency to the record groove. Measured in degrees per inch of record radius, it is determined by arm length and geometry as well as by the degree of precision of cartridge mounting and setup. Although whether moderate tracking-error distortion is audible is a controversial point, high-performance tone arms usually have maximum tracking errors no greater than 0.5 degree per inch.

- Rumble is the generic term for a variety of low-frequency noises generated in the turntable by the motor (or, occasionally, the platter’s center bearing). Modern high-performance turntables rarely produce audible rumbling noises, but the infrasonic frequencies that are part of the rumble often have an indirect impact on the sound of a system in that they tax the signal-handling capabilities of both the amplifier and the speaker, driving one or both into distortion. Turntable rumble is measured in a number of ways. “Weighted” rumble measurements, which discount infrasonic rumble frequencies, are less revealing of the performance limitations of a turntable than “unweighted” figures, which measure the level of both infrasonic and higher-frequency types of rumble. The various types of weighted measurements are customarily identified on specification sheets by abbreviations (DIN A, DIN B, ARLL, JIS, etc.) that indicate the organization that promulgated the measurement method. Just remember that these methods differ and the figures they produce can be used for purposes of comparison only within the same measurement system. Contemporary medium-price turntables should have DIN, ARLL, or JIS weighted rumble specifications of —50 dB or better (better meaning numerically larger: —50 is larger than —45 and unweighted figures of —30 dB or more. Rumble figures of —60 dB weighted and —40 dB unweighted are commonly found in state-of-the-art players.

- Range of Speed Adjustment describes the amount by which the rotational speed of the turntable platter (and therefore the pitch of the record’s music) can be slowed down or speeded up. Since the most common reason for a speed-adjustment control is to permit a recording to be matched in key signature or tempo to music being performed by the listener (or lately, in disco, to a second musical selection), the degree of adjustment required will be largely determined by individual needs. For those who don’t anticipate any such musical or transcription activity, the presence or absence of this feature can be disregarded—unless you happen to have perfect pitch.

- Stylus-to-pivot Distance describes the effective length of the tone arm and is related to the minimum amount of tracking error an arm will have. Theoretically, a longer tone arm will have lower tracking error—but also higher effective mass. Most manufacturers have found that balancing these conflicting requirements to obtain a low massa arm with low tracking error yields a stylus-to-pivot distance of 8½ to 9 inches (216 to 229 millimeters). Arms with less than about 8 inches (203 millimeters) of stylus-to-pivot distance will have higher tracking error unless they are straight-line-tracking types.

- Wow and Flutter are two names for cyclic variations in pitch, generally caused in turntables by small changes in the rotational speed of the turntable platter. Wow introduces a slow, recurrent slurring of musical and vocal phrases, while flutter adds a rapid warping quality, not unlike a singer’s vibrato, to instruments and voice. Like rumble, wow and flutter can be measured in several ways (denoted by the initials of the various standards organizations). Again, if specifications are to be compared, they must have been measured in the same way. Wow and flutter figures for high-performance turntables generally range no higher than 0.08 per cent (when measured using the common DIN measurement standard), but other measurement standards will yield smaller numbers.
TURNTABLES...

"... rely as much on your own 'hands-on' evaluation of a turntable as you do on its specifications."

sort of controls you would like, such as remote control or front-plate mounted switches, as well as any preferences related to the turntable’s country of manufacture or the proximity of service facilities.

With these considerations noted and the field of possibilities that much diminished, make up a list of those turntables you know of that meet all your requirements, whether you’ve encountered them in test reports, annual buyer’s guides, or in friends’ systems. Follow this with a visit to a number of audio dealers, setting forth your requirements fully and frankly to the salespeople and noting what their recommendations are. From these sources, develop a second, combined list of a half-dozen or so units that meet your criteria in all respects.

The second step in choosing a turntable involves a set of brief in-store experiments to be performed on each of the turntables you’re considering. Each experiment should give you information on a specific part of a turntable’s performance. If possible, try to complete these experiments on all of the turntables you’re considering within a span of one or two days so that your recollection of the "feel" and sonic performance of each will be fresh in your mind.

1. To check the cueing and control smoothness, operate all the controls of the unit several times while a record is playing, checking to see if any extraordinary degree of loving tenderness is needed to keep the arm from being jarred; a turntable that requires the delicate touch of a neurosurgeon to prevent the arm from skipping is obviously to be avoided. Cue the arm up and down several times with the amplifier’s volume control set fairly high. Any loud crash (distinct from the music) as the stylus rises from or touches the surface of the record suggests that the cueing device might harm your record collection in extended use.

2. Take a strobe disc (available at most electronics hobby stores) with you to check the effect of putting an accessory record-cleaning arm, a second record, or some other additional element of weight or drag on the rotating platter. If any of these devices has the effect of altering the speed for more than a moment when put on the platter, and the turntable’s vernier speed control can’t compensate for it, you will not be able to use them on the turntable in question. (A turntable’s built-in strobe will serve as well as a separate strobe disc.)

3. To evaluate the suspension characteristics of the turntable in the showroom, sharply rap the shelf in which the turntable rests while the unit is playing the silent lead-out end groove of a record. Don’t rap too hard, and listen, with the amplifier volume set fairly high, for a corresponding thump from the loudspeakers. Repeat the rapping several times at different spots on the shelf, striking the shelf top and side of the shelf. If you are not sure that the thump you hear is in fact coming from the speakers, have a friend do the tapping while you listen directly in front of the speakers. Any reproduction of the thump suggests fairly serious shortcomings in the turntable’s suspension and the distinct possibility that you will encounter acoustic-feedback problems in home use. Bear in mind, however, that an unusually rickety shelf (not completely unknown in audio shops) may invalidate the experiment because it will move or resonate when rapped, setting the whole turntable in motion. If several different brands all fail this test, then you are rapping too hard.

4. Both the rumble and the flutter performance of a turntable can be evaluated using a record designed for that purpose, such as Stereo Review’s SRT 14 test record, which comes with detailed instructions for use (available for $7.98, plus applicable sales tax, from Test Record, Dept. 679, P.O. Box 278, Pratt Station, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205). A rough evaluation of the rumble level of a turntable can also be made by playing the silent between-selection grooves of a normal record at high volume through a loudspeaker having extended bass response. An acoustic-suspension speaker (rather than a vented or passive-radiator design) is preferable for this experiment. A turntable with relatively high rumble will cause the woofer cones of the speakers to flutter wildly back and forth, whereas a unit with acceptable rumble should cause only barely detectable motion.

5. Cartridge selection is a topic complex enough to justify a whole separate discussion (the subject was last covered in the January 1977 issue of Stereo Review) and is therefore beyond the scope of this article. However, when you have made a tentative cartridge selection (or accepted the recommendation of a dealer), it might be useful as a final check on arm-cartridge compatibility to perform one final experiment. The Shure TTR 115 test record ($5.50 from a Shure dealer or from Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Dept. 67, Evanston, Ill. 60204) contains a track that permits an observer to determine the arm/cartridge resonance of a turntable by watching the motion of the arm as this track is played; instructions enclosed with the record explain the procedure in greater detail. Note that a tone arm and cartridge with a combined resonance in the wrong range of values are not always hopelessly incompatible. A lighter head shell or the removal of extraneous mass in the head-shell region may solve moderate problems. In most cases, however, the solution will of necessity be either a cartridge having lower compliance or some type of add-on damping device.

The Bottom Line

Having downgraded or eliminated some of the turntables on your list as a result of these tests, compare their published specifications and note any substantial differences. In most cases, the degree of difference between specifications will not be a vast one, nor is it likely that a unit with really poor specifications will have done well in the series of experiments you’ve performed. Differences of less than 5 dB in the rumble figure, 0.01 per cent in wow-and-flutter, and speed stability. Rumble figures better than about 45 dB unweighted and wow-and-flutter specifications in the 0.025 per cent range represent about the best performance to be found in record-making machinery, so the benefits of a record-playing machine with far superior specifications are delectable. In cases where a number of turntables have done equivalently well in testing and experiments, either superior specifications or a significant advantage in price can serve as a "tie-breaker" in helping you to make a final choice, but rely as much on your own "hands-on" evaluation of a turntable as you do on its specifications.

Certain other factors will (and should) influence a final choice: how much you trust your dealer and the package price of the turntable, cartridge, and any other components involved are two obvious points to take into account. When evaluating a package price, try to get the dealer to throw in at no charge or for a nominal price. The cartridges supplied in such deals are usually budget units suitable enough for a turntable under $150 or so, but for a better turntable insist on a known (and higher-price) cartridge brand.

Using these criteria, it should be possible to choose a turntable—and to have confidence in the accuracy of your decision—without too much head- or heartache. One final caution is in order, though: try to avoid any extended quest for the Holy Grail, a fabled turntable in a given price range that will be Superior in Every Respect to its competition. By and large, such turntables do not exist (if they did, this job of discussing the buying process would be enormously simplified). Today’s audio industry is global in scale and highly competitive in nature, and the best current technology is generally available to a large number of manufacturers simultaneously. Inevitably, several turntables will be of equally good performance and value per dollar, and any one of them will be fully suitable for a given type of use. Good luck and good hunting.
Earphones are made for ears. Yours. That's why the Beyer DT 440 has sound so natural and is so light and comfortable you don't even know it's there, even after many hours.

At 9.6 ounces, it is one of the lightest headphones available. And its weight is evenly distributed among the sponge-padded ear-cups and air-filled headband.

There's no great weight suspended from your head, and your ears never get squeezed.

Some people complain about the isolation of headphones that close them off from the world. So we built the DT 440 with a high velocity open design, to allow a natural mixture of recorded music and environmental sound.


For sound — and for comfort — nothing beats a Beyer. We'd like to make one for you.
VICTOR M-235 is a 78-rpm album of J. S. Bach's Sonata No. 3, in E Major, for Violin and Keyboard that probably does not exist. That is to say, it was recorded by Adolph Busch and Rudolf Serkin and it was listed in a 1934 artists' catalog issued by Victor, but, as far as we know, no one has ever seen the records and the overwhelming probability is that the album was never released. Nevertheless, Thomas Clear is looking for it. In fact, it is number one on his wanted list. He has looked for it in Newark, New Jersey, and in Tokyo, Japan, and practically every place in between.

One day another collector, Gene Bruck, was driving through Kentucky when the highway traffic got so heavy he decided to turn off on a side road and stop at some nearby town until things eased up. Pulling into the center of a small town he had never seen or heard of before, he noticed an old Victor sign in the window of one of the stores. He got out of his car, went into the store, and began to poke around in some piles of old 78-rpm records. The clerk so persistently asked if he was looking for anything special that Bruck finally snapped that he was looking for Victor album M-235. "Oh," said the clerk, "You're a friend of Tom Clear's."

Why do people collect "rare" recordings? What sort of people are they? What are the pitfalls that lie in wait for prospective customers? When does accumulating albums stop being a hobby and start turning into an obsession? Where do collectors go to get the stuff that crowds their shelves? And, above all, what kind of prices do they pay, what are all those rarities really worth on the collectors' market? I decided to look into the subject and soon found myself drifting through a strange twilight world and bumping into its elusive and sometimes legendary denizens. In fact, almost before I knew what I was doing, I became a collector of record collectors.

I found out that, just as with acquirers of stamps or butterflies or rare coins, once the appetite to build a collection grows keen it can result in personal bankruptcy, a broken marriage, or a mental breakdown. The disease takes a number of forms. There are people who specialize in classical piano discs, old 78's of certain orchestra conductors, or poetry readings in Sanskrit. There are individuals who will assure you with a straight face (collectors, even collectors of comedy records, have some of the straightest faces in the world) that since, say, Siegmund von Hausegger died in Germany there has been nobody, but nobody, who could properly conduct a Bruckner symphony. There's a television producer in Greenwich Village (his name is Michael Levin) who owns 70,000 LP's, 5,000 cassettes, 2,000 ten-and-a-half-inch and 1,000 seven-inch reels of tape. There's a record-company executive in Manhattan whose apartment is so crowded with records that he can't get through the room to his own record player to play one of them.

A friend of mine who deals in rare recordings is also a recording engineer with a deep interest in the history of the industry believes that many people who collect records do so to reinforce their own identity. Sometimes it is a matter of nostalgia—buying up old 45-rpm singles, for example, because that is the musical material they were imprinted with when they were growing up. But he has also run across collectors with what he calls "Collyer Brothers mentalities." One man, for example, a former Victor Record Company employee, not only held onto copies of every Victor record he could lay his hands on, but also kept obscure company publications, such as a catalog of movie music suitable for playing with silent films, company letterheads, business papers, and other artifacts, until his home became a kind of duplicate of the old Victor headquarters in Camden, New Jersey.

My own experiences in this realm had long been confined to simple attempts to obtain certain out-of-print items I hankered after for the naive purpose of playing them once in a while. This is chicken feed, however, compared to the expensive (in time and/or money) preoccupations and quests of real collectors—or to those of tracking the collectors themselves down. My attempts to connect up with the fabled Thomas Clear, for example,
Collector...

"On the rare-record market, at least, today's original-cast flop can turn into tomorrow's hit."

entailed such preparations as might have been worth a chapter in a book like The Spy Who Came In from the Cold. Mr. Clear was known to be a shy spirit who did not seek publicity. He had no telephone at home and was to be found, through the proper intermediary, only at a certain bar he frequented in midtown Manhattan at hours that could not be predicted with any certainty.

Finally, late one night, my messages drew a telephoned response from the gentleman in question, and one spring evening he arrived at my apartment in Greenwich Village wearing an oversize black raincoat and a somewhat bat-like hat and carrying a shopping bag containing, among other things, a limited edition LP of the "Augmented History of the Violin on Records," Vol-umes Seven and Eight; the violin concertos of Wolf-Ferrari and Nussio played by Guila Bustabo. For Clear not only collects records but, in a quasi-amateur capacity, sells copies of certain items from his collection to favored purchasers. It was in his role as a collector, though, that I had been advised to see this man, who has the look of the seasoned seaman he is (he served for many years in the Navy and later the Merchant Marine). Greya-haired now and in his late fifties, Clear was born in Philadelphia and says he started getting interested in records when he was about four.

"My father had a small collection of old acoustic records by Caruso, Sto-kowski, and so forth. He used to play them for me and read stories from the Victor Book of the Opera and it sort of caught my interest. . . ."

A familiar pattern, I was to learn, in case histories of severe record-collec- tion addiction. Clear was all right, though, until World War Two came along and he was serving as an officer on an aircraft carrier in the Pacific. During the invasion of Okinawa in 1945 he was hit in his right knee with a piece of shrapnel, which relegated him to the sick list for more than a month. And then it happened: "The ship's warden had a library of records which somebody had given them in San Francisco. One of the items in the library was Bruckner's Ninth with the Munich Philharmonic under Siegmund von Hausegger. The work had such a spiritual effect on me that I actually think it helped my recovery."

Clear has traveled all over the world searching for additions to his library. In Tokyo he used to confer with the late Fukio Fujita, head of the Japanese Gramophone Society and one of the foremost collectors in Japan. (Clear and other collectors complain that with the yen worth so much these days the Japanese are cornering the entire rare-record market.) When he left the Navy as a regular line officer he joined the Merchant Marine. He would work in the engine room, patiently waiting for a port where he could forage in record stores for rarities.

Like many other collectors, Clear is a man of strong and unshakeable opinions. He despises most contemporary music and thinks stereophonic sound was a setback in the progress of musical reproduction. The word quadra-

phonics can send him reaching for his hat and his shopping bag. He thinks orchestra conductors have grown progressively worse, recorded performances sloppier through the years. He plays his own records on a time-honored turntable through a mono amplifi-
er and one big speaker. He likes best to play his old 78's.

"When I have to get up every four minutes to change the side, then I feel I am participating. With an LP I can't concentrate on it as much. I begin to dream of other things and my mind wanders, and soon I'm doing other things—like writing letters. But I never read when I play records. It's either one or the other."

Teri Towe, a thirty-year-old collector who returned my next call, invited me to see his collection, admire the sturdy metal shelves he keeps it on (there must be more than 10,000 discs), and talk about the subject. The son of Kenneth C. Towe, president of American Cyanamid, Towe grew up in Greenwich, Connecticut, studied art history at Princeton, where he won the Frederick Barnard White prize for the best thesis on the history of architecture, and is today a partner in the law firm of Barkhorn, Ganz, and Towe, where he deals in trusts and estates as well as in cases involving the entertain-

ment industry. He also writes—literary notes for RCA and the Musical Heritage Society—and ghost-writes articles, including a recent one for a "girlie" magazine.

Towe started with children's records, but by the age of five he was already into the classics. He likes Baroque music best. "I've always had a passion for Bach, if you'll pardon the pun." The subject became something of an obses-
sion in the days when he was going to prep school in Deerfield, Massachu-

setts. "The world is divided," Towe says he learned, "between those who collect and those who don't. I know a woman who collects friends. I collect music."

Towe, like Tom Clear, has never paid more than $100 for a record. He doesn't see why he should go out "and spend $75 for an original Caruso when I can get the complete Caruso on the Murray Hill reprint label for $29.95." Towe is quick—as are most collect-
ors—to dispel the popular myth about the alleged value of those old Caruso records in your grandmother's attic. The more copies of a record pressed, the less valuable it is likely to be; Caru-

so records particularly were turned out like pancakes.

From Mozart's Jupiter Symphony (Victor M30, with Albert Coates con-
ducting) Towe's collection grew over the years to include Bach fugues, Scar-
latti sonatas, organ recitals, violin rec-
citals by Albert Spalding (he considers the violinist much underrated) and Ye-
hudi Menuhin, and piano records by Alfred Cortot. Later he added records of music by Stravinsky, Roger Ses-
sions, Ned Rorem—even Milton Babb-
bit. His opinions are strong: "I do not like Tchaikovsky, I think his music is ghastly . . . Toscanini was a great conductor. I just don't particularly care for the way he did things . . . the music does not breathe . . . ."

One of the rarest items in Towe's collection is a private recording of the Schubert C Major String Quintet performed by Pablo Casals and the Budap-
seth String Quartet. He saw it at David Rockefeller's one evening in 1960 when
He was at a party there and made attempt to acquire it. Cost: $100.

So who is paying the $100 price for rare recordings? A company in Lacey, Wales, called Ticket to Ryde Ltd., which specializes in Beatles records (they stock 1,700 Beatles records from thirty countries), recently sold an extremely rare item for $1,500, but the company has never gotten more on any individual sale. Some dealers, of course, operate on the whatever-the-traffic-will-bear principle, but it is only once in a long while that any record actually goes for over three figures.

What makes a record valuable? Rarity is a factor, of course, but rarity by itself isn't enough. There are certain records whose prices go up because at some point the bidding for them becomes strongly competitive. The price of one old 45-rpm single soared to $3,800 when two rivals tried to outbid one another for it. Morbid curiosity makes certain issues "desirable" and expensive, as was the case with a vocal release featuring the voice of murderer Charles Manson. Original format counts: an early Victor show album with a green label will fetch more than a later release with a black label. The original RCA pressings of Two's Company was bringing in about $75 up to the time it was reissued in Australia, but even after that the American original was still worth more than $50 (the price went down again last year when RCA reissued the album here). But supply and demand is the main operating principle. A recording put on the market in small quantities in the first place will soar in price when and if it becomes an item sought out by collectors. On the rare-record market, at least, today's original-cast flop can turn into tomorrow's hit.

The following Friday I turned up at the next meeting of the society ("America's oldest and largest vocal classical record society," it says on their stationery) at Freedom House on West 40th Street in New York City. In a spacious, brightly lighted, air-conditioned room that July evening, members were gathered for the program: an auction of items from the rare records accumulated by dealer/collector William Violi, followed by a concert of vintage vocal recordings he had brought. The meeting was called to order by a man named Joe Pearce. Then Violi, grey-haired and pink-cheeked, started the auction going: "A very nice copy of the Victor catalog for 1929... any bid for this 1929 Victor catalog, practically mint condition? One dollar... two dollars... two dollars..." It was Teri Towe who walked off with the catalog for two dollars.

"Now we get to this ten-inch record. A 78. Dino Borgioli and Gino Vanelli... a pre-war English Columbia... One dollar... two dollars... three dollars... one, two, three... A. Vesselowsky, tenor... beautiful Fonotipia Series repressing... excellent surfaces. Seventy-eight rendition of the Night in Carneige Hall movie with Pinza, Stevens... any interest in this particular set? One dollar for three records? Two dollars? Three dollars? Ah! Thank you, Miss Green."

I left the meeting with a list of hundreds of items available for auction to the members. Later I received a letter from Mr. Pearce stating that the realized bids on these records had brought in over $1,000. "There's no end," he wrote, "to what a collector will pay to insure lifelong poverty." During that meeting, Teri Towe had introduced me to his friend Donald Hodgeman who was in from California and whom Towe characterized as "the greatest collector in the world," but Hodgeman didn't want to talk to anybody.

Such reticence is especially characteristic of collectors who work within the record industry. I spoke to several record-company executives, however, who did agree to talk about collecting if I would withhold their names. One of them told me he still has the first record he ever bought—a version of The Blue Danube with the Berlin State Opera Orchestra on Decca. He got that in 1949. Then his mother took him to a concert of the Philadelphia Orchestra with Stokowski. They played the prelude to the third act of Lohengrin and he thought it was so great he went out and bought that the next day. Today he owns some 20,000 records and nearly a thousand tapes.

He specializes in early orchestral material, but he goes after vocal records too when the singer is of particular interest to him. This collector has first-rate equipment and when he can, especially during vacations, will listen to records from morning to night. His fondest wish is to have "a complete run of all the Beecham records," but he has despaired of getting certain of the acoustic ones from the years 1911 to 1917. This fifty-one-year-old executive thinks most collectors are too quick to dismiss the technical advances of recent years. He prefers a good performance to a good recording in sonic terms, but "I certainly wish Caruso had recorded in quad." The most he ever paid for an item was $750 for three...
unissued Maggie Teyte recordings. The least was fifty cents for seven Beecham acoustic recordings. He got those at a tag sale near Pound Ridge, New York, which he had gone to, reluctantly, with his wife. On tapes he has never spent anything—just takes the stuff off the air.

One record-company executive who specializes in vintage jazz has six phonographs in his Long Island home and can never remember which ones he turned off before he went to bed. "I have a 78 room and an LP room. Last night I was listening to 78's in one room and then I turned the machine off and went to the living room and listened to some LP's there, and turned off half the machine. Then I had to go back to the 78's and turned the machine on, then turned off only half of that one. When I was upstairs and about to fall asleep I said to myself, 'I didn't turn the machine off,' and I was too tired to go back down, and so this morning the machine was still on. . . ."

This fellow does a lot of traveling. One time he bought a huge collection of jazz and blues 78's in London. His son, who is twenty, was with him, and together they tried to lug six boxes containing six hundred 78's past the airport gate to the plane. An airport worker stopped them: "You're not allowed to have more than one handbag per person, and it must be a certain size to fit under the seat. All these exceed the dimensions." The records would still be in London except that an airport supervisor intervened at that point and allowed father and son to board the craft with their boxes. There would have been trouble on the plane too, but the purser on the flight turned out to be a knowledgeable record collector himself and saw to it that everything was stowed safely. "He's probably the only purser flying on an international airline who collects 78's, and I had the luck to meet him on my flight."

Music Masters is a store where collectors can go not only to obtain unusual and rare recordings but to relax in a living-room atmosphere. On some mornings they even serve coffee to shoppers. The shop, in the West Forties in Manhattan, is presided over by Will Lerner, the owner, assisted by manager Steve Hockstein and two other employees. Lerner says he will get to know a customer "anything that was on 78's or on LP" and put it on a cassette. He tells tales of collectors so furtive and afraid of wifely criticism that, years ago, in the days of 78's, "there was one guy who used to have us deliver stuff to him on his roof. He would wait for his wife to go out shopping and then bring the records down. It seemed to the wife that their shelves were bulging more all the time, but she never did see her husband walking into the place with an album."

One of Lerner's customers was nicknamed "What's New" because he'd always be poking his head in the door to ask what had turned up since his last visit. "Now he's moved to California, but he calls me and asks me over long distance, 'What's new?'" Customers at Music Masters include such celebrities as Peter Ustinov, Lee Strasberg, and Joanne Woodward. The store will go to considerable lengths to keep the good will of its regular patrons. One of them was looking for "rehearsal recordings" with Toscanini. Lerner simply picked up the phone and called Munich to locate some for him.

"I love some of the people who come in here," Lerner says, "a lot of them progeny of that lady in The School for Scandal. Recently one man wanted a recording of an opera he called 'Mr. Rosen and the Cavalier.' Couldn't find it anywhere! Another wanted to get hold of the 'Symphony on a French Mountain Horn.' He's probably still trying."

![ADVICE FOR PROSPECTIVE COLLECTORS.](image)

- Don't let collecting records become addictive, or a substitute for all other interests.
- Don't let the fever to fill up your shelves spoil your marriage, alienate your friends, or make you reluctant to part with money that should be spent on other things.
- Don't allow your job to become merely a means to fuel your collecting habit.
- Don't let your collection become a mere shrine, a stack of shellac and vinyl objects to be counted, catalogued, and admired but never enjoyed as music.
- Don't, in short, let collecting recordings become the only reason for your existence. Let it enrich your life, not run it.
- Don't spend beyond your means.
- Do build a "skeletal" foundation for your collection first, centering around some area of particular interest to you.
- Do learn as much as you can about what is available.
- Do go to dealers rather than waste time at secondhand stores.
- Do examine each item of merchandise carefully.
- Do talk to other collectors whenever you can; get to know them by joining the various societies to which they belong. And never try to collect absolutely everything, even in your chosen category; you never will.
- Do know what your financial limitations are.

Who gets taken, and who does the taking, if any, in all this? As in any other field, it's a matter of caveat emptor. New collectors are advised first to get hold of The Record Collector's Price Guide ($7.95; 2218 E. Magnolia, Phoenix, Ariz. 85034). It's regarded as the Authorized Bible of record prices, the latest edition listing more than 28,000 titles. And Stereo Review is making available a list of publications, clubs, and record dealers both for those interested in launching themselves as collectors and for those merely think they have found a treasure in the attic.

Cleaning your records is only half the battle.

What do you suppose happens when the hardest substance found in nature—diamond—is dragged through the soft, intricate vinyl canyons of a phonograph record at a force which produces acceleration that exceeds 1000 G's!

Friction and wear.

From the very first time you play a record, a process of decay takes place. The delicate high frequency sounds are the first to be impaired. Then the midrange. With every play details are lost and noise becomes more pronounced, eventually rising to a hailstorm often punctuated sharply by clicks and pops. And the better your equipment, the more annoying the disturbance.

Regular cleaning of your records is important and necessary—to remove the dust and oily films that can further mar performance—but it's simply not enough. The best way to preserve the music on your records is Sound Guard® Record Preservative.

Sound Guard is a revolutionary dry lubricant that virtually eliminates record wear. It's so thin that it will not affect the sound of a new record. It's so effective that a treated record may be played 100 times with no audible degradation of performance or increase in surface noise. A built-in anti-static property helps keep dust off your records between cleanings.

It's true that it requires a little extra effort and expense to protect your records with Sound Guard. But when you add up the investment you've made in your stereo system and record collection, you really can't afford not to do it.

Sound Guard. Everything else is a lot of noise.

Sound Guard preservative. Sound Guard® cleaner. Sound Guard® Total Record Care System.

Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark. Copyright © Ball Corporation, 1979, Muncie, IN 47302

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*We have the test results to prove it—write us and we'll send them to you.
KEEPS IT CLEAN: RECORD HYGIENE

The incredible power of the scanning electron microscope provides some fascinating verifications—and contradictions—of conventional record-playing theory

By George Alexandrovich

It may come as a surprise to most people to learn that we really don’t know much about phonograph records. Yes, we can manufacture them rather easily (though with varying degrees of quality), but we still lack data on exactly how they work, how we can best keep them clean and noise-free, and what can be expected of the average disc in terms of damage resistance and useful life. Part of the difficulty lies in determining precisely what is on a record to begin with. Playing it provides only tentative answers because record-playing systems are themselves imperfect. On the other hand, the fine details of a record groove are exceedingly small and an informative view of the groove requires a depth of field, degree of magnification, and resolution conventional optical microscopes can’t provide.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an instrument that makes it possible to photograph record grooves for study. It yields startling resolution at enormous magnifications, but it is expensive and its use is time-consuming. A good day’s work with it might result in the examination of only a quarter of a second of recorded information. Fortunately, there are investigators who are not deterred by this, among them the indefatigable George Alexandrovich of Stanton Magnetics, some of whose remarkable SEM photos (and interpretations thereof) appear in the following pages.

There will almost certainly be those who will dispute his conclusions, but we think you’ll agree that the evidence itself is certainly worth looking at.

-Ralph Hodges

We all tend to acquire bad habits in caring for our audio equipment—especially our records. We leave them on the turntable to gather dust, or we reinsert them in their jackets carelessly. We scratch them in handling or in playing, we neglect to clean them properly (or at all), and we stack them, even in their jackets, in ways that produce warps. Such bad habits can be changed, but there are other factors related to sound-reproduction quality that are either beyond our control or that we don’t understand well enough to do anything about. The record material itself, stylus wear, groove wear, and the use of cleaning and lubricating devices all affect not only sound quality but record life. Given so many possible influences, it is little wonder that few people are willing to state with assurance which causes of wear are most pernicious and which cleaning techniques are effective, which useless or worse.

At Stanton Magnetics, we are fortunate in having a uniquely useful piece of equipment, the scanning electron microscope. It enables us to look into the record groove, see things not many researchers have been able to see before, and subsequently correlate the results of this visual analysis with measurements on phono cartridges and records. The SEM is capable of magnifying an object 160,000 times (for comparison, a magnification of only 10,000 times would produce an image at least fifty times larger than that seen with a good-quality optical microscope).

Using the SEM, we can easily demonstrate the effect of tone-arm skating force, for example. In Figure 1, note that the inner wall of a repeatedly played record groove is worn more than the outer one, definite indication of the kind of stylus-force imbalance that proper antiskating force could have corrected. Note further, in Figure 2, that the stylus that played this groove suffered wear on the left side as well, a predictable result of this kind of imbalance. Through close-up viewing and through measuring the area of contact between stylus and groove, we can calculate precisely the pressures involved. Earlier theoretical assumptions based on purely electrical measurements could not reveal the whole story, nor could they satisfactorily explain why records sounded the way they did.

"To understand what happens when a record is played, imagine that you have shrunk to 1/100,000 of your normal size and find yourself standing at the bottom of a V-shaped phonograph groove looking along a slow curve whose tortuous contours are ever-varying in width, depth, and shape. The feeling would likely be akin to that experienced at the bottom of a canyon created by a prehistoric river. If you start moving along the bottom of this canyon-like groove, the first thing you encounter are large "boulders," dirt washed down from the walls by liquid cleaners and never completely removed afterward (see Figure 3). When the cleaning liquid evaporated, its surface tension brought particles of dust..."
together to form these agglomerations.

Look further down the groove and try to visualize a stylus traveling through it at the speed of 40 miles per second (144,000 miles per hour!) in a wild, careering race as it tries to maintain its contact with the groove walls through all the jarring twists and turns. If you look at the walls of the groove, you will find distinctly visible tracks about one third of the way up from the groove bottom. These are the marks of the stylus' previous passage. They do not reach entirely to the groove bottom because the stylus is designed to ride higher up in the groove, as shown in Figure 4, where it will not have to plow its way through the boulders. Although it doesn't look like it, the groove walls are being compressed by stylus pressures as high as 30,000 pounds per square inch.

Further along, you suddenly come upon a vertical crevice in the groove wall (see Figure 5—the white deposits are dry lubricant material that became trapped in the wall crevice). When the original master disc for the record was cut, the audio signal at this point caused the cutting stylus to execute a turn so tight that it ripped a gouge in the lacquer material. This came about because the overzealous cutting engineer, in trying to record as loud a signal as possible, exceeded the capabilities of the medium. The defect was replicated throughout the subsequent record-producing process, and here it is (almost) perfectly preserved in the final pressing. What will happen when the stylus tries to play this part of the groove? The result will probably be distortion, since the groove detail is far more tortuous than could be traced by even the thinnest-edge stylus.

The sides of the diamond stylus tip should be smooth and rounded where they touch the groove walls, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 6. A stylus, when it becomes worn, develops flat spots instead of rounded contours where it touches the groove walls. It may seem logical to expect that the "curved" modulation of the groove would gently round a stylus, but instead the modulation acts pretty much like a straight file, polishing the sides flat (see Figure 2 again). Moreover, the edge of the flat gets sharper and sharper as wear increases, and at some point a badly worn stylus starts shaving vinyl off the groove walls. As can be seen under the scanning electron microscope, dust is attracted to the record, mixes with these vinyl shavings as well as deposits from oily fingers, liquid cleaners, and antistatic fluids, and ends up looking like slush in the thaw after a winter snow storm.

**Disc Hygiene**

What can be done about cleaning up this slush, which obviously contributes nothing positive to the playback qualities of the disc? Choosing between the many record-care products on the market is difficult. A few of them are good, most of them do the job only partially, and a good many of them are useless or worse. Take, for instance, the mechanical devices designed to clean records by picking up dust on the tacky surface of a roller (Figure 7). Although they are fine for cleaning the flat elevations between the grooves and for picking up the larger pieces of dirt from the grooves themselves, no matter how much pressure you apply, they cannot fully penetrate the groove.

The only way we have found to make a record groove at least appear clinically clean is to "launger" it in an ultrasonic bath. Special record brushes have to be used to remove the most stubborn particles. Brushes using nylon fibers with tapered ends seem to work best for us. Figure 8 shows another type of bristle that can be effective.

The question of record-cleaning substances is a sticky one (sometimes literally). I tend to be cautious about applying anything to my discs until I have at least some evidence that no harm will result. A simple test I use is to thoroughly clean a small area of a mirror with a tissue, and then apply the substance. If, after drying, it leaves any residue on the glass—perhaps in the form of a milky film or a tacky coating—I tend to be wary of it until I'm convinced it is totally safe. Of course, even a cleaning solution that passes this test is not necessarily free of possible chemical interactions with the record material; it may remove plasticizers, lubricants, and other beneficial additives from it.

Having done my best to establish that the product does no harm, I then start experimenting with it (on expendable discs) to see if it does any good. Quite often only some of the several claims made for a cleaner hold true, and I have to decide if I would be better off using ordinary water with a few drops of liquid detergent (still the best method I know of for cleaning old discs). I have used many dishwashing and household detergents, and all seem safe—as long as the records are rinsed completely. (The effect of this method on the record label, however, can be less benign.)

However concerned I may be about getting a disc clean and noise-free, I am more concerned about avoiding physical damage to its grooves. I don't, for
example, play a record wet, as is recommended with at least one European record-cleaning system. In studying some SEM photos of records played wet, I have noticed unusual forms of wear on the surface of the groove walls (Figure 9). I suspect that, when a record is played normally (dry, that is), a microscopically thin—perhaps a couple of molecules thick—layer of vinyl melts because of the tremendous pressure (as high as 15 tons per square inch) the stylus exerts on the groove walls and because of the speed with which the stylus moves through the groove. This is analogous to the case with ice skating, in which one really skates not on ice but on a thin film of water which turns back into ice as soon as the blade passes over it. In the case of the phonograph disc, if liquid is present in the groove the vinyl does not melt (it takes almost 500°F to melt it) and the increased friction causes scoring as the stylus is dragged through the groove.

Presence of liquid in a groove may give the false impression that just because it is quieting some surface noise it is actually cleaning the groove. This is partly true, because the liquid dissolves many soluble dirt particles and keeps them in suspension during the playing of the record—until the liquid evaporates and the dirt cakes up on the groove bottom again (see Figure 9 again). On the other hand, I believe that the liquid overdamps the stylus, thus preventing it from following the groove undulations freely (try swishing the tip of a fishing rod rapidly through the water for some idea of how this might take place).

Playing records dry, however, presents us with another problem: the electrostatic attraction to the record surface of dust floating in the air. Quite a bit has been written about the harmful effects of electrostatic charges on disc playback. I consider the attraction of dust to the surface of a record the most harmful effect, one that calls for the very best we can do with cleaning devices and de-staticizers. An electrostatic charge all by itself is not harmful, especially in the case of cartridges with truly grounded stylus assemblies that provide a direct path to earth ground through the system wiring. In cartridges with ungrounded stylus, static charges accumulate on the tip of the cantilever and attract a good deal of dust which may interfere with tracking, especially at high frequencies. It is possible for this charge on the cantilever to arc over inside the cartridge to one of the grounded metal parts, thus creating a “snap” sound through the speakers.

Electrostatic charges have several sources. The first is friction of the record surface against molecules of air as the record rotates on an insulating mat. Another source is the friction of the record surface against the jacket or inner sleeve as it is being pulled out.
Record Wear

Of continuing concern to audiophiles is the oft-heard admonition never to play a record—or a part of one—two or more times in succession. The theory is that the vinyl (which is inevitably deformed to some degree by the stylus pressure) requires a “rest period” to recover from the trauma of play. It is supposed that without such a rest period, permanent injury is added to the temporary insult. To check this, I took a walk downstairs to our quality-control station, where new cartridges coming off the production line get their final checkout on a test disc. Cartridges are tested at a rate exceeding one hundred per hour, and a lot of records are used up in the process. I took a test record that had just been discarded after being played one hundred times in succession and compared it to a brand-new copy. Except for a slight rolloff at high frequencies and a barely noticeable degradation of channel separation, the record was still okay. Under the SEM (Figure 10), the groove-wear patterns appeared absolutely identical to those found on records receiving normal use.

Not long ago we were life-testing an automatic-turntable shutoff mechanism. The tone arm was set to play the last band of the record, lift, then return to the beginning of the last band and play it again, and again, etc. The turntable went through 80,000 cycles of this to prove the reliability of the tone-arm lift mechanism—and then we suddenly realized that we had just played part of a record 80,000 times in succession! We rushed to listen to it and, to our amazement, it actually sounded better than some of our less-played records. Looking at the groove under the SEM, we could see that the stylus had produced a “footprint” on the groove walls that conformed to the shape of the stylus tip, and it seemed that once a certain amount of wear had occurred, no further damage to the groove took place. I estimate that the entire test was also equivalent to approximately 1,000 hours of playing time for the stylus, but there was hardly any wear visible on it although the tracking force was 1.5 grams. Note that there were no special precautions taken in running this test and no use of cleaning agents or groove lubricants. My conclusions from all this are that, with today’s phono cartridges, record wear and sound quality are the same whether you play the disc repeatedly at one time or wait days between playings. Apparently, if you exercise reasonable care in regard to storage and hygiene, and if you are using a well-designed stylus assembly whose diamond tip is in good shape, your discs are not likely to be damaged by the playing process. Phonograph records, contrary to our fears, are unusually tough and durable; in general, they are the most “forgiving” sound-stORAGE MEDIUM we know of.
Barrios: A Brilliant Composer Rediscovered

Up until a few weeks ago, if anybody had asked me about Paraguayan music I would have rattled off a few top-of-the-head comments about the Trio los Paraguayos and what they owe to the Trio los Panchos, a short (very short) disquisition on Los Chiriguanos and what they owe to the Spanish colonial tradition, and concluded with a little rhapsody on that grandly compelling folk instrument known as the Guarani harp. All that has suddenly and irreversibly changed, however, with the release of a new Columbia recording by guitarist John Williams devoted to the music of Agustin Pio Barrios. From now on anyone who says “music” and “Paraguay” to me in the same breath is going to get “Barrios” right back.

Barrios was born in San Juan Bautista on May 20, 1885, and learned to play the guitar at an early age. He graduated from the Collegio Nacional with distinction in mathematics, philosophy, and literature, and beginning in 1910 he concertized extensively in Latin America. From 1934 to 1936 he toured in Europe, playing in Spain, Germany (on radio!), and Belgium, where critics compared him to Segovia as an interpreter, to Chopin as a composer, and to Paganini as a virtuoso.

Proud of his part-Indian ancestry, he adopted midway in his career the name Mitsuga Mangore, the Mitsuga part being an inversion of his first name, Agustin, the Mangore part the name of a legendary chief of the Timbue tribe at the time of the Spanish conquest. He was something of an eccentric, appearing in concert at times dressed in native costume (“half nude, with feathers”—cf. Los Indios Tabajaras), but he was also an extraordinarily accomplished musician. He spent the last five years of his life as professor of guitar at the Conservatorio Nacional de Musica in San Salvador, where he died in 1944 of a heart ailment.

Astonishingly, his name is not to be found in any standard musical reference, including the fearfully comprehensive Music of Latin America by Nicolas Slonimsky. (The liner notes provide a sketchy biography, and a more detailed one was kindly supplied by the Cultural Affairs department of the Organization of American States—in Musica y Músicos del Paraguay, by Dr. Juan Max Boettner). This neglect may be owing to the scholarly world’s snobbish reluctance (up until recently, at least) to recognize the existence of the phonograph record. Barrios was apparently careless about manuscripts—in some cases there may not even have been any—but he did begin to record as early as 1909, reputedly the first classical guitarist to do so. A small underground of enthusiasts has for some time been busy gathering together a body of works that may number in the hundreds, many of them painstakingly transcribed from the only source available—old phonograph records. Williams’ album is the most recent recorded result of all this labor (there is an earlier album containing three Barrios pieces on Nonesuch 71349), and he has clearly been inspired. A superb musician and what I would call a “responsible” performer, he has usually fallen short, for me, of that carefree, chance-taking rapture the guitar ought to release in its finest exponents. No chilly reserve here, however: he plays with such virtuosic abandon that he might well have written the pieces himself.

But what about the music? You are probably going to have some little difficulty, as I did, understanding how music of such quality can have been effectively hidden from the world for so long. Barrios knew the classics (a typical program, presented in Mexico, included Fernando Sor’s variations on a theme from Mozart’s Magic Flute as well as works of Beethoven, Chopin, and Albéniz) and knew what to do with such influences in his own works. La Catedral, the first piece on this new recording, demonstrates that he knew his Bach too, but not in any sense of mere imitation. In everything he did—and he did everything from the classic forms
Guitarist John Williams
(CBS photo by Sophie Baker, London)
to folk influences to popular song—there is an immediately recognizable, individual voice, inventive in its melodies, daring in its harmonies (some of them, indeed, verge on orchestration). The whole is filled with a canny, often playful, and even theatrical dramatic sense. In short, a COMPOSER.

I have not finished discovering new wonders in this sampling of Barrios' music, so I cannot yet point to any "favorites." This is a composer who repays not only listening but study; I fervently recommend that you do both. I also recommend that the Paraguayan government establish at once a Concurso Barrios to encourage other guitarists to play his music. With so many more works still to be recorded, Williams is going to need some help—Christopher Parkening, Angel Romero, and others take note. I look forward to the time when the Barrios entry will have expanded to as much as a half-page in Schwann. And I would like to find listed there soon an LP transfer (perhaps digitally cleaned up) of some of Barrios' own recordings. When you dream, dream big.

—William Anderson

BARRIOS: John Williams Plays Music of Agustín Barrios Mangoré. John Williams (guitar). La Catedral; Madrigal (Gavota); Minue; Mazurka Appassionata; Estudio; Preludio; Sueño en la Floresta; Valse No. 3; Cueda; Aire de Zamba; Aconquija/Maxixa; Una Limosna el Amor de Dios; Choro de Sautara; Villancico de Navidad. COLUMBIA M 35145 $7.98, © MT 35145 $7.98.

Grainger Plays Grieg: Fabulous Old-fashioned Piano Playing in Modern Stereo Sound

If you want to experience yesteryear's grand romantic style of piano playing coupled with excellent orchestral execution, the whole in up-to-date stereo sound (I can't think of any reason why you wouldn't), you will simply have to get hold of RCA's new 1978 recording of the Grieg piano concerto with Percy Grainger as the soloist and the Sydney (Australia) Symphony Orchestra under John Hopkins. Grainger in 1978? But he died in 1961 at seventy-nine! What's more, he never made a commercial recording of the Grieg piano concerto, least of all with an orchestra from his native Australia, right? Yes—and no. He never made one while he was alive, but he surely made one after he was dead, and this is it, stereophonic sound and all.

Yes, it's the piano roll again. Grainger made the rolls for the Duo-Art company and they were issued in 1921, incorporating a Grainger-edited piano version of the orchestral accompaniment to make the whole comprehensible as a solo performance. Ah, the wonder of piano rolls! Fifty-seven years after the fact you can go back and edit out the now-unwanted "orchestral" material. Two gentlemen named Denis Condon and Peter Philips did just that and built a new Vorsetzer mechanism (with eighty "fingers" and two "feet") to play the resulting solo roll (role?). John Hopkins and the orchestra studied it, rehearsed with it, and produced the most estimable of orchestral accompaniments to go with it. Perhaps never has a piano soloist received an accompaniment more precisely tailored to his express musical wishes than Grainger has here. (Sometimes it pays to be dead.)

Just in case you are unfamiliar with the specifically musical background of all this, Percy Grainger was a sensational pianist and virtually the "official" interpreter of his friend Edward Grieg's piano concerto. Listening to this recording, it is not hard to see why. He is all over the keyboard. Brahms is there in abundance. So is ravishing lyricism, and, from pianissimo to fortissimo, the tone—the sound that comes not from the way a note is struck, but from the way all the notes are connected—is just extraordinarily beautiful. The performance is idiosyncratic, no doubt, the more so in that it was conceived as a solo rendition, not as one with orchestra, and there are phrasings that no one but Grainger would have dared use. But oh, what style, what musicianship, what communication! The Sydney Symphony Orchestra (I have never had the pleasure of hearing them before) is no mean ensemble either, and Hopkins does an absolutely remarkable job of integrating the orchestral parts with the rubato-laden solo. Grainger desperately wanted to have his interpretation of the Grieg concerto realized on discs; perhaps this will give his shade peace.

There are other, noncommercial recordings of him in the work, three of them (two complete and one of the first-movement cadenza alone) available on a disc issued by the International Piano Archives (IPA 508) which you can get in exchange for a $15 contribution to the Archives (P.O. Box 303, Ivor, Virginia 23866). The 1945 recording with Stokowski shows Grainger rather ill at ease and Stokowski anxious to get through the thing as quickly as possible, but a 1956 performance with the (I'm not kidding) Southeast Iowa Symphony orchestra is perhaps even more astonishing pianistically (Grainger was seventy-four and played like he was twenty-five) than the present disc, though the piece is beyond the orchestra's abilities. The RCA amalgam offers the best of the matter, though; you simply can't hear this kind of playing in this contemporary sound elsewhere. As if the Grieg were not enough, RCA has given us on the second side the recordings made of Grainger's own music by Stokowski (Grainger as soloist in Handel in the Strand) and his orchestra, originally released in the early Fifties and long, long out of print. They are little treasures of light music, and I can think of no LP side I would rather have seen reissued. The recording, which is mono in this case, is perfectly acceptable.

—James Goodfriend

Jimmie Mack: Life Can Be A Little Lonely On the Corner

Jimmie Mack is a veteran of various bar ensembles and a semi-successful recording and touring group, the Earl Slick Band. With that kind of background one wouldn't expect more from him than the usual rock howling and foaming—but stand back. Mack is special, and his second solo album more than fulfills the promise of his first, "Jimmie Mack" (Big Tree 76007), released last year. It's been a long time since I've heard such good pop/rock writing (Mack's own) propelled by vocals that are husky, subtle, and absolutely convincing. I must also commend the production by Elliot Schein- er, the string arrangements by Walter Raim, and the horn charts by Rob Mounsey. Together, these men have made a superb album.

Many of Mack's songs are about loneliness, but they differ from most songs of that genre and the way they are usually performed: there's not a trace of self-pity or hambone dramat- ics, either in the material or in the sing- ing. With Mack, loneliness is a real condition, not just an excuse for a song. As with a broken arm, one deals with loneliness and lives with it until it heals; it is painful and even embarrass- ing, but it is not fatal.

I recommend the whole album because it is a complete, roundly artistic statement, but I must also cite a few outstanding performances: Ain't Gonna Make It; On the Corner; I'd Rather Be the One; On the Ice; Give It Away; Lover; Pushin' Me; I Want the Night to Go On; Subway. Big Tree. BT 76014 $7.98. © TP 76014 $7.98, © CS 76014 $7.98.

A Little Lonely and comes to the realization that it's a woman's sometime love rather than outstanding performances: Ain't Gonna Make It; I'd Rather Be the One; On the Ice; Give It Away; Lover; Pushin' Me; I Want the Night to Go On; Subway. Big Tree. BT 76014 $7.98, © TP 76014 $7.98, © CS 76014 $7.98.

JIMMIE MACK: On the Corner. Jimmie Mack (vocals, guitar); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Ain't Gonna Make It; On the Corner; I'd Rather Be the One; On the Ice; Give It Away; Lover; Pushin' Me; I Want the Night to Go On; Subway. Big Tree. BT 76014 $7.98. © TP 76014 $7.98, © CS 76014 $7.98.

Abravanel Leads Fine Performances of Two Appealing Works By Darius Milhaud

DARIUS MILHAUD's Proête Suite, known to many of us only from the Monteux recording we have for years been after RCA to reissue, is one of the most substantial and appealing of the composer's early works for orchestra. It was produced in 1919, when he was twenty-seven—the same year as the more familiar (and slighter) Le Bœuf sur le Toit and some four years before La Création du Monde. (The subtitle Suite Symphonique No. 2, by the way, does not identify the score as the second of two suites from Proête, but simply as the second work in Mil- haud's cycle of symphonic suites, the only one he drew from his music for Claude's play of that name.)

More puzzling than RCA's reluct- tance to recirculate a recording that, after all, originated on 78's is the neglect the suite has suffered in general. I have never encountered it on a concert pro- gram, and it is only now that its second recording makes its appearance. The handsome performance by Maurice Abravanel and the Utah Symphony Or- chestra for Angel is even more wel- come than the long-sought reissue might have been, and the coupling is a delightful surprise. Side two is some- thing that might be regarded as a pho- nographic première, for the half-hour ballet suite Les Songes has been repre- sented on discs heretofore only by the fragments recorded by Milhaud himself on two ten-inch Columbia 78's shortly after this work's Paris premiere in 1933, and by Gold and Fizdale's re- cording (a ten-inch Columbia LP) of the brief three-movement adaptation for two pianos.

Les Songes, in which Abravanel con- ducts the Utah Chamber Orchestra (the "core," one assumes, of the Utah Symphony), is of lighter texture, more intimately scored, and a bit less adventu- rous than the lustily extrovert Proête.
Neither of these points, it seems to me, has previously been made quite so impressively as both are here. Whether this package was Abravanel's idea or that of producer George Sponhaltz, it was an inspired one, and both are to be congratulated for bringing it off so brilliantly. James Ringo must be commended, too, for his comprehensive notes on the background and content of the two unfamiliar works, just the sort of documentation so distinguished a release calls for.

—Richard Freed


Herbie Mann: Disco So Good You Can Sit Down to It

Sales meetings at the major record companies must be rather fun these days, with vice presidents and producers trying to read sales reports and decide the fate of America's music by the reflected light of those slowly turning mirrored globes while secretaries hustle about in disco pants and Lucite shoes, the hush broken only by the creak of leather as the "gofer" returns with a pastrami on rye and an ounce of Colombian. More fun, surely, than it is around the turntable, where the average record buyer waits, breath bated, for the latest bad news from the nation's studios.

Purists and/or Puritans weep with moral outrage as one recording star after another is "forced to go disco" simply to get space on his company's release schedule, but it's not all downhill. Listen, for instance, to Herbie Mann's new "Super Mann," just out on Atlantic, and see how well art and commerce can get along—if the artist concerned stands tall enough. It's a disco album, that's for sure, but it's also most definitely a Herbie Mann album, which means musical excellence of the first order.

This isn't Mann's first venture into disco, though; his single Hi-Jack topped the charts a couple of years ago, and his work since has retained a strong disco flavor. Wisely, producer Patrick Adams (the producer today is the key figure in any disco album, just as he was in the Hollywood film system of the Thirties and Forties) has tailored the music so that the disco sound is made to fit the Mann talents rather than the other way around. Since Adams wrote and arranged several of the tracks here (the best probably being the cool and elegant Django), he's kept firmly in mind that Herbie Mann is a jazz-flute virtuoso and doesn't seem to care in the least when the beat becomes subsidiary, as it often does, to Mann's sensational playing. The playful, relaxed, and sophisticated tone of the whole album is probably best summed up by the Jisco Dazz number, another Adams creation, in which Mann, the other musicians, and the singers seem to be having a wonderful time just playing, without engaging in any kind of no-holds-barred contest to out-freak each other.

"Super Mann" is one of the few disco albums I've ever been able to sit all the way through without getting bored. How good it is to dance to—well, that's a question I'll sadly have to leave to others since neither the postman nor the Avon lady was in the mood. Shed no tears for Herbie Mann, however; he's doing his usual, excellent, own thing even in the midst of discomania. With even Vladimir Horowitz being seen hanging out at Studio 54 these days (a fact that must send cold shivers down the spine of Arthur Rubinstein), it seems impossible to predict where this madness will end. I, for one, don't much care—as long as it produces albums of the quality of "Super Mann."

—Peter Reilly

HERBIE MANN: Super Mann. Herbie Mann (flutes); Patrick Adams, Nate Adderly Jr., Thom Bridwell, Leroy Burgess, John Cooksey (keyboards); Clarence Burke, Stan Lucas, Ken Mazur (guitars); Norbert Sloley (Fender bass); Richard Taninbaum (drums); Eddie Colon, John Cooksey, Michael Lewis (percussion); vocal chorus. Superman; Etagu; Jisco Dazz; Rock Freak; Stomp Your Feet; Body Oil; Django. ATLANTIC SD 19221 $7.98. © TP 19221 $7.98, © CS 19221 $7.98.
It spells enchantment, intoxication, and your utter involvement in the music.

Stravinsky's Firebird is a challenge. In 1910 it dared listeners to embrace new tonalities, and it has remained fresh and alive ever since. It is a formidable test of the resources and musicianship of the orchestra. And it makes fantastic demands of the art of recording.

Even the finest conventional tape recorders have been unable to capture the full dynamic range and complex sonorities of this remarkable composition. Digital recording techniques are likewise put to a significant test in capturing the full impact of this performance. That this unique digital effort has succeeded will be immediately apparent with the opening notes. And the benefits of the digital process will persist to the final echo.

Briefly, this Telarc recording uses Dr. Thomas Stockham's Soundstream digital recording system which converts the original electronic signal from the recording console into a series of digital numbers...a new number every 1/50,000 of a second! Each of these "samples" uses a 16-bit binary code to describe the signal more precisely than you can hear it. These numbers are stored on tape, with quartz-locked accuracy, then recalled later without loss to make the master disc recording.

While digital techniques lower distortion, increase signal-to-noise ratio, and eliminate speed problems which limit most recording quality, it is just the first step to an outstanding disc. Half-speed mastering and the finest of European pressing also contribute to the high standards this disc achieves.

This impressive technology does more than simply reveal the impressive performance of Robert Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus. Uninhibited by artificial restrictions of dynamics, the interpretation of the Firebird Suite is memorable. Borodin's Prince Igor is no less spirited.

Indeed, digital recording completely removes many of the long-standing barriers between musician and listener. Enjoy this new freedom at your Audio-Technica dealer, where the finest digital, direct-to-disc, and high technology recordings are sold.
The Amazing Rhythm Aces, a crack outfit from the Muscle Shoals Studios in Alabama, seem to have succeeded in doing what Area Code 615 from Nashville and the Atlanta Rhythm Section couldn't: they've made the transition from studio back-up musicians to headliners. Area Code 615 was loaded with talent, but they couldn't find a lead vocalist and played in too many styles all at once; the Atlanta guys just play too cautiously. The Aces don't rely on a single vocalist, instead having several members of the group—on this disc Russell Smith, Butch McDade, and Dun- can Cameron—sing together, and they're more concerned with a Southern sound than with whether the music is rock or pop or country. Maybe 615 played a little too Southern and Atlanta plays a trifle Northern, but the Aces strike a happy medium.

The Aces call on their personnel to provide original material, and the outside songs—Al Green's Love and Happiness, Roy Clark's If You Gotta Make a Fool of Somebody, and Lipstick Traces (On a Cigarette), which is credited to "Naomi Neville" but was in fact written by Allen Toussaint in 1962—are excellent choices. Their debut album is delightful all the way through, with Duncan Cameron's Homestead in My Heart and Russell Smith's Say You Lied also among the highlights. Smith wrote the closing cut, Rodrigo, Rita and Elaine, which for anticlimax rivals the ridiculous and surreal Desert Blues recorded by Jimmie Rodgers in the 1920's. I don't know who's kidding whom on Rodrigo, but the way it sounds I'm willing to be kidded.

ANGEL: Sinful. Angel (vocals and instrumentals). Don't Take Your Love; L.A. Lady; You Can't Buy Love; Bad Time; and six others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7127 $8.98, ® NBL8 7127 $8.98, ® NBL7 7127 $8.98.

Performance: Metal bubble gum
Recording: Likewise

Angel is a unisex-and-Moog teenybopper organization, extremely loud with extremely amateurish lyrics. The thing the boys do best is grow hair, and the thing they give second priority, obviously, is wearing clothes. Somewhere fairly far down the list is making music, at which they are strictly run-of-the-mill conventional hard rock with practically nothing to distinguish them from your Sammy Hagar and your other latter-day Led Zeppelin imitators... except, as I say, their lyrics are a little dumber than average. Yech.

BADDNINGER: Airwaves. Joey Molland, Tom Evans (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Look Out California; Love Is Gonna Come At Last; Lost Inside Your Love; The Winner; Sail Away; and three others. ELEKTRA 6E-175 $7.98. © ET8-175 7.98. © TCS-175 $7.98.

Performance: Good, but...
Recording: Good

Two of the original members of Badfinger—Joe Molland and Tom Evans—are here backed by studio musicians on what is less a comeback album than an attempt to capitalize on whatever value is left in the Badfinger name. The original Badfinger had such an arresting sound that for a time it was thought they might possibly be the new Beatles, not imitators but successors. They recorded for Apple and were produced by Mal Evans, once the Beatles' road manager; their debut single was Come and Get It, written by McCartney, but soon they were writing hits of their own, such as No Matter What, Baby Blue, and Day After Day. The collapse of Apple and the lawsuits and squabbles between the former Beatles and their managers hurt Badfinger a lot, and when Pete Ham died (he had been responsible for their material and sound) this very promising group disintegrated. "Airwaves" has some good material—Molland's Love Is Gonna Come At Last and Joe Tamsin's Symphony—and some good performances, but I think the name "Badfinger" ought to be permanently retired. While this is not entirely a case of false advertising, it is hardly in the best of taste.

BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST: XII. Barclay James Harvest (vocals and instrumentals). In Search of England; Loving Is Easy; Berlin; A Tale of Two Sixties; The Closed Shop; Sip of Wine; and five others. POLYDOR PD-1-6173 $7.98. © 8T-1-6173 $7.98. © CT-1-6173 $7.98.

Performance: Neo-Moodies
Recording: Very good

This is a British rock group with an electronic-keyboard sweep behind it, and, as such things go, I really have only one complaint: the lyrics are stupid. Not as stupid as the lyrics of many of our American rock groups, mind you, but stupid enough. Being ambitious doesn't help them, either; the thing is divided up into Fantasy (Loving Is Easy), Classics, Fact, etc., and only the comment on labor (The Closed Shop) seems to know what the hell it's talking about. The Streets of San Francisco, an "evocation" of a female killer prowling Golden Gate Park, is a cut or two below Harry Chapin at this sort of thing, if you
can imagine that, and *A Tale of Two Sixties*,
which turns on name dropping, is even worse.
Singing and playing, though, the group is okay.

**N.C.**

**SHANNON BOLIN AND MILTON KAYE: To Alec Wilder and the World.** Shannon Bolin (vocals); Milton Kaye (piano). *Songs for Patricia; Four Children's Songs; The Plowman; Pied Beauty; The Rose on the Wind; Margareta; While We're Young*; and five others.

AT8 4206 $7.98, © ATC 4206 $7.98.

Performance: Good

Recording: Excellent

This is a reverent homage to the work of Alec Wilder, probably best known to the general public as the composer of the wistfully lovely *While We're Young*. Wilder obviously goes to the best when he chooses his texts, since the settings here are of poems and occasional pieces by the likes of Carl Sandburg, Gerard Manley Hopkins, and James Thurber. But the hushed awe of Shannon Bolin's careful, well-meant vocals and Milton Kaye's almost se-pulchral chording leads to an atmosphere so maternal and sacerdotal at the same time that I begin to have itchy, vague recollections of years ago suffering at an Elisabeth Schwarzkopf concert when she was apparently determined to sing, in sequence, everything Hugo Wolf had ever written—including his letters to his publisher. Long before this recital (and this album is most definitely a Recital) tiptoed to its close, I yearned for some more active sport—such as bird-watching, or perhaps a snappy game of chess. Alec Wilder deserves less worshipful treatment than this.

**P.R.**

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

**CAMEL:** *Breathless*. Camel (vocals and instruments). *Breathless; Echoes; Wing and a Prayer; Down on the Farm; Starlight Ride*; and four others.

ARISTA AB 4206 $7.98, ® AT8 4206 $7.98, © ATC 4206 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: Very good

Camel is a versatile British group that's been around for a while with shifting personnel. They have an eclectic style—mixing elements of rock, light classical, jazz, folk, operetta, even some disco—that is impressive and most enjoyable. I especially like the baroque arrangement on *Starlight Ride* and the very funny *Down on the Farm*, which has a melody line reminiscent of a Gilbert and Sullivan patter song and a vocal reminiscent of Noel Coward. *Breathless* and *Wing and a Prayer* are both fine examples of the best sort of British pop: straightforward vocals and careful orchestration applied to well-crafted songs that are designed to charm. They do.

**J.V.**

**KIM CARNES: St. Vincent's Court.** Kim Carnes (vocals); instrumental accompaniment, Jamaica Sunday Morning; Paris Without You; Lose in Love; Goodnight Moon; It Hurts So Bad; and six others.

EMI/AMERICA SW-17004 $7.98.

Performance: Imitative

Recording: Good

I doubt that Kim Carnes could get any closer to being Carly Simon without being married to James Taylor. Not only does she sound remarkably like Simon, but her songs reflect the same sensibility—you know, the smart girl trapped by her own cleverness but ready for lowdown love as soon as she can sublet the Paris apartment and put the finishing touches on her doctoral thesis. Carnes does enough groaning and panting in *It Hurts So Much* to convince you that it really just might. In *Take Me Home to Where My Heart Is* and *Goodnight Moon*, she seems quite at ease with the fine gothic-romance touch that Simon mastered long ago. We’re going to need a new label to fit the swarm of young women who have come to our attention on recordings in the past few years. How about aspiring Lady Novelists on Records? Insulting, perhaps, but right now I can’t think of anything else that fits quite as well.

**P.R.**

(Continued overleaf)

**The Eclectic Tin Huey**

**WILL**, forget all the hype about Akron's being the new Liverpool. Devo, the Rubber City's most famous native android sons, have already revealed themselves as not much more than Kiss for college kids, and the adorable Rachel Sweet, although a lot of fun in person, is basically just a younger version of the early Tanya Tucker. HARDLY A RENAISSANCE. Tin Huey, on the other hand, although unlikely to alter the face of Western Culture, are considerably more substantial musical ambassadors than their better-known co-conspirators. In fact, they're about the most accessible non-mainstream rock band I've heard in a long time, combining a pop approach with occasionally topical lyrics and a musical style that manages to make more than a token nod toward the more outré of the British avant-gardists. They do the Monkees' *I'm a Believer* here, for example, but in a somewhat spacy version swiped from ex-Soft Machine drummer Robert Wyatt, pretty good indication of their collective intelligence.

Their own *Hump Day* illustrates their wacky eclecticism particularly well: it starts and finishes as a sort of mutated Chicago blues tricked up with electronic sound effects and a brief instrumental bridge that flirts with free jazz, all the while taking an effective swipe at the blue-collar, assembly-line mentality of their home town. Yet the whole thing still comes off sounding like a Top-10 single because of its oddly martial (though ironic) exhortations to "keep your mind on your work..." There's some discrete synthesizer in the background, plus some very good sax stuff and a lot of rhythmic transitions that shouldn't work but somehow do, but for all the slightly modernistic decorative overlays, the sound is still pop. Which only proves, I guess, that Devo was right about at least one thing: today's noise is tomorrow's hootenany.

I've never really liked a band this self-consciously intellectual before, but these guys have charmed me. Highly recommended.

—Steve Simels

**TIN HUEY: Contents Dislodged During Shipping.** Tin Huey (vocals and instruments); other musicians. *I'm a Believer; The Revelations of Dr. Modesto; I Could Rule the World If I Could Only Get the Parts; Coronation; Slide; Hump Day; Pink Berets; Squirm You Worm; Chinese Circus; Puppet Wipes; New York's Finest Dining Experience.* WARNER EKOS BSK 3297 $7.98, © M8 3297 $7.98, © M5 3297 $7.98.
As one who counts an evening's exposure to the rough-hewn but radiant art of Alberta Hunter at Barney Josephson's Cookery on New York City's University Place among the richest musical experiences of a lifetime rich in such riches, I had some misgivings when I placed on my turntable a selection of previously unreleased recordings made by this singer at the peak of her career between 1935 and 1940.

She belongs, I suspect, to that type of artist whose communicative magic can be fully appreciated only within a radius of twenty yards or so of her physical presence. Mabel Mercer is the prototype; Sylvia Syms and even Peggy Lee are other good examples. So much is dependent upon, and identified with, the mock-severe frown, the sense of fun, the compassionate, omniscient smile, the knowing, insinuating, impudent wink, the arching of an eyebrow, the angling of the head, the throwaway gesture of a hand.

It's all there in the voice, too, of course: the warmth, the humor, the wisdom, expressed in an approach to phrasing dictated by a love and comprehension of the lyrical faculties of speech and especially its expressive rhythms. But, on a record, divorced from the physical presence and the illustrative auxiliaries of facial expression, posture, and gesture, a vital dimension is missing.

All this is true of Alberta Hunter, but still I found myself enjoying the record hugely. I could not help asking myself, however, whether I would have experienced the same delight had I not been able to evoke the mental image of Alberta Hunter at work one Saturday night at the Cookery last November. The answer was certainly "No"—which is not to say that there is no substantial reward here for the uninitiated. There is, but it is inevitably less than one gets "live."

My reaction to the first track, You Can't Tell the Difference After Dark, was surprise at how much the Alberta Hunter of 1935 or 1940 sounds like the Alberta Hunter of today—though obviously I should put it the other way around. Surprise was tempered as, track after track, the explanation became clear. The reason Alberta Hunter can pretty accurately duplicate at eighty-three what she did forty or fifty years ago is that she has never been—this is true also of Mabel Mercer—a singer in the sense of a vocalist sustaining a melody. Her art is more oratorical than lyrical. She is (and, as these tracks show, always has been) more disease than singer. But the art of the disease is the discovery and mastery of the music of language. In this context Alberta Hunter is a great musician.

She is more of a jazz musician than Mabel Mercer, and on five of these tracks she is obviously rejoicing in the brilliantly inventive collaboration of Charlie Shavers on trumpeter and Buster Bailey on clarinet. The backings elsewhere are less distinguished, but with Alberta Hunter the participation of a Shavers or a Bailey is simply a luxury bonus.

No credits are given, but the songs—an engaging potpourri of Tin Pan Alley, blues, and (very) soft porn—are all presumably hers.

—Henry Pleasants

ALBERTA HUNTER: The Thirties. Alberta Hunter (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Downhearted Blues; Send Me a Man; Fine and Mellow; Chàpin' the Blues; The Castle's Rockin'; Take Your Big Hands Off; You Can't Tell the Difference After Dark; Second Hand Man; I'll See You Go; Yellpin' the Blues; The Love I Have for You; Someday, Sweetheart; Boogie Woogie Swig; I Won't Let You Down; He's Got a Punch Like Joe Louis. Stash ST-115 $6.98.

CHEAP TRICK: At Budokan. Cheap Trick (vocals and instrumentals). Hello There; Come On, Come On; Look Out; Big Eyes; Need Your Love; and five others. Epic FE 35795 $7.98, FEA 35795 $7.98, CET 35795 $7.98.

Performance: Pleasant noise
Recording: Good remote

Cheap Trick is one of the more likable of the wall-of-sound rock groups, possibly because it's so hard to dislike a lead guitar player who looks like Huntz Hall of the Bowery Boys, as Rick Nielsen does. Nielsen also writes most of the Trick's material, which ranges from songs that amount to practically nothing ("Would you like to do a number with me?") to songs that wander off surrealistically in early Captain Beefheart style. Surrender starts out about the girl Mommy warned the singer/turor about but ends up about Mommy and Daddy being a little weird. Mommy having been a WAC during the war, and so on. One suspects Nielsen's songs get this way by default, because he doesn't know enough or care enough to get them to stay on a point and make sense, but the more important thing may be that he realizes it doesn't make any difference. The subject deserves to be taken about as seriously as he takes it. The same attitude seems to infuse his guitar playing, which is everywhere; there's nothing very skilled going on, but one realizes it wouldn't make any difference if there were. In an era of throwaway rock-and-roll, Cheap Trick earns some points for being frankly and honestly cheap. And it does have a good beat. N.C.

JOE ELY: Down on the Drag. Joe Ely (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Fools Fall in Love; BBQ & Friends; Standin' at the Big Hotel; Crazy Lemon; Crawdad Train; and five others. MCA MCA-3080 $7.98. ® MCAT-3080 $7.98, ® MCAC-3080 $7.98.

Performance: Mediocre
Recording: Average

I don't demand tremendous technique from singers, but I do want them to not let the dammed pitch waver around at critical moments. Mostly I want them to be believable singing the song, whatever it is. Joe Ely here lets me down on both counts, coming up shorter on credibility than he does on technique. Sounds like a boy posing as a man, a middle-class kid posing as a cowboy, and so on. Some of the songs aren't too bad, actually (they have been on previous Ely albums I've heard), probably because four of them come from Butch Hancock, who has a certain flair for simplicity. And Ely's band plays pretty good back-up, about in the middle of the country-rock road. But I need more authority about the main man, and less bluffing. N.C.

MICHAEL FRANKS: Tiger in the Rain. Michael Franks (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. When It's Over; Living on the Inside; Hideaway; Underneath the Apple Tree; Satisfaction Guaranteed. Warner Bros. BSK 3294 $7.98, ® MS 3294 $7.98, ® M5 3294 $7.98.

Performance: Not up to the songs
Recording: Very good

I'll vote for Michael Franks as a songwriter but not as a singer. His lyrics are witty and (Continued on page 92)
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STEREO REVIEW
High-tensile strength leader slaking prevents leader/hub detachment.

Head-cleaning leader tape keeps recorder heads clean.

Felt pad and beryllium/copper spring assembly for precise tape to head contact.

When we invented Grand Master studio recording tape in 1973, professional recording engineers grabbed it. And Grand Master soon became the unquestioned leader in its field.

But in 1973, not even the most sophisticated home users had the kind of equipment that could drive tape hard enough to explore Grand Master's amazing potential. For output sensitivity. Ultra-wide dynamic range. Improved signal-to-noise. And low distortion.

In the studio, yes. But not at home.

Now, the world has changed. Home equipment has improved dramatically. With bias flexibility. Higher output. And lower distortion.

So that now, the time is right for Grand Master.

In cassette, 8-track, and open reel. Including a specially formulated Grand Master II cassette, for high bias.

You're ready for it. And it's ready for you.
cosmopolitan, his melodic and harmonic constructions agile and frisky (he writes in a largely jazz style), but his unisex vocals don't do the material justice. Although this album has excellent arrangements and production by John Simon and the back-up presence of such master musicians as bassist Ron Carter and guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli, Franks' voice is too thin and breathy and his vocal range too limited to give his songs the coloration they deserve.

But every Franks album I've ever heard has lyrics worth quoting. From this one's Living on the Inside: "I play the scales/And you protect the whales... Make love to me/Lisening to Satie... We're so francais/With lime and Perrier." Satisfaction Guaranteed has this confession of sexual desire: "When I saw you there in your Danskin/Then the wolf jumped out of the lambskin." How can you dislike a fellow who writes like that? J.V.

STEVE GOODMAN: High and Outside. Steve Goodman (vocals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment. Just Lucky I Guess; You Can Turn to Me; The One That Got Away; Luxury's Lap; One Bite of the Apple; and five others. ASYLUM 6E-174 $7.98, © ET8-174 $7.98, © TC3-174 $7.98.

Performance: Low and inside
Recording: Very good
This is the worst album Steve Goodman ever made. He sort of pointed toward it in the last two, which showed him headed toward dryness and stylization and detachment, but there's nothing of a redeeming nature like Banana Republics this time. Men Who Love Women Who Love Men is an attempt to take things less seriously in the old-time Goodman fashion, but it comes off a pale and silly play on words. The verse Shel Silverstein contributed to What Have You Done for Me lately is the best thing about the album, but it's the kind of joke you only need to hear once. Elsewhere the album falls flat when you stop listening to it because you owe Goodman something and just listen to it, period. It's more produced than anything else; all the production touches are there, brilliant segues from guitar to piano, harmonizing windwinds, la-la voices in a Motown mode, and so forth, but "So what?" looms over every song. Goodman's been edging toward writing 1940's music and the time he just about has, managing to say practically nothing at least as moronically as Tin Pan Alley used to say nothing in the real Forties. And—except for Luxury's Lap—to couch it in less melody. I think he's been hanging around the middle of the road too long.

N.C.

RECORD OF SPECIAL MERIT

DOBIE GRAY: Midnight Diamond. Dobie Gray (vocals); other musicians. You Can Do It; We've Got to Get It On Again; Weekend Friend; Miss You Nights; Sharing the Night Together; and five others. INFINITY INF 9001 $7.98, © INTF 9001 $7.98, © INF 9001 $7.98.

Performance: Exuberant
Recording: Good
Dobie Gray has had a disproportionate share of downs in a career that got off to a promising start back in 1964 when he released the durable hit The In Crowd. In fact, there was one long period when Gray disappeared from music entirely and turned to acting. He's been back in the musical mainstream since 1973 and now seems to have achieved professional stability. It's a good thing, too, for he has much to offer, including a warm, earthy voice and a fine sense of phrasing (both of which make him sound at times like a male Gladys Knight). He can take a rather simple r-t-b song or a country-flecked melody and make it swing by biting into its core and setting the juices to flowing, as is apparent here on the joyous number We've Got to Get It On Again. A wonderful exuberance pervades this album, which includes an amazingly fresh reworking of that worn-out reggae item, I Can See Clearly Now. There's no disco here, no "cute" capers, just plenty of plain old-fashioned good singing.

P.G.

RECORD OF SPECIAL MERIT

DAVID GRISMAN: Hot Dawg. David Grisman (mandolin, guitar); Richard Greene (violin), other musicians. Dawg's Bull; Devlin'; Minor Swing; Dawgology; Neon Tetra; and two others. HORIZON SP-731 $7.98, © ST-731 $7.98, © CS-731 $7.98.

Performance: Sparkling
Recording: Very good
David Grisman just doesn't think like other musicians, except maybe vaguely and superficially like some of the guys in Oregon. What (Continued on page 96)
Two great Fisher “firsts” make one fantastic tape deck.

Not long ago, Fisher announced two tape decks unlike any the world had ever seen before.

One was the ER8150—the first high fidelity tape deck to handle both cassettes and 8-track cartridges, with Dolby noise reduction on both.

The other “first” was our revolutionary CR4025 cassette deck with wireless remote editing that lets you start and stop recording from across the room.

Both decks were instant successes. But then people started asking, why not combine the features of both into one “superdeck”?

We listened, and here it is: the Fisher ER8155. A dynamite combination of a stereo 8-track cartridge deck with Dolby, and a stereo cassette deck with Dolby and wireless remote editing.

The ER8155 records and plays cassettes or 8-track cartridges, records simultaneously on both, and copies from either one to the other—all in sparkling stereo high fidelity.

Here’s one of the many ways you might use it: You want to tape a record album, omitting certain cuts. Just put on the album, start the cassette section of the ER8155 recording, and sit back and relax. When a cut you don’t want comes up, just hit the Pause button on the wireless remote control. Instantly the tape stops, until you push again to resume recording. No more jumping up every 3 minutes to start and stop the recording!

When you’re finished, you might want to make an 8-track copy of your edited recording for your car. Just pop in a blank 8-track tape, turn a knob, and you get a perfect tape-to-tape transfer, with Dolby noise reduction.

You can select Dolby processing on either or both tapes, and even use it with your receiver to receive Dolbyized FM broadcasts.

If you’re into both cassettes and 8-tracks, the ER8155 makes a lot of sense. It can also save you some dollars, because its $449.95* price is considerably less than you’d pay for two separate decks of equivalent quality.

You can see the Fisher ER8155 now at selected audio dealers or the audio department of your favorite department store. We think it’s one of the most unique and practical components you’ll find anywhere. But you’d expect that from Fisher.

Because even after 42 years, we never run out of good ideas.

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail value. Actual selling price determined solely by the individual Fisher dealer.

New guide for buying high fidelity equipment. Send $2.00 with name and address for Fisher handbook to Fisher Corporation, Dept. H, 21314 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

FISHER
The first name in high fidelity.

Dolby is registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. © 1979 Fisher Corp., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.
In case you hadn't noticed, the Elvis Costello backlash is upon us, and it shouldn't come as any particular surprise, the recent brooha ha over his allegedly racist remarks about Ray Charles and James Brown quite aside. But it is an indication of just how fast things happen in pop music that the man who absolutely creamed the competition for Album of the Year in a January Village Voice critics' poll could get punched out by Bonnie Bramlett (whose stock with critics is about as low as Barry Manilow's) in March for being obnoxious, and yet it's Bramlett who comes off looking like the good guy.

But, like I said, no surprise. Costello is both a commercial success and a bona fide star now, and he's done for punk/New Wave what his namesake did for rock-and-roll: made it "respectable." So, given that none of his work up until now has exactly dripped with compassion for human frailty and that he's the B.M.O.C. of the whole scene, it's only natural that people should be gunning for him both critically and literally (there were 150 anonymous threats of violence the night of his recent appearance at New York's Palladium).

Unfortunately for the new King, his album "Armed Forces" comes out at roughly the same time as the Arista debut of Graham Parker (himself also—and already—the vic-

Elvis' new music does too, of course, but only in the sense that it sounds like what he's saying is that he's unsure of what he's saying. It's a holding action, but he gets away with it because his sense of craft is intact and be-

There's no question that Costello's next record is going to be crucial. On the basis of the new songs I saw him unveil in live perfor-

Steve Simels
The Toyota Celica. We introduced it last year as the car of the 80's. Since then the Celica has been praised, bought and, it seems, even copied. If you want your money's worth and more in a Grand Touring machine, see the car of the 80's. The Toyota Celica. It's a car you can live with for a long time.

A GT for the years to come. Not only is the Celica designed to carry you into tomorrow, it's built to last the trip. Welded unitized body construction helps keep it tight and practically rattle free. Extensive rust inhibiting processes help preserve body integrity. And the MacPherson strut front suspension, power assisted front disc brakes, and 5-speed overdrive transmission will make the trip to the future fun.

A car for today. The Celica is comfortable, dependable and very well equipped. The driver is cradled in a fully reclining bucket seat with an adjustable lumbar support. The Celica GT wows your ears with AM/FM MPX Stereo radio sound—all standard. And your feet are cushioned with wall-to-wall carpeting. The 1979 Toyota Celica. The excitement of things to come, a better standard of driving today. That's Toyota value.

YOU GOT IT.

THE CELICA GT LIFTBACK TOYOTA

CIRCLE NO. 67 ON READER SERVICE CARD ©1979 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A
Ohm's Law:

Ohm defies the laws of modern loudspeakers production.

We don't mass-produce our speakers in huge quantities. Most of the elements that go into Ohm loudspeakers are so intricate, they must be made by hand.

The result is pride-of-craftsmanship you can hear. Audio critics have heard it. As you are about to read.

Complete Buyer's Guide to Stereo/HiFi:

"The Ohm F is an extraordinary loudspeaker. The coherent sound produced by this speaker is clear, full, and undistorted. It may well be the finest speaker on the market, and is certainly without a doubt among the top few."

Stereo Review:

"In the simulated live- vs.-recorded test, the Ohm L proved to be a highly accurate reproducer of music... The upper mid-range and high frequencies were virtually perfect."

Performance: Not bad
Recording: Nice

Salivating for a Guess Who reunion? Well, neither am I, although I was a fan. This one, however, is the Guess Who only in the sense that a band featuring Ringo Starr and the late Stu Sutcliffe could be called the Beatles. Unremarkable bassist Jim Kale is the only person left around from the band's glory days as a hit-single machine (Don McDougall was briefly involved with them). It is primitively spare in a knowing and sophisticated way (here the Costello comparison is primitively spare in a knowing and sophisticated way) for the band almost special, and while I don't hear anything here that really knocks me out, I hope they stick together long enough to try again.

HORSLIPS: The Man Who Built America.
Horslips (vocals and instrumentals). Loneliness: Tonight; I'll Be Waiting; If It Takes All Night; Green Star Liner; The Man Who Built America; and four others.DJM DJM-20 $7.98, © DJM-20 $7.98, © DJM-20 $7.98.

Performance: Promising
Recording: A bit dense

There's a germ of something here, but maybe if you take a lot of vitamin C you won't get it. Seriously, folks. Horslips sounds better than it has a right to; it's one of those synthetic rock groups of the Seventies, its sound based mainly upon radio-listening experience. The band isn't punk, but echoes of the pioneer groups—the Who, Jethro Tull, and Free—run through this, along with hints of traditional Irish instrumentation (the five members of Horslips all hail from Ireland). I include Free not because it pioneered anything but because it was as muscular on guitar as this album is. The mix, not much better than you get at an actual rock concert, makes this musicality seem even more pronounced. The Horslips are not great writers, but they are at least interested in writing, and their songs, like their style, suggest there's a fair amount of potential crawling around here. A little of it is already realized.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOE JACKSON: Look Sharp! Joe Jackson (vocals, piano); other musicians. One More Time: Sunday Papers; Is She Really Going Out with Him?; Happy Loving Couples; Throw It Away; Baby Stick Around; Look Sharp!; (Do the) Instant Mash; and three others. A&M SP-4743 $7.98, © SP-4743 $7.98, © CT-4743 $7.98.

Performance: Spiffy
Recording: Likewise

Well, first of all, you baseball buffs will be interested to know that that is his real name. This Joe is hardly shoestring (check the cover and that spiffy pair of white Densons), and, being English, he's probably a soccer fan (I have it on good authority that he's never heard of the Chicago Black Sox scandal, "say it ain't so," and Hannibal, Mo.). Second, he's much taller than he looks in the photo on the back of the album, and not terribly angry, so let's hear none of those Elvis Costello comparisons some people are already beginning to make ("New Costello" seems to be replacing "New Dylan," which probably makes both Elvis and Bob very happy, if perhaps for different reasons). Jackson, another in the seemingly endless procession of post-punk English pop craftsmen that recalls nothing so much as the halcyon days of 1964-1965 and the British Invasion. His rock-and-roll is predicated on both melody and riff (just like the old days), it is primitively spare in a knowing and sophisticated way, but mostly horizontalize (here the Costello comparison is horizontalize, incidentally, either someone is doing a really great imitation of Burton or else the old Gross Out King himself is doing the vocal uncredited.) Much of the record, especially the title song and C'mon Little Mama, has the typically Canadian mixture of heavy-metal and wheat-field soul. C'mon Little Mama, has the typically Canadi-

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LEAH KUNKEL: Leah. Leah Kunkel (vocals); instrumental and vocal accompaniment. Step Right Up; Under the Jamaican Moon; Souvenir of the Circus; Down the Backstairs of My Life; Losing in Love; and five others. COLUMBIA JC 35778 $7.98, © JCA 35778 $7.98, © JCT 35778 $7.98.

Performance: Poor
Recording: Good

You may not think it possible that there is a Rita Coolidge school of singing, but, judging from Leah Kunkel's vocals, there is. Like...
THE JVC QUARTZ-LOCKED TURNTABLE.
First we invented it. Now we’ve made it more precise than ever.

The turntable evolution comes full swing with the introduction of the new Quartz turntable series. We introduced the first quartz-controlled turntable in 1974, and we’ve been improving our designs ever since. Including:

Super Servo Frequency Generator
To detect minute variations in platter speed, and send corrective information to the electronic circuit controlling turntable rotation, it provides near-perfect speed accuracy. And, our Super Servo is factory-set for years of accurate, dependable use.

Direct Drive DC Servomotor
For quick-start/stop and high-torque operation. Our powerful motor drive system and its companion speed-monitoring circuits reduce wow-and-flutter and speed drift nearly to the vanishing point.

Gimbal Support and TH Tone Arm
Our exclusive unipivot gimbal support holds the tone arm firmly, yet is practically friction-free. We also developed a new Tracing Hold (TH) tone arm to provide stability and tracing accuracy needed for a cartridge to follow even the most complex record grooves without error. These, plus features like digital readout, electronic switching mechanisms and solidly-constructed bases, are just some of the reasons to consider the precision of JVC’s Quartz-Lock series for your music system.

And you can choose from manual, semi-automatic or totally-automatic models—JVC’s most comprehensive turntable line ever.


JVC
Mark Murphy's "Stolen Moments"

Mark Murphy has been in the music business, and recording, for over twenty years, so it's slightly surprising—or no surprise at all, depending on how you look at these things—that his "Stolen Moments" on the Muse label is one of the freshest, most imaginative, and most expertly entertaining albums of the year. But, good as it is, there's a good chance it will be overlooked, since the tunnel vision of the pop-music world seems worse than ever in 1979. Everyone is ferociously squinting beyond the blue horizon in an effort to discern who, or what, will be tomorrow's noonday sun—thus fairly well cutting off sight of what's happening here and now. The public still seems mainly to be backing and filling: buying five million dollars' worth of Elvis' old recordings since his death, listening to a lot more c- & w than ever before (John Denver feels that that's where the New Biggie will come from), and expending much of its energy following the relentless but largely annoying beat of disco.

While waiting for the musical millennium, which may or may not arrive, anyone who enjoys music (not just the pop variety) should listen to "Stolen Moments," which includes the Jobim classic "Waters of March," the old Frankie Laine hit "We'll Be Together Again," Annie Ross' jazz-bebop tinsel-streamer "Farmer's Market," and even, believe it or not, Again, a song I thought had surely met its permanent end at the hands of Ida Lupino, who gurgled her way through it in her role as a nympho-dipso night-club singer in the old movie "Road House." No matter what the material, Murphy has the sure touch of a man who knows instinctively what artistic results he wants to achieve. His generous, freewheeling style—a fusion of jazz, pop, and rock, in that order—has a bounce-board liveliness seldom achieved in studio recordings. A good deal of the credit for this would have to go to the superb collection of musicians he's gathered around him, in particular Richie Cole, whose alto sax is almost Murphy's co-star here.

If you have the idea, however, that Mark Murphy is only an assemblage of known styles and techniques, or that he merely assumes any convenient old commercial mantle, a single hearing of any track of this album will demonstrate otherwise. Like anyone who has mastered a craft, he's not afraid to borrow and rework whole musical genres. His bossa nova in "Waters of March" uses Jobim's original as a jumping-off point to develop his own ideas. His ballad singing in "Again" uses Sinatra as touchstone, and his deft and angular work in "Farmer's Market" is the kind of root-fed jazz singing that makes eminent sense in 1979. These are no smoke rings of nostalgia for "the better days I've seen," but an enthusiastic rediscovery of the useful beauty in our bulging popular repertoire. Combining the skills of an explorer and an editor, Mark Murphy has already outlasted several pop messiahs of the past couple of decades, and there is ample evidence here to suggest that he might bury a couple more.

—Peter Reilly

MARK MURPHY: Stolen Moments. Mark Murphy (vocals); Richie Cole (alto saxophone); Warren Gale (trumpet); Mark Levine (trombone); Smith Dobson (piano); Jim Nichols (guitar, fender bass); Chuck Metcalf (bass); Paul Breslin (bass); Vince Lateano (drums); Jack Gobbetti (percussion). Stolen Moments; Again; Farmer's Market; D.C. Farewell; Waters of March; Sly; We'll Be Together Again; Don't Be Blue; Like a Love (O Cantador). MUSE MR 5102 $6.98.

Ms. Coolidge. Ms. Kunkel is a handsome lady, but it would be stretching the bounds of gallantry to pretend that she sings beyond a one-and-a-half-octave range or that she has an individual style. In plain fact, she is doing well here to strike a note or a phrase that is not sharp or flat. Leah Kunkel is not only related to Russell Kunkel, a Los Angeles studio drummer, she is also getting a boost from her association with Art Garfunkel. It wouldn't make any difference to whom she were related or allied if she had talent that could stand by itself, but, alas, she does not.

J.V.

JIMMIE MACK: On the Corner (see Best of the Month, page 85)

MAX DEMIAN BAND: Take It to the Max. Max Demian Band (vocals and instruments). Havin' Such a Good Day; Still Hosed; High School Star; Paradise; Through the Eye of a Storm; and four others. RCA AFL-1-3273 $7.98. © AFSI-1-3273 $7.98, © AFK-1-3273 $7.98. Performance: Fun Recording: Good

The group is named after a character in a novel by Herman Hesse, but the focus is on lead singer and songwriter Paul Rose. His writing is sometimes effective, but the arrangements and performances are too derivative of mid-Sixties groups—the Stones on "Still Hosed," the Kinks on "High School Star," and the Byrds school of zoned Los Angeles bands on "Paradise." Not that these cuts aren't fun, especially "High School Star," but why call yourselves Max Demian when Mick Davies and the Slow-Motion Fingerpops would be just as accurate? There are some figures from the Sixties involved here too: Charles Koppelman, who has published Rose's material and once owned a production company whose prime client was the Lovin' Spoonful, and producer Artie Kornfeld, an instigator of Woodstock who wrote and produced The Rain, the Park, and Other Things for the Cowills. Talk about old home week!

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

RALPH McTELL: Live. Ralph McTell (vocals, guitar, piano). First Song; Grande Affaire; Big Tree; Zimmerman Blues; Maginot Waltz; When I Was a Cowboy; Naomi; Streets of London; and seven others. FANTA-SY F-9571 $7.98. Performance: Real Recording: Decent remote

Although Ralph McTell's Streets of London finally became a hit in England in 1975, he still is not very well known in America—but by God, he is surviving the Seventies, no small thing for a folkie. McTell started out as a street singer, and his music is filled with compassion for the working class from which he sprang. This set, recorded at the Royal Albert Hall in London and in Sydney, Australia, serves Americans as a pretty good sampler of some of his better songs—although he has written some good ones not included here. Singing like somebody out of D. H. Lawrence and backing himself with better-than-average guitar, McTell may remind you of the days when live and spartan were the only ways for folkie albums to be. But his music is more programmable than that, and now he is said to (Continued on page 100)
We'd sell even more Dual turntables if they didn't last quite so long.

At a time when "planned obsolescence" is an unhappy fact of life, it may be reassuring to know that Dual turntables continue to be produced with the same dedication and manufacturing precision that has made Dual so highly respected throughout the world.

Dual turntables are made in the legendary Black Forest where meticulous craftsmanship remains a way of life. And the company is still owned and personally managed by the family that founded it more than three-quarters of a century ago.

But more than tradition is responsible for Dual's leading position in a lineup of some fifty competitive brands. The performance provided by Dual's precision engineering has always exceeded the demands of either the record or cartridge.

For example: the tonearms of every current model, including our least expensive one, are mounted in four-point gyroscopic gimbals, a design widely acknowledged as the finest suspension system. Bearings are machined and finished to specifications that exceed the demands of aerospace components. And frequently ignored problems such as those caused by resonance are solved by our exclusive anti-resonance filters. (Dual engineers have earned more than seventy international patents related to record playback equipment.)

The manufacturing process is of the same high order. For example: every fifth step is a quality-control check. Fully assembled turntables undergo separate and lengthy mechanical, electrical and acoustical examinations. Later, quality-control auditors open and recheck one out of ten finished, packed and sealed models in order to inspect the quality of the quality control.

Perhaps this explains why such Dual classics as the 1009 and 1019 (produced in the early 1960's) are still in service. If you still own one of these models, you may find it's worth more in trade today than you originally paid for it.

If you insist on the finest in turntables—as we do—ask your audio dealer to demonstrate one of our new Duals. He will be pleased to do so. After all, reliability is as important to him as it is to you.

The Dual CS1237, illustrated, is priced at less than $180. Other Dual turntables are priced up to $440. For a complete description of all Dual turntables, please write to United Audio at the address below.

For the life of your records
United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
be working on a studio album with a band. I'd get this one to compare that one to, if not for its own sake. Either way, it's worth it. N.C.

MILTON NASCIMENTO: Journey to Dawn. Milton Nascimento (guitar, piano); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Alouca; Credo; Idolatrada; and seven others. A&M SP-4719 $7.98, @ 8T-4719 $7.98, © CS-4719 $7.98.

Performance: Great guitar, but . . .
Recording: Overdone

Plastic mood music, the mood being Brazilian (murmurs in the rain forest, chants in the night, doomed Amazonian lovers, etc.) and the music, by Milton Nascimento, being one long churning cliché trying to pass as "what's new" since the muttering demise of the bossa nova several years ago. There is a guilty vocal chorus chugging away in the background, but Nascimento's arrangements keep it from colliding with his superlative acoustic guitar playing. Trying to admire that guitar playing, however, is like trying to admire a spray-shelled orchid in a bowl of lime Jello. P.R.

WILLIE NELSON: Sweet Memories. Willie Nelson (vocals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment. Everybody's Talkin'; Wonderful Future; December Day; Both Sides Now; and five others. RCA AHL1-3243 $7.98, ® AHS1-3243 $7.98, © AHK1-3243 $7.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

What is so rare as a month in which some record company doesn't bring out some sort of Willie Nelson reissue? It's RCA's turn, and, as these things have been going, RCA's old tapes and takes are less ridiculous than most. In fact, if the instrumentation weren't so can-died-over with strings, this would be fairly interesting. As it is, you can hear Willie's guitar and now and then some other members of his present band. The attraction is the repertoire. Joni Mitchell and Fred Neil songs and all that, and it serves to demonstrate that Willie wasn't quite ready to do the "Stardust" bit until he actually did it—not quite ready, but quite a singer nonetheless. It also demonstrates that an important part of "Stardust" (and of the groundbreaking "gospel" album before it, "The Troublemaker") was Willie's band and its way of honky-tonking this "softer" music. "Sweet Memories" demonstrates that negatively, with soft instrumentation that doesn't work as well. The thing in it that does work pretty well is Willie Nelson. N.C.

RUFUS: Numbers. Rufus (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Ain't Nobody Like You; You're to Blame; Dancin' Mood; Red Hot Poker; Don't You Sit Alone; and five others. ABC AA-1098 $7.98, © AA-1098 $7.95.

Performance: Resourceful
Recording: Very good

When Chaka Khan, the incendiary soul sister who stoked the fires of Rufus with her blistering vocals, struck out on her own to climb the popular charts as "every woman," the question arose how the remaining five members of the group might fare without her. Quite well, I think, judging from this album. Though ABC says that Ms. Khan will continue to record with Rufus from time to time, it must be gratifying to this combo to know that they can produce a satisfying album on their own. Khan's electric presence amplified the group's essential power, but at times she tended to obscure their solid musicianship. Indeed, Rufus is as much an instrumental as a vocal group, and it is the former aspect that shines brightest on "Numbers." Two of the best tracks, Dancin' Mood and Red Hot Poker, are primarily instrumental, using the vocals in a complementary manner. On Bet My Dreams, the lead voice is assumed by jazz trumpeter Freddie Hubbard. He is not likely to win any accolades for his limited performance here, but he performs well within the group's general context.

P.G.

MARC TANNER BAND: No Escape. Marc Tanner (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. She's So High; Elena; Edge of Love; Never Again; In a Spotlight; and five others. ELEKTRA 6E-168 $7.98, © ET8-168 $7.98. © TCS-168 $7.98.

Performance: Surgical
Recording: Good

Here is an album in search of a hit single. Marc Tanner is an ambitious and hardworking young songwriter, but his approach to his craft seems rather clinical: take a stock musical formula and a stock character expressing stock emotions, then tiddle around with the chord changes and—who knows?—with a little... (Continued on page 102)

HOW TO INSTALL DAHLQUISTS IN YOUR CAR.

Dahlquist DQ-10 loudspeakers will never fit in an automobile, but the new Dahlquist ALS 3 Auto/ Home Loudspeakers fit beautifully. And they deliver the kind of clarity and definition that earned the DQ-10 its legendary reputation.

The new ALS 3 is an example of Dahlquist's forward-thinking approach to design—a three-way system with the drivers mounted on a special anti-diffraction baffle plate; switchable EQ to optimize either auto or home use; and a mass-loaded woofer for deeper, cleaner bass. (The ALS 3 tweeter is the identical unit used in the DQ-10.)

The ALS 3's are furnished in black, heat-resistant, pressure-cast aluminum cases, with removable 90° rotable mounting brackets, and no-solder connecting cables—at a price below anything approaching their quality.

Don't be impressed by anyone comparing their car speakers to their home speakers until you find out how good their home speakers are.

FOR FREE ALS 3 MANUAL WRITE TO DAHLQUIST
601 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787
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tech talk:

Five-band equalizer with 5 harmonically related control ranges 
±10dB boost or cut at 60Hz, 240Hz, 1KHz, 4KHz, 16KHz.

explained.

When you look at this MCS Series® 75 Watt Receiver, you'll notice a graph-like display with tiny red lights. That's what the graphic equalizer is. What it does is give you more control over the sound you hear than any other receiver available. Because each channel has five separate tone controls, designated by the five Hz and KHz numbers above. 60Hz is the frequency level for the bass. 240Hz for mid-bass. 1KHz for mid-range. 4KHz for mid-treble. 16KHz for treble. And the figure ±10dB means that each of those controls has a range of plus or minus ten decibels.

All of which gives you about 300,000 tonal combinations to choose from. So you can adjust the tonal response of your stereo system to your listening environment, and adjust it more precisely than you'd be able to with any other receiver. You can even see what you're doing. LED readout shows you which frequency response you've established.

That's the kind of advanced technology that you get in the MCS Series 75 Watt Receiver. And there's more. Features like a multipath deviation meter that makes sure your FM antenna is positioned properly for the cleanest signal. And our LED signal strength meter, that helps you tune in the strongest AM and FM signals.

If you want to hear more, listen to the sound of MCS. It says it all.

The MCS Series 75 Watt Receiver, only $599.95

75 watts RMS per channel, 2 channels driven at 8 Ohms, from 20 to 20,000Hz, with not more than 0.25% total harmonic distortion.

MCS® Series

IT MAKES EVERYTHING CLEAR.

Sold and serviced at JCPenney

CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD
tle luck you've got a Top-10 smash. The band here is not a regular unit but consists of studio musicians, some of them topnotch, such as keyboardist 'Smitty' Smith. Although the sound and performances are professional, I don't hear anybody working overtime or going for something original.

J.V.

**UFO: Strangers in the Night. UFO (vocals and instrumentals). Natural Thing; Out in the UFO: Strangers in the Night. UFO (vocals and instrumentals).**

Sometimes the suspicion overtakes me that the editors send me obnoxious teenybopper discs just to keep me cuss and carry on about the certain disintegration of the human race. Maybe they think it's good for me, cathartic in some way, and a little TCMBU, so many of the tunes like this one, have to be live two-record albums? Do the editors have any idea how long those damned things run, or how long they seem? I will say one thing for UFO: it must be hard to play with virtually no ideas at all. But Waters is in fine voice. After nearly fifty years of singing blues, he is recognized as an important artist, he is at the peak of his popularity, his talent is intact, he is solvent, and he is having a good time. By God, there is a humanizing unclean lick), but the fastest example is on *Leather Britches.* The album has an extraordinary quality of no-frills directness, a spontaneous affinity that makes live recording worth the trouble. It really is a lot like being there.

N.C.

**MUDDY WATERS: Muddy "Mississippi" Waters Live. Muddy Waters (vocals, guitar); James Cotton, Jery Portnoy (harmonica); Johnny Winter, Luther Johnson, Bob Margolin (guitar); "Pipe Top" Perkins (piano); Charles Calmese, Calvin Jones (bass); Willie Smith (drums). Manish Boy; She's Nineteen Years Old; Nine Below Zero; Streamline Woman; Howling Wolf; and two others.**

Sometimes the suspicion overtakes me that the editors send me obnoxious teenybopper albums like this one because they like to hear me cuss and carry on about the certain disintegration of the human race. Maybe they think it's good for me, cathartic in some way, and a little TCMBU, so many of the tunes like this one, have to be live two-record albums? Do the editors have any idea how long those damned things run, or how long they seem? I will say one thing for UFO: it must be hard to play with virtually no ideas at all. But Waters is in fine voice. After nearly fifty years of singing blues, he is recognized as an important artist, he is at the peak of his popularity, his talent is intact, he is solvent, and he is having a good time. By God, there is a humanizing unclean lick), but the fastest example is on *Leather Britches.* The album has an extraordinary quality of no-frills directness, a spontaneous affinity that makes live recording worth the trouble. It really is a lot like being there.

J.V.

**PORTER WAGONER: Today. Porter Wagoner (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. I'm Gonna Act Right; Tennessee Saturday Night; High Country; and five others. RCA AHL-1-3210 $7.98, © AHSI-1-3210 $7.98, © AHK-1-3210 $7.98.**

Sometimes the suspicion overtakes me that the editors send me obnoxious teenybopper albums like this one because they like to hear me cuss and carry on about the certain disintegration of the human race. Maybe they think it's good for me, cathartic in some way, and a little TCMBU, so many of the tunes like this one, have to be live two-record albums? Do the editors have any idea how long those damned things run, or how long they seem? I will say one thing for UFO: it must be hard to play with virtually no ideas at all. But Waters is in fine voice. After nearly fifty years of singing blues, he is recognized as an important artist, he is at the peak of his popularity, his talent is intact, he is solvent, and he is having a good time. By God, there is a humanizing unclean lick), but the fastest example is on *Leather Britches.* The album has an extraordinary quality of no-frills directness, a spontaneous affinity that makes live recording worth the trouble. It really is a lot like being there.

J.V.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

**JOHNNIE LEE WILLS: Reunion. Johnnie Lee Wills (vocals, fiddle); Johnny Gimble (fiddle, mandolin, vocals); John Thomas Wills (vocals); Joe Holley, Curly Lewis (fiddle, vocals); Eldon Shamblin, Don Tolle, Roy Ferguson (guitar); Ted Almon (bass); Clarence Cagle (piano); Gene Crownower (steel); Glenn Rhodes (saxophone); Wayne Johnson (clarinet, saxophone); Alex Brashear (trumpet); Claude Clemmons, Tom Montgomery (drums). Silver Bells; Rag Mop; Memories of You Dear; Four or Five Times; Rosetta; South; Milk Cow Blues; and seven others.**

Sometimes the suspicion overtakes me that the editors send me obnoxious teenybopper albums like this one because they like to hear me cuss and carry on about the certain disintegration of the human race. Maybe they think it's good for me, cathartic in some way, and a little TCMBU, so many of the tunes like this one, have to be live two-record albums? Do the editors have any idea how long those damned things run, or how long they seem? I will say one thing for UFO: it must be hard to play with virtually no ideas at all. But Waters is in fine voice. After nearly fifty years of singing blues, he is recognized as an important artist, he is at the peak of his popularity, his talent is intact, he is solvent, and he is having a good time. By God, there is a humanizing unclean lick), but the fastest example is on *Leather Britches.* The album has an extraordinary quality of no-frills directness, a spontaneous affinity that makes live recording worth the trouble. It really is a lot like being there.

J.V.
Infinity makes a small contribution to the state of the art.

InfiniTesimal!

Here's everything you'd expect from Infinity. (Except the size, 11 x 6½ inches.)

Here's the unparalleled clarity, warmth and smoothness of our larger speakers; inner details you never heard before from favorite recordings; and imaging so accurate you could actually place where people are coughing in the audience.

The dual-voice-coil advantage in an advanced 5-inch woofer.

Our exclusive Infinity/Watkins Woofer' uses dual-voice-coils to smooth out and extend bass response. And it lets your amplifier develop more power at low frequencies than any other mini speaker. All this—and our highly-acclaimed EMIT™ Electromagnetic Induction Tweeter, too!

The end of paper cones and their distortion

Because paper and exotic plastic cones create vibrations of their own, adding unacceptable colorations to the music, InfiniTesimal introduces a superior new cone material: polypropylene.

It adds essentially no sound of its own, being almost perfectly acoustically inert. Its low mass and ideal damping characteristics result in dramatically improved musicality.

InfiniTesimal. In total—a small, magnificent 2-way system with unusual musical warmth, focus and transient attack. At about $175* each, a mini-speaker of uncompromising quality and accuracy for your home or vehicle.

True Infinity sound. From a definitely finite space.


We get you back to what it's all about. Music.

A toll-free call to (800) 423-5244—or from California, (800) 382-3372—will get you the nearest Infinity dealer's name and address.

*Manufactured by Infinity under license from Watkins Engineering, Inc.
*Suggested retail price, optional with dealers. Slightly higher east of the Mississippi.
The First Two Albums Recorded with the 3M Digital Mastering System. Sound 80 Digital Records.

1. The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
   Dennis Russell Davies, Conductor
   COPLAND: Appalachian Spring
   IVES: Three Places In New England
   COPLAND: Appalachian Spring
   DAVIS: Concerto for Flute, Strings and Harp
   Dennis Russell Davies, Conductor
   Orchestra
   Introducing his own label gives Frank Zappa the opportunity to devote several giant da-
   dos on his carpet and then, in an equally in-
   fante way, wait for you to tell him what a
   good boy he is. He diggles and pants and
   shows through such things as the swinish
   Wild Love, the repellant S&M, pansexual ex-
   cesses of Broken Hearts Are for Assassoes,
   and the childish exhibitionism of I Have Been
   in You with all the gleeful abandon of one of
   Rodney Laing's patients smearing his feces
   on the wall to prove his essential "health."
   The all-time low point (one must hope)
   is plumbed here in Jewish Princess, a belliger-
   ent, incredibly gross piece of hate-filled crap
   that belongs in a shrink's office and not on
   a recording. The delusional aspect of all this
   is that Zappa apparently considers himself
   something of a social and sexual satirist along
   the lines of a musical George Groz and de-
   scribing of some kind of Award for Candor.
   In actuality he's more like the clumsy illustrator
   of one of those little porn comic books that
   are devoured by experience-starved kids who
   still think that scatology and sexuality are the
   same thing. An abusive, sickening album.
   (Shiek Yerbouti, anyone cares, is Zaplish
   for the 1976 disco hit Shake Your Booty by
   K.C. and the Sunshine Band.)

   Performance: Offal material
   Recording: Good

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

2. Film and the BB's
   (S80-DLR-102)
   "...outstanding reproduction of
   keyboards, synthesizers, drums,
   percussion and electric bass...a
   fabulous handling of low frequencies
   and transient occurs throughout..."
   —Alain Penchansky, BILLBOARD
   "For all-around instrumental artistry and
   good feeling, not to mention
   super-clean sound quality...this
   album is a winner."
   —Jim Aiken, CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD

   Mail check for $12.50 per record
   (postage and handling
   included) or call in your order
   (612) 721-6341 and use your
   Master Charge or VISA account
   ...or write us for more information.
   *Minnesota residents, please add 4% sales tax ($ .50)

   SOUND80
   2709 East 25th Street
   Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
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   Performance: Well-meant but numbing
   Recording: Good

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

   Linda O'Connor, BILLBOARD
   "In all the rhetoric and woolly ideology are
   cleared away, what we have here are ten
   songs mainly on the subject of gay liberation. Members
   of the all-male Walls to Roses collective (originally from
   Denver, Portland, Minneapolis, and San Francisco, now in
   Cambridge, Massachusetts) wrote the songs
   and sing them. Six women were hired as
   supporting musicians, a technical engineer, and
   a staff photographer.
   On the face of it, the album is a worthy
   effort, and some of the songs are rather
   touching: the title song, for one, by Jeff Langley,
   and Michelle Sordill's reflective For My Men
   Friends, as well as two sturdy contributions-
   The Flowers, the Weeds; Are You Karen Sil-
   wood?, and four others. FOLKWAYS FTS
   37587 $7.95.

   Performance: Well-meant but numbing
   Recording: Good

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

   Wall's to Roses: Songs of Changing Men.
   Charlie Murphy, Fred Small, Willie Sordill,
   Kenny Arkin, Chris Tanner, Blackberri (vo-
   cals); instrumental accompaniment. Gay Spir-
   it; Brothers; Walls to Roses; The Matador;
   The Flowers, the Weeds; Are You Karen Sil-
   wood?, and four others. FOLKWAYS FTS
   37587 $7.95.

   Performance: Well-meant but numbing
   Recording: Good

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

   John Williams shares
   "...Ives's quirky imagination is well
   served by the textural clarity
   produced by the combination
   of chamber scoring and Sound 80's
   analytical yet rich-toned recording." —Kenneth Furie, HIGH FIDELITY

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

   I can understand why Donna Summer would
   lend her name to this album. Brooklyn
   Dreams is clearly in the crossover disco mode she
   pioneered: they produce lots of music,
   well arranged by Bob Esty, with a solid disco beat
   and mood-changing dynamic shifts; and
   they also display a concern for song structure
   and musical performance. You are meant to
   listen to Brooklyn Dreams, not just dance to
   them.

   The three guys can sing. That's Not the
   Way rips through three dynamite choruses;
   the title song is a rocking stab at funk
   that keeps promising more than it delivers; First
   Love is rock-burnished Fifties material deliv-
   ered just about straight; and their best effort,
   Street Man, sets a strong, fast electronic beat
   against nicely extended melodic lines. Despite
   Brooklyn Dreams' vocal strengths, though,
   there's precious little invention in the songs.

   Price: $14.98, ZT-8-2-1501 $13.98, ZT-4-2-
   1501 $13.98.

   'HERBIE MANN: Super Man (see Best of the
   Month, page 86)

   MECO: Superman and Other Galactic Heroes.
   Meco (keyboards); vocal and instrumental ac-
   companiment. Themes from Superman; The
   Boy Wonder; The Caped Crusader; and two
   others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7135 $8.98, NBLP
   7135 $8.98.

   Performance: Disappointing
   Recording: Super

   I'm afraid Meco is running out of steam. The
   latest in his series of disco-adaptations offers
   neither the exhilaration of "Star Wars and
   Other Funk" nor the freshness of his treat-
   ment of Harold Arlen's classic Wizard of Oz
   film score. Of course, John Williams shares
   the blame; his Superman score sounds like
   leftovers. The main theme and the so-called
   love song, Can You Read My Mind (which is
   recited on this record with considerably more
   feeling than it is in the movie itself), are indis-
   tinguishable from pieces of Close Encounters
   (Continued on page 110)

   STEREO REVIEW
You see, all tapes aren't created equal. All manufacturers' tapes require slightly different bias than the average 3-position setting for optimum performance, i.e., widest and flattest frequency response and lowest harmonic distortion. Even the same type of tape from the same manufacturer varies in its bias requirements. Batches differ. Processing has its ups and downs.

The newest, hottest audio tape is metal particle. It can give performance level equal to or better than open reel tapes. But, it's so new that bias standards aren't set. When they are, who's to say that the same manufacturer to manufacturer variability will not apply to the metal particle tape?

That's why Onkyo invented automatic ACCU-BIAS. Onkyo's automatic ACCU-BIAS uses logic circuitry centered around built-in reference generators to determine the optimal settings for bias for any tape you use...every time you use it.

And it's all automatic. With Onkyo's automatic ACCU-BIAS you just tell the logic circuits the kind of tape you're using...Metal, High or Normal. Push the automatic ACCU-BIAS button, engage play and record. Within seconds the automatic ACCU-BIAS computer determines and sets the exact bias, stops, rewinds and is ready for you to make a perfect recording. That's not an average setting. Nor a compromise setting. But the precise setting for any cassette you use every time you record. So, unless you want a factory technician to make your decisions for you, there's only one way to go.

Onkyo's TA-2080 with automatic ACCU-BIAS. What kind of performance can you expect with ACCU-BIAS and metal particle tape? Frequency response of 20-20,000Hz. And a S/N ratio of 62dB with Dolby* out.

Other features that add to the flexibility are 2 sendust alloy heads, plus a special laminated erase head for new metal tapes, feather touch solenoid transport, PLL DC servo motor drive, dual capstans, line mic mixer and 10 segmented peak level LED in columnar array between VU meters.

Another feature is the "Fadeout" which gradually erases portion of the tape during playback while you listen for those times when the tape runs out before the music...easing and simplifying editing chores.

Overall specifications and features make Onkyo's TA-2080 something special. Automatic ACCU-BIAS makes it even more. Check it out at your Onkyo dealer and see what it means by Onkyo's motto of being a step ahead of state-of-the-art.

* Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
The ten little imports you see here offer a combined total of utility and technology you're not going to find on other Japanese imports.

**BEST THING FOR ENGINES SINCE HIGH COMPRESSION.**

The Mitsubishi Clean Air engine is a pure engineering jewel. It comes with a special "jet" valve for more efficient fuel combustion.

**ABOVE-AVERAGE ESTIMATES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILEAGE CHART</th>
<th>EST. MPG*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champ Custom &amp; Colt Custom Hatchback</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt 2- &amp; 4-doors</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt wagon</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow GT Hatchback</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenger &amp; Sapporo</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-50 &amp; Arrow Sport pickups</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SAY GOOD-BYE TO THE SHAKES.*

Silent Shaft design (an MCA engine exclusive) gives you two counter-rotating shafts to help dampen the vibrations expected of a normal four-cylinder engine.

**SOME UP-FRONT THINKING ON ROOM AND RIDE.**

Champ and Colt Hatchback are front-wheel-driven. The engine is placed transversely to permit more economic use of interior space. The track is wide to help in the corners. And we offer smooth riding 13-inch wheels.

**A LITTLE SOPHISTICATION NEVER HURTS.**

Our Challenger and Sapporo GTs offer power discs on all four wheels on the optional 2.6 liter Basic Package models.

**SLICK NEW TWIN-STICK.**

See that little lever at the left? Use it to select either PERFORMANCE or ECONOMY range. Then shift gears with the lever at the right. Kind of like two four-speeds in one. It's exclusive on our new Champ and Colt Hatchback.

**BUILT BY MITSUBISHI. SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY**
MOST LLY ADVANCED TS YOU CAN BUY.

MAKING 'EM EASIER TO DRIVE.

This much-desired automatic speed control option is also available when you select our Colt wagon, Challenger, or Sapporo with the optional 2.6 liter engine and automatic transmission. Standard driving equipment also includes such gems as adjustable steering column (a rarity among other imports) and trip odometer.

NO CHARGE FOR HANDLING.

Independent rear suspension on Champ and Colt Hatchback is the kind of technology you find on Mercedes or BMW. In addition, MacPherson-type struts at front are on the Champ, Colt Hatchback, Challenger, and Sapporo.

THE COMPLETE SEAT.

Seats on Challenger and Sapporo are orthopedic marvels. They offer lateral and adjustable lumbar support, recliner features, adjustable headrests built into seat, and walk-in passenger seat “memory” adjuster feature.

LITTLE TRUCKS. BIG DIFFERENCES.

They're specially designed for American-size folks and jobs. With a half-ton payload. If you'd like more, see the Sport model with an interior that looks like tomorrow's sports car. And the biggest engine in its class with its 2.6 liter four.

"...MORE TRICKS THAN A SWISS ARMY KNIFE."

That's what Car and Driver magazine says of our Champ and Colt Hatchback. And why not. They're full of engineering and people features like "Twin-Stick," front-wheel drive, and transverse engine.

YOU HAVEN'T SHOPPED IMPORTS UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN US.

DODGE & CHRYSLER/PLYMOUTH DEALERS.

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Let me start by telling you something you're either too young to remember or old enough to have forgotten: the Sixties were no fun.

That's right, no fun at all. Interesting, certainly, but remember that venerable Chinese curse: may you live in interesting times. Exhilarating, to be sure, but in the same sense as curse: may you live in interesting times. Certainly, but remember that venerable Chinese fun.

enough to have forgotten: the Sixties were no pleasant period, particularly to grow up in. What you got from your peers, if you were a kid, was mindless sloganeering and psychedelic fascism, while from adults you got contempt and fear. Rather than Peace and Love, the feeling in the air was one of hate and paranoia, and the scary thing was that while the paranoia was partly drug-induced it was also, given the palpable violence one encountered on all sides, quite justifiable. As a character in Catch-22 accurately observed years earlier, the bastards really were trying to kill us, so to speak to them in any fundamental way, who felt that this banal show-biz compendium of cute people wear a lot of funny clothes and nonspecific fantasy. Instead of being a film about the reality of the Sixties experience (the death of innocence and idealism, which would have been not only depressing but uncommercial as well), Hair is merely one in which a lot of cute people wear a lot of funny clothes and sing and dance a lot—just like Grease, even down to a brand-new disco song. And so, because he is such a clever man, because his cast is basically talented and attractive (Annie Golden, bless your heart, I forgive you even this), because Twyla Tharp is a gifted choreographer, and because in a Dolby-equipped theater the music sounds so lush you almost forget it's the same boutique tissue paper you hate the first time around—because of all that, Hair succeeds as Entertainment. It's no accident that they're already calling it the Star Wars of musical comedies.

And therein lies the danger. There's a whole new generation out there who feel cheated that they were born too late for the Sixties and will probably go to obscene lengths to experience them at second hand. Which means that if this movie achieves anything like the box-office success of American Graffiti (which was relatively honest about its period) and its Happy Days spinoffs (which aren't), then we may be in for a Hippie Revival that will make the recent Fifties Fad look like a low-budget road show, delaying, perhaps terminally, the serious business of doing something about our current political and cultural morass. Nostalgia, not disco, is the drug of our age, and the very last thing we need right now. Hair should therefore be boycotted by anyone whose sensibilities are even reasonably well screwed on. That said, I can't think of a single redeeming thing to say about this two-disc souvenir of the soundtrack.

—Steve Simels

HAIR (MacDermot-Ragni-Rado). Original-soundtrack recording. Aquarius; Sodomy; Donna/Hashish; Colored Spade; Manchester; Abie Baby/Fourscore; I'm Black/Ain't Got No; Air; Party Music; My Conviction; I Got Life; Frank Mills; Hair; L.B.J. (Initials); Electric Blues/Old Fashioned Melody; Have Krishna; Where Do I Go?/Black Boys, White Boys; Walking in Space; Easy to Be Hard; 3-5-0-0; Good Morning Starshine; What a Piece of Work Is Man; Somebody to Love; Don't Put It Down; The Flesh Failures/Let the Sunshine In. RCA CBL2-3274 $13.98, © CBS2-3274 $10.95, © CBK2-3274 $10.95.
SUPERIORITY BY LUX...

A FUNCTION OF CONSTANT ATTENTION TO INFINITE DETAIL

For those who consider adequacy enough, there are many manufacturers able to meet that audio standard. Superiority, however, is another story. Superiority demands imagination translated into production. It requires thorough dedication to quality without compromise. And most of all, it takes constant attention to infinite detail.

These are the factors that have made Lux audio systems Recognizably superior to the select group appreciating such detail and willing to pay the price.

The Lux K-12 Stereo Cassette Deck reflects Lux's focus on perfection with a number of new and exclusive features devoted to producing the ultimate in audio fidelity and user convenience.

The first of these is "real-time processing," a standard set by computer manufacturers to eliminate the most minimal time lag in dealing with electronic signals during record or playback.

Because any meter is too slow to match real-time processing, Lux provides their Plasma Peak Indicator with peak hold function for instantaneous response to signals by means of a fluorescent tube display scaled in dB for each channel. You can see real-time processing in action.

Dual DC Amplification

As a pioneer in the development of DC amplifiers, Lux refuses to compromise and introduces the K-12, the first cassette deck with two DC amplifiers, one for recording and the other for playback.

Manufacturers—even of expensive equipment—are satisfied with mixed amplification systems, one AC amplifier and one DC amplifier. Most decks available are AC amplifiers only.

Minutes and Seconds

Still another exclusive when used with Lux's unique cassette tape, featuring SKEW adjustment for optimum tape to head and wide pad and holding mechanism for stable frequency response, is the ultimate precision found in the Electronic Digital Tape Counter. Lux engineers designed and built an electronic counter working off a specially designed tape motion sensor. As you record or playback, this elapsed time is shown on a 4-digit LED display in terms of minutes and seconds.

Dedicated to Superiority

Lux's K-12 pure sendust alloy heads are capable of handling any tape, including the new metal particle tapes. Dual drive motors are part of the tape transport system, with one motor driving the capstan and another the reel. Thus, torque vibration is virtually eliminated and back tension is always maintained at the optimum.

In addition, with IC logic circuitry, the slightest touch on human engineered controls fulfills your command... instantaneously.

Additional features include Dolby NR system, recording mute device, mike mixing circuit, separate 3-way bias and equalization and just about everything you would want or expect—on audio equipment bearing the Lux name.

Specifications are among the best available...

Frequency Response of 30.20,000Hz ±3dB (metal tape), S/N ratio better than 69dB (Dolby on, metal tape) and Wow & Flutter less than 0.04% (WRMS). But, in the final analysis, your own hearing has to be the judge.

See the K-12 and test Lux's unique cassette tape at your Lux dealer. Try it... hear it... and focus on perfection as only Lux can provide.
and Star Wars, with the same old pretentious, movie-epic sound. Aside from the two themes, there are no real melodies to work with, and Meco is left with lots of repetitious bridges to hook things together. The result is uninteresting despite superb engineering that captures every electronic "whoosh."

Side two is devoted to four other super heroes. Half the side sounds like a military march, and the rest substitutes rain-forest sound effects for musical imagination or indulges uninteresting despite superb engineering that makes up most of this record. But Evolution is certainly a musical trip worth taking. E.B.

GIORGIO MORODER: Battlestar Galactica.
Giorgio Moroder (keyboards); instrumental accompaniment. Evolution; Themes from Battlestar Galactica. CASABLANCA NBLP 7128 $8.98, © NBL8 7128 $8.98, © NBL5 7128 $8.98.

Performance: Half super, half bland Recording: Fine

Giorgio Moroder's name on a disco record jacket sells records. The Battlestar Galactica program started the new TV season as the best bet for top ratings. Apparently, someone added up the two and got platinum. But don't be fooled; Moroder himself had little to do with the Galactica side of this LP, and it shows. Not that it's bad—it's a perfectly danceable set of arrangements of the principal themes from the TV series—but the music lists without further ado. This may be adequate party or disco fare, but it doesn't hold up well for forty minutes of continuous listening. The main flaw is that the major device is repetition. The set gets off to a thunderous start with a thumping trifle, currently the rage on the disco circuit, called “He's the Greatest Dancer” (and he’d have to inject any life into this leaden morsel). Lost in Music, the next track, provides no music to get lost in, and the popular We Are Family offers eight minutes of monotony from two notes reworked repeatedly.

Once Sister Sledge departs from this tedi ous pattern, the group's true potential begins to show itself. You're a Friend to Me, with its tiny trace of blues intonations, permits a bit more latitude and they use it to cut loose with a few moments of vocal excitement. It's to the group's credit that they can show any quality at all with this sleazy material. P.G.

SISTER SLEDGE: We Are Family. Sledge vocals); instrumental accompaniment. He's the Greatest Dancer; Lost in Music; Somebody Loves Me; Thinking of You; and four others. COTILLION SD 5209 $7.98, © CS 5209 $7.97, © TP 5209 $7.97.

Performance: Better than the songs Recording: Satisfactory

The four singing sisters named Sledge project an inviting sound that blends high-spirited, hand-clapping funk with lightly teasing seductiveness. In fact, they are so appealing that I would like to hear them tackle something more ambitious than the mindless material that makes up most of this record.

This may be adequate party or disco fare, but it doesn’t hold up well for forty minutes of continuous listening. The main flaw is that the major device is repetition. The set gets off to a thunderous start with a thumping trifle, currently the rage on the disco circuit, called "He's the Greatest Dancer" (and he'd have to inject any life into this leaden morsel). Lost in Music, the next track, provides no music to get lost in, and the popular "We Are Family" offers eight minutes of monotony from two notes reworked repeatedly.

Once Sister Sledge departs from this tedious pattern, the group's true potential begins to show itself. "You're a Friend to Me," with its tiny trace of blues intonations, permits a bit more latitude and they use it to cut loose with a few moments of vocal excitement. It's to the group's credit that they can show any quality at all with this sleazy material. P.G.

TAVARES: Madam Butterfly, Tavares (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Never Had a Love Like This Before; My Love Calls; Positive Forces; Madam Butterfly; and five others. CAPITOL SW-11874 $7.98, © SWX-11874 $7.98, © AXW-11874 $7.98.

Performance: Uninspired soul Recording: Good

Tavares has never been a purely disco group, but their by-now-classic 'Don't Take Away the Music' suggested an affinity for the sound. With this album, the five brothers drift further away from disco and back into a more traditional soul style. There are some nice moments here: Games, Games, for example, is a beautiful performance of a fine new song, and Let Me Heal the Bruises, with Tavares' best soloist Perry Lee "Tiny" Tavares singing lead vocal, is very good blues.

But the title song is a silly exercise in which lyrics, style, and melody (which at times (Continued on page 112)
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TRIPHONIC® SYSTEMS

NOW AVAILABLE FROM ACOUSTIQUE

The TRIPHONIC® system is a totally new concept in loudspeaker designs


THE SYSTEM HOUSES A 150w RMS FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER, ALL PASSIVE AND ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, AN ELECTRET MICROPHONE, A VUMETER AND AN EFFICIENCY ADJUSTMENT FROM 84 TO 96dB/W/m AND A LINEAR/ROCK SWITCH FOR HIGHER HEADROOM ON ROCK TRACKS.

THE SYSTEM IS, IN FACT, COMPOSED OF THREE ELEMENTS; AN ACoustic PRESSURE FEEDBACK LOW CORNER TABLE AND TWO SATELLITES.
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AKAI's GX-635D. The first 10½" reel-to-reel deck with auto-reverse record and playback.

- Auto-reverse record and playback on a 10½" deck. With virtually the same excellent quality recording in both directions.
- But that's just for starters.
- The GX-635D features three precision made motors. An AC servo direct-drive capstan motor and two reel motors. Combined with six long-lasting heads, including four of our exclusive GX glass and crystal ferrite heads: two for recording and two for playback. AKAI's GX Heads are guaranteed for 150,000 hours — the equivalent of nearly 17½ years' worth of continuous play.
- And there's more.
- The real-time tape counter is calibrated in minutes and seconds. Also, feather-touch solenoid functions controls. A flashing pause lamp that won't let you forget. A pitch control good for ±6%. And a timer start switch for both record and playback that can start the music without you — in either direction — with the use of an external timer.
- We've even got a dual-process Dolby® equipped model, the GX-635DB.
- Either way, it's a deck serious audiophiles will want to put through its paces at an AKAI dealer. Or write AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224, for more information.
- The GX-635D. A brand-new tape deck that stops the others in their tracks — coming and going.

GX-635D: Wow/Flutter — less than 0.03% WRMS at 7½ ips; S/N Ratio — 62 dB DIN; Frequency Response — 30-27,000 Hz (± 3 dB using WR tape).

*limited warranty
*TM, Dolby Labs, Inc.

You never heard it so good.
The release of a four-record set of music from Disney films should have been an event, and it almost is. There's little doubting the enormous formative influence Disney had on me and my contemporaries; I saw Fantasia when I was twelve, and it changed my life. Good or bad, the nonstop images from the Disney factory since then (and before) have affected the way generations of Americans see the world.

Music, of course, has been part of all that. Disney music truly is "magical" music, as the title of this collection puts it. Which means that it is not real, except to the mind of a child, or to that part of our minds that remains forever childlike. It is a shamelessly innocent music, simple, sentimental, and tuneful. And forever childlike. It is a shamelessly innocent child, or to that part of our minds that remains that it is not real, except to the mind of a title of this collection puts it. Which means that it is not real, except to the mind of a child, or to that part of our minds that remains forever childlike.

So what went wrong? The basic idea is fine. The Magical Music of Walt Disney is arranged chronologically, from Steamboat Willie's Turkey in the Straw (1928), the first time sound and music were synchronized with animated movement, to songs from Pete's Dragon (1977). All the music is lifted directly from the soundtracks, which is as it should be. And some attempt is made to re-create the experience of the full-length features—Bambi, Snow White, Cinderella, and Pinocchio—with dialogue bridges. Finally, a truly beautiful forty-eight-page booklet reproduces dozens of stills in (magical) color and contains lots of little-known facts about the Disney composers and lyricists.

What's wrong are two things, one aesthetic, the other commercial. The aesthetic problem is that far too much material is included from the early Mickey Mouse shorts of the Thirties. Maple Leaf Rag and Runnin' Wild (a piece of the William Tell Overture) may be fun to watch, but not to listen to. Sonically, the "Silly Symphony" stuff is rather primitive; musically it's obvious and, well, silly.

More important, the inclusion of this material leaves less room for original Disney music from later films. Where's Johnny Fedora, for example, and Two Silhouettes, both Forties classics? Why such a rush through Bambi that the title song is omitted altogether and the delightful Little April Shower truncated? Why none of the words to I'm the Reluctant Dragon? And, worse or worse, why not a single note from Alice in Wonderland?

The project's second disappointment is a manifestation of the kind of crass (Walt was never crass) commercialization that has overtaken the Disney organization since the founder's death in 1966. There's no reason, other than to sell tickets, for including The Battle Hymn of the Republic, Yankee Doodle, or America the Beautiful as heard at the Floridada and California Magic Kingdoms. Not in a record album subtitled "50 years of original motion picture sound tracks."

Well, almost an event is certainly better than no event at all. A great deal of this music is otherwise unavailable, except as background on kiddie records more concerned with narrating the stories. Though it comes out a bit rushed in this release, it is nonetheless magical music and it is wonderful to have it made accessible. —Edward Buxbaum

THE MAGICAL WORLD OF DISNEY. Musical selections from the original soundtracks of Steamboat Willie; Mickey Mouse cartoons; Three Little Pigs; Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs; Fantasia; Pinocchio; Dumbo; Bambi; The Reluctant Dragon; Saludos Amigos; The Three Caballeros; Make Mine Music; Fun and Fancy Free; Melody Time; Song of the South; Cinderella; Peter Pan; Lady and the Tramp; Sleeping Beauty; The Vanishing Prairie; One Hundred and One Dalmatians; Sword in the Stone; Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree; Jungle Book; Robin Hood; The Rescuers; Mary Poppins; Pete's Dragon. Music from Disneyland and Walt Disney World.

Ovation OV-5000 four discs $25.

Records of Special Merit

ULTIMATE. Ultimate (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Medley—Love Is the Ultimate/Touch Me Baby/Dancing in the Night; Ritmo de Brasil; and two others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7128 $8.98, © NBL8 7128 $8.98, © NBL5 7128 $8.98.

Performance: Beautiful Recording: Lush and lovely

Part of disco's phenomenal success can be credited to producers who recognized that, within the basic beat, there is room for variety. Not all disco music need be manic or assertive, spacy or serious. It can be witty, or, like Ultimate's, it can be gentle and romantic. To begin with, Ultimate's voices are all female, which immediately establishes a soft sound, and the arrangements center on a large string section and avoid electronic embellishment. The tempo is definitely up, but it's light-hearted, and the strings swirl around you. This is a beautifully conceived dance album. Things start slowly, with the sensuous voices dancing through a medley of Love Is the Ultimate, Touch Me, Baby, and Dancing in the Night. Then the lusheus builds to a slightly harder sound that peaks with the album's penultimate cut, Music in My Heart. This is my favorite song here, and one reason it's so good is that it makes such an effective climax for everything that precedes it on the record. To get the full flavor of Ultimate, you really need to listen to the album straight through. You'll have fun, I promise. —E.B.
If you’re buying the middle, go straight to the top.

If you know about SAE, you know about those awesome, 6-foot, $6000 racks of high-performance, high-end audio.

Great for the audiophile. They call it “state-of-the-art.” The problem is we don’t all live in the same state.

Introducing SAE TWO.

If you’re a real devotee, you’ll want the integrated amp, the tuner, and maybe the cassette deck as well. If you draw the line at mild enthusiasm, you’ll want the receiver.

Here’s why:

The R3C receiver has a fully-complementary amp, special low-noise pre-amp, and tuning section with separate tuning and signal strength meters. $335.

The C3A integrated amp, also a pre-amp, can handle two tape recorders for dual dubbing. $325.

The T3U tuner combines a wide tuning scale with linear phase filters for unparalleled accuracy and selectivity. $275.

The C3D cassette deck has a mind of its own, a microprocessor chip and a memory that protects your tapes while providing solenoid logic control. $400.

If all this sounds more like SAE than SAE TWO, it should.

You’re getting the same leadership in technology. The same logic in design. The same passion for sound.

True, SAE TWO costs the same as any other mid-priced line.

But that’s where all similarity ends.

For complete product and dealer information, fast, write: SAE TWO, PO Box 6271, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, California 90060. In Canada, the Pringle Group, 30 Scarsdale Road, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2R7. Prices mentioned are nationally suggested values, actual prices determined by individual SAE dealers.

SAE TWO

A mid-priced line from a high-end company.

CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD
JAZZ

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

PEPPER ADAMS: Reflectory, Pepper Adams (baritone saxophone); Roland Hanna (piano); George Mraz (bass); Billy Hart (drums). Sophisticated Lady; Chudassee's Way; Etude Diabolique; and three others. MUSE MR 5182 $6.98.

Performance Peppy Recording Good

It's been twenty-four years since Pepper Adams began to attract attention as a member of Stan Kenton's band; since then, Adams has had close and fruitful associations with trumpeter Donald Byrd, renaissance man David Amram, and, for more than a decade, the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra. The competition is admittedly not strong—there has never been more than a handful of baritone saxophonists in jazz—but Pepper Adams is not just one of the best baritone saxophonists around; he is an outstanding musician measured against any instrumental group. Gerry Mulligan usually gets top honors when the baritone is discussed, but I have always felt that, given the same promotional backing, Adams would come up there with his colleagues. Both are equally skilled, the difference between them being a stylistic one: Mulligan's approach is cool, Adams' is hot.

"Reflectory," recorded last summer, is the first new Pepper Adams album I have seen in several years. It is a quartet date with pianist Roland Hanna, George Mraz, and drummer Billy Hart forming a superb section that bubbles vivaciously under a hot, lucid Pepper. All six tracks are crammed with worthwhile collaborations and an infectious spirit that makes the set's one or two squeaks seem like mere specks of dust on an otherwise sparkling surface. Pepper Adams should be recorded again, and often.

C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOANNE BRACKEEN: Tring-a-Ling. Joanne Brackeen (piano); Mike Brecker (tenor saxophone); Cecil McBee, Clint Houston (bass); Billy Hart (drums). Echoes; Haiti-B; Fi-Fi's Rock; and three others. Choice CRS 1016 $6.98.

Performance Free-spirited Recording Good

Joanne Brackeen has been active on the jazz scene for some twenty of her forty-one years. Teddy Edwards, Dexter Gordon, Woody Shaw, Art Blakey, and Stan Getz are among the leaders she has worked with during those years, but the time has come for her to take the reins. "I was supposed to be the leader, but I like groups of people where there isn't a leader," she says in connection with her new album. "With the record we didn't have anything set up as to who was to play first. . . . We didn't have to say anything, we just did it."

"Tring-a-Ling" consists of three trio tracks with drummer Billy Hart and bassist Clint Houston and three selections by a quartet with Hart, tenor saxophonist Mike Brecker, and bassist Cecil McBee. The compositions are all by Ms. Brackeen, and they reflect—as does her playing—a fertile, sophisticated musical mind.

Since Clint Houston and Billy Hart were Joanne Brackeen's co-sidemen (sidepersons?) in the Stan Getz Quartet, their cohesion on Echoes, Fi-Fi's Rock, and New True Illusions comes as no surprise. But I suspect many listeners will be astonished by the fluent, forceful playing of Mike Brecker, a man better known for the slick, played-to-order work that has made him one of the most sought-after session musicians around. As Ms. Brackeen herself admits, this is not a "perfect" album, but it comes so close that pointing out its flaws would amount to nit-picking. There is an attractive casualness about the set too, and I think you will agree—after hearing it—that, effective as she was with Stan Getz, Joanne Brackeen's considerable talent has been largely underplayed up to now.

C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

PETER DEAN: Only Time Will Tell. Peter Dean (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompanying. Only Time Will Tell, Rock and Roll Business; I Want a Little Girl; Help That Man Up the Road; Baby, Baby; As Long as I Live; and six others. Inner City IC 4002 $7.98.

Performance Captivating Recording Very good

Peter "Snake Hips" Dean is a delightful reaction. He resolutely refuses to be baffled or dismayed by the neuroses of much of current pop music or the social behavior that attends (or provokes) them. He is unabashedly sentimental and general, shamelessly out for a good time. And he takes it as a personal challenge to produce delight in jazz as a syncopated, friendly music meant to be enjoyed by ordinary people instead of fanatics and seers.

Although Dean began his long career as a performer, he has spent most of it as a manager (for Paul Whiteman, Johnny Nash, Dinah Shore, and Peggy Lee, among others), only recently returning to singing. His selection of material is dead sure—mostly the songs that made him happy when he was a kid in the Thirties, such as I Want a Little Girl, Glad Rag Doll, True Blue Lou, Slow Boat to China, and As Long as I Live, but fine tunes that have been almost lost. His own songs—Help That Man Up the Road and Baby, Baby—are sturdy and appealing, and his teasing vocals are charming.

Dean is backed here by a socko-boffo group, including Dick Hyman, a keyboard master who recalls Teddy Wilson, Erroll Garner, and the New York 'stride' school of James P. Johnson; bassist Bob Haggart, whom I'm sure Ron Carter has listened to and learned from; Lucy Simon, who's Peter Dean's niece as well as Carly's sister, on one vocal; and young guitarist Mike Peters, who's co-captain of Jazz à Cordes, a reincarnation of Django Reinhardt's Quintet of the Hot (Continued on page 118)
The Skylark is equipped with GM-built engines produced by various divisions. Your dealer has details.

With Skylark's EPA estimated mileage and 14-gallon fuel tank, your gas station attendant may even forget what you look like.

It just might be the perfect car for you.

Sure, it's important these days to drive a car that's sensible in the gasoline mileage department. But you also want a car that performs. Happily, Skylark is both. With the standard 1980 2.5 liter 4-cylinder engine and available automatic transmission, it's quicker from 0-50 mph than last year's Skylark with the standard 3.8 liter V-6 and automatic. You'll like the 1980 Buick Skylark at gas stations—and between them. Talk to your Buick dealer about buying or leasing one. It just might be the perfect car for you.
**They’re Playing Our Song**

**Alarming view: Robert Klein and Lucie Arnaz**

Most extravagantly hyped show-biz "events" arouse absolutely no hopeful expectations in me, be it a *Supertrain* debut on TV, a "dynamite" personality-pairing on the screen (Tomlin and Travolta), or yet another Muhammed Ali rematch, so I took and maintained a flinty, squinty view of the impending arrival on Broadway of *They’re Playing Our Song*. Before its opening the cloud of publicity surrounding this new musical (book by Neil Simon, music and lyrics by Marvin Hamlisch and Carole Bayer Sager, starring Robert Klein and Lucie Arnaz) was thick enough to float a pride of press agents and pervasive enough to trigger my reject button. The almost unanimous raves it drew from the critics only deepened my gloomy bias (Neil Simon could rewrite a man’s life to work with him professionally). But since it has, he never misses an opportunity to use it to turn his women into Big Mama Jungfreuds, doing what he can to make sure they never get a chance to lead lives of their own. The scene shifts geographically around the glitter circuit of Manhattan, Quogue (on fashionable Long Island), and Hollywood as the all-too-articulate Vernon and Sonia (plus, of course, the ever-present though offstage Leon) put themselves through the punishing paces of "commitment."

**Supposedly** based on the real-life story of Marvin Hamlisch and Carole Bayer Sager, the show has a wise, bittersweet quality and a very contemporary feeling. Hamlisch’s music is as uniformly hip, glossy, and stylish as those slightly overdressed couples who shop Saturdays at Bloomingdale’s (very often she’s carrying the packages), and Sager’s lyrics (it was an excellent idea to print them complete on the inner sleeve, a practice all original-cast recordings might follow) have a wonderfully sharp tang. Sager’s not afraid of the kind of goofy sentimentality that *If He Really Knew Me* calls for, the sweaty-palmed earnestness of *Fallin’,* or the perhaps show-off trickiness of *Workin’ It Out.* But it is when she seems to be working out of her own sensibility, rather than that of the stage characters, as in *Right* and *They’re Playing My Song* (on His and Hers versions), that she produces sheer joy. *Right* is both a quiet, lovely ballad by Sonia and a funny, caustic comment on it by her three less-than-inspired alter egos. Later it blends into a hop-filled, blue-skies love duet between Vernon and Sonia. The show-stopper is (are) the twin versions of *They’re Playing My Song,* that to satisfy two insatiable egos each claiming their due.

The album was produced and recorded on the West Coast (something of a switch for a Broadway show) by Brooks Arthur. Sager, and Hamlisch. As a result it has a much more intimate, "pop"-style sound than one is used to in musicals, but it suits the material perfectly. Robert Klein makes Vernon... well, Vernon; very real and very funny. Lucie Arnaz makes Sonia a girl it’s no wonder Leon doesn’t want to lose and whom you hope Vernon doesn’t have a single conventional "production number" anywhere in it! The plot from which the songs so effortlessly spring is about as cosmic in its implications as the story of your average screwed-up young couple, alternately pawing and clawing at each other and wondering how in God’s name they ever found each other (and how much longer it can last). The funny, touching, and yes, downright romantic answer is spelled out in the character of Vernon Gersch, the archetypal show-biz neurotic (hugely successful in his field—he’s a pop-music composer—but pitifully skinless whenever exposed to the chill of insecurity, and when she comes into Vernon’s life to work with him professionally, she arrives trailing all the loose strings usually attached to the kind of girl who does unlicensed social work on the side. She’s attracted by, perhaps in love with, her new collaborator, but she’s still working on Leon’s case. Leon being one of those needy souls who could probably do something with their lives if the telephone had never been invented. But since it has, he never misses an opportunity to use it to turn his women into Big Mama Jungfreuds, doing what he can to make sure they never get a chance to lead lives of their own. The scene shifts geographically around the glitter circuit of Manhattan, Quogue (on fashionable Long Island), and Hollywood as the all-too-articulate Vernon and Sonia (plus, of course, the ever-present though offstage Leon) put themselves through the punishing paces of "commitment."

They’re Playing Our Song is a "small" show in the sense that Klein and Arnaz, each with three back-up vocalists representing their alter egos, sing the entire score—which doesn’t have a single conventional "production number" anywhere in it! The plot from which the songs so effortlessly spring is about as cosmic in its implications as the story of your average screwed-up young couple, alternately pawing and clawing at each other and wondering how in God’s name they ever found each other (and how much longer it can last). The funny, touching, and yes, downright romantic answer is spelled out in the character of Vernon Gersch, the archetypal show-biz neurotic (hugely successful in his field—he’s a pop-music composer—but pitifully skinless whenever exposed to the chill of insecurity, and when she comes into Vernon’s life to work with him professionally, she arrives trailing all the loose strings usually attached to the kind of girl who does unlicensed social work on the side. She’s attracted by, perhaps in love with, her new collaborator, but she’s still working on Leon’s case. Leon being one of those needy souls who could probably do something with their lives if the telephone had never been invented. But since it has, he never misses an opportunity to use it to turn his women into Big Mama Jungfreuds, doing what he can to make sure they never get a chance to lead lives of their own. The scene shifts geographically around the glitter circuit of Manhattan, Quogue (on fashionable Long Island), and Hollywood as the all-too-articulate Vernon and Sonia (plus, of course, the ever-present though offstage Leon) put themselves through the punishing paces of "commitment."

They’re Playing Our Song is a "small" show in the sense that Klein and Arnaz, each with three back-up vocalists representing their alter egos, sing the entire score—which doesn’t have a single conventional "production number" anywhere in it! The plot from which the songs so effortlessly spring is about as cosmic in its implications as the story of your average screwed-up young couple, alternately pawing and clawing at each other and wondering how in God’s name they ever found each other (and how much longer it can last). The funny, touching, and yes, downright romantic answer is spelled out in the character of Vernon Gersch, the archetypal show-biz neurotic (hugely successful in his field—he’s a pop-music composer—but pitifully skinless whenever exposed to the chill of insecurity, and when she comes into Vernon’s life to work with him professionally, she arrives trailing all the loose strings usually attached to the kind of girl who does unlicensed social work on the side. She’s attracted by, perhaps in love with, her new collaborator, but she’s still working on Leon’s case. Leon being one of those needy souls who could probably do something with their lives if the telephone had never been invented. But since it has, he never misses an opportunity to use it to turn his women into Big Mama Jungfreuds, doing what he can to make sure they never get a chance to lead lives of their own. The scene shifts geographically around the glitter circuit of Manhattan, Quogue (on fashionable Long Island), and Hollywood as the all-too-articulate Vernon and Sonia (plus, of course, the ever-present though offstage Leon) put themselves through the punishing paces of "commitment."

They’re Playing Our Song is a "small" show in the sense that Klein and Arnaz, each with three back-up vocalists representing their alter egos, sing the entire score—which doesn’t have a single conventional "production number" anywhere in it! The plot from which the songs so effortlessly spring is about as cosmic in its implications as the story of your average screwed-up young couple, alternately pawing and clawing at each other and wondering how in God’s name they ever found each other (and how much longer it can last). The funny, touching, and yes, downright romantic answer is spelled out in the character of Vernon Gersch, the archetypal show-biz neurotic (hugely successful in his field—he’s a pop-music composer—but pitifully skinless whenever exposed to the chill of insecurity, and when she comes into Vernon’s life to work with him professionally, she arrives trailing all the loose strings usually attached to the kind of girl who does unlicensed social work on the side. She’s attracted by, perhaps in love with, her new collaborator, but she’s still working on Leon’s case. Leon being one of those needy souls who could probably do something with their lives if the telephone had never been invented. But since it has, he never misses an opportunity to use it to turn his women into Big Mama Jungfreuds, doing what he can to make sure they never get a chance to lead lives of their own. The scene shifts geographically around the glitter circuit of Manhattan, Quogue (on fashionable Long Island), and Hollywood as the all-too-articulate Vernon and Sonia (plus, of course, the ever-present though offstage Leon) put themselves through the punishing paces of "commitment."
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More Goosebumps Per Dollar!

Power can be a wonderful thing in an amplifier—if the manufacturer doesn’t have to trade off too much to achieve it. A car that is powerful and fast is worthless if it isn’t also safe! Speaking of speed, how fast is fast in an amplifier? A fast slew rate will certainly reduce high frequency distortion. (Having spearheaded the technology in that area, we are well aware of the benefits of a speedy amplifier.) But if a manufacturer seizes on slew rate as a “hot button” and sacrifices other critical design parameters, then speed, in and of itself, becomes a handicap rather than a benefit.

So instead of a race for speed or power per dollar, we prefer goosebumps per dollar. Because that has to do with music. And somewhere in the cacophony of claims for a tad less of this and a lot more of that, the music must be served. For it is the beautiful sweep of the strings, the bite of the brass, the crescendo that reaches deep into your musical consciousness and moves you to goosebumps that makes you buy high fidelity equipment in the first place. Without goosebumps, specifications are just a bunch of scribbles on paper.

At Harman-Kardon, ultra wideband response for more open sound, the reduction of transient intermodulation distortion (TIM) and interface intermodulation distortion (IIM) by the minimal use of negative feedback and a slew (no pun intended) of other new understandings about high fidelity have been used in a totally balanced way to achieve the sound we get. No “hot buttons” here. Indeed, we believe the sound room is as important as the laboratory, that the music you hear is what counts—not the din of advertising claims. That’s why when you buy one of our products, you get exactly what you pay for. More performance per dollar. More music per dollar. And more goosebumps!

For more information, visit your Harman-Kardon dealer and pick up a free colorful brochure entitled “What Makes Harman-Kardon Sound Better.” Or write to Harman-Kardon, 55 Ames Court, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Club of France. It's good for a change to hear someone indulging in adult musical behavior. Peter Dean seems to have had a fine time on this busman's holiday, and so should his listeners. I know I did.

J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ROLAND HANNA: Sir Elf Plus I. Roland Hanna (piano); George Mraz (bass). Yesterdays; My Heart Stood Still; Majorca; Where's That Rainbow; and three others. Choice CRS 1018 $7.98.

Performance: Gratifying

Recording: Good

I try my best not to listen to imported Polish pianist Adam Makowicz, but there have been two or three times when it was unavoidable and on each of those painful occasions Roland Hanna crossed my mind. Don't misunderstand me. I am not saying that Hanna's playing reminds me of Makowicz's—they have only the instrument (and, perhaps, a fondness for Tatum) in common—but Hanna is one of several American pianists the neglect of whose talent makes the promulgation and tutoring of the Pole's lackluster, frigid playing seem like a cruel joke.

On this, his second Choice album (the first, CRS 1003, was released in 1973), Hanna is joined by bassist George Mraz, who also is a member of the New York Jazz Quartet, a group Hanna has led since the mid-Seventies. The impressive opening track, the 1933 ballad Yesterdays, was recorded unaccompanied in the summer of 1974 while the remaining six tracks were done three years later. Actually, the entire album is impressive, but—perhaps because it was not originally meant for release—Yesterdays has Hanna sounding freer as he embroiders Jerome Kern's pretty melody with wonderfully imaginative patterns that lean more toward Art Tatum than does his work on the rest of the album.

As one might expect, Hanna (Sir Roland since Liberian President Tubman knighted him ten years ago) and Mraz work together splendidly. The former has acquired a sophistication that should be merely taken as praise for the magnificent icing on a perfect cake. Taste, skill, and imagination are the ingredients of this cake, and it will be just as good in years to come—if not even better.

A.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LEE KONITZ: Tenorlee. Lee Konitz (tenor saxophone); Jimmy Rowles (piano); Michael Moore (bass). I Remember You; Lady Be Good; Autumn Nocturne; Skylark; Tangerine; and four others. Choice CRS 1019 $6.98.

Performance: Delightful

Recording: Good

If this album had nothing else going for it, Jimmy Rowles’ solo on I Remember You would justify its purchase. But I am happy to report that “Tenorlee” has exactly forty minutes of a single cut, and has none of the typical slackness that so often spoils the softy swinging music that’s lovingly performed to its advantage (and yours). Recorded in the winter and summer of 1977, the album consists mostly of two-way conversations between Lee Konitz’s tenor and Rowles’ piano, with bassist Michael Moore joining in on three occasions. Konitz and Rowles are among the most tasteful and sensitive musicians around, and their stroll through a program of familiar vintage material is a pure delight for anyone who likes music that is, yet has substance.
WHICH NEW HIGH BIAS TAPE WINS WITH MAHLER'S FOURTH SYMPHONY?

Choose eight measures of Mahler's Fourth that are really rich in the high frequencies. The type of passage that high bias tapes are designed for.

Record it on your favorite high bias cassette, using the Chrome/CrO₂ setting. Then again on new MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.

Now play back the tapes. We're convinced you'll have a new favorite.

New MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is made with an exclusive ferrite crystal oxide formulation. No high bias tape delivers greater high frequency fidelity with less noise, plus truer response across the entire frequency range.

In short, you can't find a high bias cassette that gives you truer reproduction.

MEMOREX Recording Tape and Accessories. Is it live, or is it Memorex?

Original manuscript sketch for the first movement of Gustav Mahler's Fourth Symphony. Courtesy of The Newberry Library, Chicago.
Choose your car stereo as carefully as you choose your home system.

If you have a quality stereo component system in your home, you shouldn't settle for anything less in your car. The Compo car stereo from Fujitsu Ten is a true separates system, not just a booster: Choose between two different power amplifiers for 40 or 80 RMS watts of power. The auto-reverse cassette deck with Dolby* has a special playback head for great frequency response. The AM/FM/MPX tuner features motor-driven automatic search, along with FET front end and PLL/IC for stable reception. Even a six-function remote control amplifier.

And our 2-way hermetically-sealed speaker system is designed to accurately reproduce every note under difficult acoustic conditions.

We suggest you compare Compo spec for spec against the competition the same way you'd compare an amplifier or tuner for your home system. You'll discover how 25 years of making car stereos leads to making the best.

Write for additional information on Compo and our complete car stereo and speaker line, plus the dealer nearest you.

Compo: The best separates on wheels.

*(Dolby is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.)*
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al, but the McLean sessions—said to be the last of the saxophonist's unsullied Blue Note tapes—actually do merit release. Much as I enjoyed the unearthed 1962 and 1967 material, it does not measure up to the 1978 sessions that make up a new Inner City release entitled "New Wine in Old Bottles." Here, with brilliant support from Hank Jones, Ron Carter, and Tony Williams, the current Jackie McLean shines as bright as ever. If you read what I had to say this past March about a previous Inner City release, "The Great Jazz Trio at the Village Vanguard" (IC 6013), you already know how I feel about Messrs. Jones, Carter, and Williams as a team. They work as well with McLean as they do with each other, so well that I hope we hear more from this quartet. Again, the sessions were organized by the Japanese East Wind label and licensed by Inner City for the U.S., which is a lot like selling coffee to Colombia (Colombian coffee, that is). Could it be that jazz is becoming a major import in this country?

C.A.

RETURN TO FOREVER: Live. Chick Corea (keyboards, Mini-Moog, various electronic instruments); Stanley Clarke (vocals, bass); Gayle Moran (vocals, keyboards); Joe Farrell (tenor and soprano saxophones, flute, piccolo); John Thomas, John Tinsley (trumpet, flugelhorn); other musicians. So Long Mickey Mouse; The Musician; Musicmagic; The Moorish Warrior and Spanish Princess; and three others. COLUMBIA JC 35281 $7.98, JCA 35281 $7.98. JCT 35281 $7.98.

Performance: Well-fused

Recording: Very good

Whatever jazz-rock fusion music might be, Return to Forever, one of the leading exponents of this mode, points up many of the strengths and weaknesses that have befuddled those of us who recall such performers as Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock from their earlier, pre-crossover incarnations. Something special often shines through on this set dominated by Corea's creativity and rhythmically rich Hispanic background, yet arbitrary limitations are imposed, restricting improvisation. Just when something important seems about to happen, the big moment is suddenly called off and a trite riff is substituted. Snatches of brilliance give way to predictable passages. And throughout, the horns never seem to have much of interest to say.

There is still much to recommend this live album. Corea and Stanley Clarke, the group's two major forces, set a vigorous pace that seldom flags. Among the truly outstanding moments are Chick's Piano Solo, which bristles with an excitement and musical daring not often found, and Clarke's The Moorish Warrior and Spanish Princess. More impressionistic is the poem of no small beauty. The only real crinkler is Gayle Moran's vocal solo on Come Rain or Come Shine, a standard ballad that doesn't fit this context and sounds even more out of place as she wobbles about searching for the right notes without finding them. Nonetheless, this is one of the better sets produced lately by the fusion folks.

P.G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOE TURNER: Effervescent. Joe Turner (piano, vocals); Panama Francis (drums). Echoes of Spring; Ain't She Sweet; Lazy River; Saint Louis Blues; I Wanna Be Around; and nine others. CLASSIC JAZZ CJ 138 $7.98.

Performance: Masterly

Recording: Excellent

Pianist Joe Turner (not to be confused with the bluesman of the same name from the Fifties) has been an expatriate, domiciled in Paris, since before World War II. Before then he worked with most of the jazz lights in Harlem, particularly the "stride" school of pianists including Fats Waller, James P. Johnson, and Willie "The Lion" Smith. When Turner returned to the United States in 1976 for a brief engagement he was hailed as the last survivor of the original "stride" brigade. Now in his seventies, Turner remains a fluent and interesting pianist with an enormous repertoire and a zest for playing that hasn't been dulled by having to hit the keys every night to earn a living.

"Effervescent," cut in France in 1976, is titled after a Fats Waller piece, which Turner plays with the combination of bravado and delicacy that Waller tunes require. He is equally true to the tenderness of Willie "The Lion" Smith's Echoes of Spring, and he treats Body and Soul with a dramatic flair that works—tasteful pianists like Turner know how far to take a melody without rupturing it or loading it down with bombast. In fact, there isn't a single melody on this album that isn't treated with the respect it deserves. J.V.
Again we turn the world around.

The world's first pure power DC receivers, the Sansui G-line, redefined the limits of musical fidelity. Sansui's capacitor-free DC amplifier design (patent pending) with super-high slew rate, ultra-fast rise time, and full transient response, makes music sound much more true-to-life.

Now Sansui does it again. With the new G-7500 and G-5500. Using the same exclusive DC circuitry all others are trying to imitate, these new models offer more watts per dollar than ever before.

The G-7500 delivers 90 watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000Hz with no more than 0.025% total harmonic distortion, at a suggested retail price of only $620.

The G-5500, at a suggested retail price of only $465, offers 60 watts per channel with no more than 0.03% THD under the same conditions.

From their macro-designed power supplies, for rich, full sound over the widest frequency range, to their micro-sensitive double speaker-protection circuitry, the G-7500 and G-5500 are unbeatable.

The FM sections further enhance Sansui's reputation for tuner excellence. Pinpoint selectivity and ultra-sensitivity to even the weakest signals guarantee pure and clean reception, always. And always with maximum stereo separation.

Let your franchised Sansui dealer demonstrate the comprehensive, human engineered features and controls. There's nothing in the world with quite the same feel as the Sansui click-stop attenuator and ultra-smooth tuning knob.

Now look carefully at the graceful styling, with elegant rosewood veneer cabinet. It is setting the trend for all other receivers.

For the best receiver values, the world is now turning to the newest DC by Sansui, the G-7500 and G-5500. Shouldn't you turn to Sansui, too?
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

AMRAM: Triple Concerto for Woodwind, Brass, and Jazz Quintets and Orchestra. David Amram Jazz Quintet; Rochester Symphony Orchestra. David Zinman cond. Elegy for Violin and Orchestra. Howard Weiss (violin); Rochester Symphony Orchestra. David Zinman cond. FLYING FISH GRO-751 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: A bit studio-ish

David Amram is a one-man cross-cultural musical movement. Beaten around by the critics and not taken seriously by the culture snobs, he is nevertheless one of the most-performed and best-known American composers. He belongs nowhere and everywhere—that is his weakness and his strength. He bucks every tide, says what he feels, does what he wants. He plays (many instruments), conducts, organizes, writes, and, above all, composes—so far more than a hundred works in just about every possible medium and style.

Amram is best thought of as a jazz musician who has transposed the materials of jazz into the symphonic realm. This is, of course, the Gerhshwin tradition, and the synthesis has often been attempted since, rarely successfully. But that is only one of Amram's starting points. The Triple Concerto—originally commissioned by the American Symphony Orchestra in 1971—uses three solo quintets (two from the orchestral wind sections plus a jazz ensemble) as well as a big orchestra (including six percussionists), all playing in a stylistic mixture that includes not only blues, gospel, and jazz but also Latin, Middle Eastern, and European classical influences.

On the other hand, the Elegy, also from 1971, is a folksy rather than jazzy work with Eastern as well as Anglo-Celtic sources. Amram does not permit himself to be pinned down very easily. In essence he has developed a notion about the essential unity of popular and ethnic styles and has attempted, with a nod here and a bow there, to integrate them into a slightly old-fashioned classical-music concert style. There is no question that it all oozes musicality. The works are flowing and full of good feeling, with an appeal that is at times almost wistful. The performances here are excellent; the Triple Concerto really cooks in a way that is rarely achieved in classical/jazz collaborations. The close miking has produced a kind of studio sound for the soloists that does not always seem to blend ideally with that of the orchestra—the concerto is clearly not an easy recording project—but otherwise the recording is good.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

J. S. BACH: Toccata and Fugue in D Minor (BWV 565); Partita No. 1, in B-flat Major (BWV 1007); Italian Concerto (BWV 971); French Suite No. 5, in C Major (BWV 817). Constance Keene (piano). LAUREL-PROTONE LP-16 $7.98.

Performance: Brilliant

Recording: Shower-stall stereo

When I put this on, I thought I must be listening to an item from some Great Golden Age of Piano Recordings reissue series. Constance Keene used to be a major presence on the pianistic scene—a powerful pianist with impeccable fingers and a lot of dash. Of course, this kind of Bach-on-the-piano tradition is old-fashioned, and the Early Shower-stall piano sound suggests antiquated engineering standards. But, appearances to the contrary, this is a recent recording; indeed, it is part of a series of Miss Keene’s solo recordings made and issued in Los Angeles. And, whatever the sound, the playing is fabulous: Bach in the Busoni tradition—late-Romantic if you like, but really neo-Classical and very powerful. This kind of Bach, although not very conformational to our current notions of Baroque style, is really quite timeless. The phrasing, the articulation, the contrapuntal clarity! The ugly piano sound is a formidable obstacle, but believe me—the playing makes it all worthwhile.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 5, in E-flat Major, Op. 73 (“Emperor”), Walter Gieseking (piano); Berlin Reichseditor Orchestra, Artur Rother cond. VARÈSE SARABANDE VC 81080 $7.98.

Performance: Powerful

Recording: 1944 stereo?

This is a remarkable musical-sonic artifact. Since the basic tape-recording technology had been mastered in Germany even before the outbreak of World War II, it is more than possible that stereophonic recording had been tried there prior to the early 1950’s tape work in the U.S. and Britain (though the jacket notes here are not altogether precise as to the provenance and conditions of this particular recording). More important is that the fabulous Walter Gieseking is indeed in top form here, and with excellent collaboration from Artur Rother he delivers a reading of the Emperor comparable in power and brilliance to his classic 1938 one with Bruno Walter and the Vienna Philharmonic (now on Turnabout). As for the recording as such, the stereo localization is fairly minimal, but there is some depth perspective. This suggests, to my ear at least, that a Blumlein-style technique employing two closely spaced microphones may have been used. (It’s hard to tell since the recording locale was apparently highly reverberant.) The orchestral strings and, to some extent, the piano tone betray what has been described as the “Magnetophon” sound: a somewhat

MONOPHONIC RECORDINGS ARE INDICATED BY THE SYMBOL ®

THE FIRST LISTING IS THE ONE REVIEWED; OTHER FORMATS, IF AVAILABLE, FOLLOW IT.
hard, glassy texture. But even this cannot detract from the musical strength of the performance as a whole. No piano tuff or Gieseking fan should be without this fascinating and really remarkable document. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BIZET: Carmen. Teresa Berganza (mezzo-soprano), Carmen; Placido Domingo (tenor), Don José; Sherrill Milnes (baritone), Escamillo; Ileana Cotrubas (soprano), Micaela; Yvonne Kenny (soprano), Frasquita; Aïda Nafé (mezzo-soprano), Mercedes; Robert Lloyd (bass), Zuniga; Stuart Harling (baritone), Morales; Gordon Sandison (baritone), Dancario; Geoffrey Pope (tenor), Remendo; others. Ambrosian Singers; London Symphony Orchestra, Claudio Abbado cond. Deutsche Grammophon 2709 083 three discs $26.94, © 3371 040 $26.94.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

BIZET: Carmen. Giulietta Simionato (mezzo-soprano), Carmen; Giuseppe di Stefano (tenor), Don José; Michel Roux (baritone), Escamillo; Rosanna Carteri (soprano), Micaela; Giuseppe Modesti (bass), Zuniga; Enzo Sorbelli (baritone), Morales; Grazziella Scutti (soprano), Frasquita; Luisa Ribacchi (mezzo-soprano), Mercedes; others. Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan, Herbert von Karajan cond. Turnabout/Vox THS 65160/2 three discs $14.94.

Performance: Good
Recording: Variable

Individual preconceptions of what a "perfect" Carmen should be vary more than they do with any other opera. We can all easily discern a "bad" Carmen, but there are many ways to achieve a "good" one. These two recordings—sharply contrasted in matters of text, interpretive approach, and sound quality—are both "good" Carmens.

The Deutsche Grammophon set, in fact, is outstandingly good. It was recorded shortly after the 1977 Edinburgh Festival performances, with the festival cast almost intact: time was not allowed to blunt involvement and dramatic interaction. What we have here is a marvelous combination of theatrical atmosphere and interpretive refinement, with a positively glowing orchestral account under Claudio Abbado’s fastidious direction. Dynamic nuances are rendered with admirable fidelity to the score, and the delicate orchestral details exposed in the Seguidilla and the Card Scene will be revelatory to many listeners. There are a few instances where fastidiously borders on fussiness, particularly in the final act, but on every account I must rate Abbado’s conducting superb.

Teresa Berganza has developed her own view of the controversial Carmen character (the album booklet contains her thoughtful essay on the subject), and she gives us a Carmen who is very seductive in an insinuating, kittenish manner, downright irresistible in such passages as turned phrases as the reiterated “L’amour” in Act II and “Bel officier” in Act III. Her performance is flawlessly vocalized and peerlessly musical, but it lacks the fierceness I find essential to the character. Placido Domingo’s José is familiar from the Solti set (London 13115). His is an admirable interpretation without being a truly individual one, and, as on London, the recording fails to

A PERSONAL statement by Helmut Walcha included in his handsome new Archiv set of early German organ music advises the listener that it is the final volume in the long series of recordings that has been the organist's life work. Having recorded the complete works of J. S. Bach twice (once in mono and once in stereo), Walcha felt that he should "glance back into the past" and record a volume of Bach's predecessors. The result is this splendid anthology, which dramatically reveals the rich tradition of organ music that Bach brought to a culmination.

The music is simply magnificent, and one is struck over and again by the rhapsodic imagination of the preludes and the architectural grandeur of the fugues. The chorale preludes are full of ingenuity, and the austere structure chaconnes bring us very close to Bach's own concepts. Perhaps influenced by Albert Schweitzer, Walcha favors a strict and austere style, which he at first advocated in order to get away from the romantic excesses perpetrated by an earlier generation of organists. Although there are moments in some of the preludes where a freer style would be welcome, most of the music, especially the fugues, profits from this approach. The subjects are clearly etched and maintain their integrity as they weave through a maze of countermelodies and pile up on each other in massive strettos. The chorale melodies are never lost, the chaconnes drive to the end, and the har- monic progressions remain lucid throughout the readings despite any amount of figural busy work shot through them. In short, Walcha understands every note of this music and his command of the instrument transmits that understanding to the listener.

The recording was made on the Arp Schnitger organ in Cappel, an instrument (it dates back to 1680) that has undergone much restoration. Although the tuning is in equal temperament, the instrument is still one of the finest Baroque organs in Germany, and Walcha makes full use of its varied timbres in a thrilling underlining of the music's structure.

Besides being one of the most comprehensive collections of early German organ music now available, this album should be treasured as a monument to the art of Helmut Walcha.

—Stoddard Lincoln

HELMT Walcha: The Early German Organ School. Buxtehude: Prelude and Fugue in E Major; Prelude and Fugue in E Minor. Buxtehude: Prelude, Fugue, and Chaconne in C Major (BuxWV 137); Prelude and Fugue in D Major (BuxWV 139); Prelude and Fugue in D Minor (BuxWV 140); Prelude and Fugue in E Major (BuxWV 141); Prelude and Fugue in E Minor (BuxWV 142); Prelude and Fugue in F Major (BuxWV 145); Prelude and Fugue in F-sharp Minor (BuxWV 146); Prelude and Fugue in G Minor (BuxWV 149); Chaconne in C Minor (BuxWV 159); Chaconne in E Minor (BuxWV 160); Passacaglia in D Minor (BuxWV 161). Lübeck: Prelude and Fugue in E Major; Prelude and Fugue in G Minor; Prelude and Fugue in D Minor. Pachelbel: Chorale Prelude "O Lamm Gottes, Unschuldig"; Chaconne in F Minor. Schiödt: Warum Betriibst Du Dich, Mein Herz; Jesus Christus, Unser Heiland. Sweelinck: Fantasia Chromatica. Tunder: Chorale Prelude "Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott." Helmut Walcha (organ). Deutsche Grammophon Archiv 2712 004 four discs $35.92.
capture the thrilling quality of his voice as heard in the theater. Sherrill Milnes is a forceful, manly Escamillo, but he is no more comfortable with the role’s unreasonable tessitura than are most of his colleagues—except José van Dam (London), who seems to revel in it. Ileana Cotrubas contributes a fragile, touching, but not really exceptional Micaela, and Enzo Sordello, then on the brink of turning into a leading baritone, is a first-class Mor-ales. The supporting singers are competent. Do not look for nuances here; the set must be approached with auditory caution, but it is a fascinating souvenir.

G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

A. BONONCINI: Stabat Mater. LOTTI: Crucifixus. CALDARA: Crucifixus. Felicity Palmer (soprano); Paul Esswood (alto); Philip Langridge (tenor); Christopher Keyte (bass); Choir of St. John’s College, Cambridge; Philomusica of London, George Guest cond. ARGO ZRG 850 $8 98.

Performance: Ravishing Recording: Ravishing

Often confused with his older brother Giovanni, who is known primarily as one of Handel’s operatic competitors in London, Antonio Bononcini is almost entirely neglected today. Now, for the first time on records, we have a complete, large-scale work of his, for soloists, chorus, and orchestra, and it is quite impressive. The Stabat Mater, is, of course, a serious, rather sombre work, but it shows Bononcini as a master of melody, a skilled choral writer, and, surprisingly, a deft contrapuntist. The work sustains interest from beginning to end despite the lugubriousness demanded by its text. The two settings of the Crucifixus by Antonio Lotti and Antonio Caldara are also wonderfully effective music.

The performances here are exquisite. The pacing is dignified but never dull, the choral sound is sumptuous, and the instrumentalists play with an expressiveness that blends beautifully with the voices. The soloists are excellent, never once succumbing to the bogus “religious” style that so frequently emasculates performances of this kind of music. Paul Esswood is particularly outstanding: Boyce’s long, legato lines are perfect for his serious style of singing. Although the High Baroque in Italy produced mostly operatic music, the church music of the period is gradually being rediscovered also. This album is a major contribution to that recorded repertoire.

S.L.

BRAHMS: Songs (see Collections—Marian Anderson)

CAGE: Music of Changes, Parts III and IV (see PARTCH)

CALDARA: Crucifixus (see A. BONONCINI)

DONIZETTI: Don Pasquale. Beverly Sills (soprano); Norina; Donald Gramm (bass); Don Pasquale; Alan Titus (baritone); Dr. Malatesta; Alfredo Kraus (tenor); Ernesto; Henry (Continued on page 128)
THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND.
CAR STEREO FOR THE TRAVELIN' MAN WITH EARS OF EXPERIENCE.

Until now, comparing car stereo to home stereo was like night to day. Auto sound equipment was completely in the dark. Powerless to produce serious audio reproduction. Hopelessly lacking in high fidelity specs. For a travelin' man with ears of experience, this was the pure "pits".

But that's all over now. Now that Sparkomatic has introduced its radically new High Power Car Stereo series. With exacting high performance high fidelity credentials. Tuners with exceptional FM sensitivity; credible multipath signal rejection; superb separation; integrated cassette or 8-track with virtually inaudible distortion and unnoticeable wow and flutter.

The power: a bone shaking 45 watts.

Sparkomatic's SR 3300 High Power AM/FM Stereo with Auto Reverse Cassette has some other impressive high fidelity touches as well. Like feather touch electronic controls and sophisticated tape handling capabilities. All told, a component-looking package that delivers faithful high fidelity pleasure in its purist form.

And Sparkomatic High Fidelity Speakers complete a car sound system that produces the highest form of earctic experience.

Visit a Sparkomatic dealer and get a Sparkomatic high power car stereo demonstration soon.

For our free catalogs on Car High Fidelity write: "For The Travelin' Man", Dept. SR, Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Newman (tenor), Notary. Ambrosian Opera Chorus; London Symphony Orchestra, Sarah Caldwell cond. ANGEL SBLX-3871 two discs $16.96, © 4X2X-3871 $16.95.

Performance: Not idiomatic enough
Recording: Good

Italian opera buffa has a style all its own. It is infectiously humorous, witty, and high-spirited, and, above all, it is Italian, heir to centuries of tradition. Now, I know that “tradition” is suspect nowadays, and I have no doubt that a great deal of sound musical thinking went into the making of Angel’s new Don Pasquale. But I think it is instructive to compare the new recording with the first complete recording of this comic masterpiece, made in 1932 and recently reissued on Seraphim IC-6084. Whereas that old set is simply brimming over with idiomatic exuberance, the new version reveals hardly any of the essential buffo spirit at all.

The difference is not in the singing. Except for Tito Schipa, the singers in the Seraphim set are not exceptional vocalists, certainly not superior to their modern counterparts. But in the new recording only Alfredo Kraus measures up to his part’s requirements. His Ernesto is technically accomplished, dramatically convincing, and sung with immaculate elegance. Beverly Sills brings her familiar comic verve to the role of Norina/Sofronia—at times overpowering it with interpolations, at times playing it for laughs when smiles would be sufficient—but she is at her best vocally only in the third-act duet “Tornami a dir.” Donald Gramm is a very musical singer with a smooth technique, but his Don Pasquale is too tame, and Alan Titus is a pleasant but colorless Malatesta. The comedy in conversational passages, the subtle emphases and sly innuendos—these elude both interpreters. Furthermore, both artists, Titus especially, are careless with their double Italian consonants.

A Giuliani or a Gardelli might have fused these unpromising ingredients into a persuasive totality, but I am afraid Sarah Caldwell was not the right choice for the task. Already in the overture I missed that elusive buffo spirit: the Norina melody is hurriedly stated, and much of the rest sounds charmless. Many of the succeeding episodes that should be spreading mirth even after countless hearings—Pasquale’s exuberant waltz “Un fuoco insolito,” the Norina/Malatesta Instruction Scene, the mock wedding, the irresistible “Cheti, cheti” duet—go by uneventfully here. As I said before, the fault is not in the singing.

This is a decent, musicianly Don Pasquale, but it’s a show that wouldn’t “play” in the composer’s native Bergamo.

G.J.

GRAINGER: Short Orchestral Works (see Best of the Month, page 84)

GRIEG: Piano Concerto in A Minor, Op. 16 (see Best of the Month, page 84)

HANDEL: Ode for the Birthday of Queen Anne; Anthem for the Foundling Hospital. Judith Nelson, Emma Kirkby (sopranos); Shirley Minty (contralto); James Bowman (countertenor), Marilyn Hill (tenor); David Thomas (bass); Choir of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford; Academy of Ancient Music, Simon Preston cond. L’OISEAU-LYRE DSLO 541 $8.98, © KDSSL 541 $8.98.

Performance: Enthusiastic
Recording: Unbalanced

These two splendid choral works exemplify Handel’s music during his early English days (the ode, 1712) and after he was established in England as a composer of opera and oratorios (the anthem, 1749). In the Ode for the Birthday of Queen Anne, he followed in the English ode tradition of Purcell, Eccles, and Clarke, as is heard in the eloquent opening asrioso. Many of its entrances are ragged and much of the sonority produced by countertenor, natural trumpet, and chamber organ is unique. The strings play in a natural rather than exaggerated Baroque style, their sound is mellowed somewhat, and this work is in a mature idiom in which the English choral tradition is judiciously combined with an Italianate operatic style. There is no lack of brilliance, however, and the work ends with the “Hallelujah” chorus from the Messiah.

The most striking feature of this album is the sound of the Christ Church Cathedral choir, which uses boy sopranos, and the sizable orchestra of authentic period instruments. The oboes are particularly mellow, and the sonority produced by countertenor, natural trumpet, and chamber organ is unique. The strings play in a natural rather than exaggerated Baroque style, and everything has a silvery shimmer. The full blast of these forces in the “Hallelujah” chorus is very impressive.

There are some balance problems, however. In the ode the instruments are rather too loud and the soloists seem to be off in the distance somewhere. In the bass and tenor duet, the tenor is barely heard and seems to shadow the bass. (These problems are not as apparent in the anthem.) Although all the soloists are excellent musicians, not one of them has the operatic projection required by Handel’s outgoing style. They sing with more care than conviction and lack the grand gesture of ceremonial music. While the chorus sounds fine, many of its entrances are ragged and much of the clarity of line is obscured by the cathedral’s echoey acoustics. But the Academy of Ancient Music has solved many of the problems that vex authentic-style performances of large-scale choral works, and Handel’s message of victory and strength comes through in full force.

S.L.

LISZT: Piano Concerto No. 1, in E-flat Major; Piano Concerto No. 2, in A Major. France Clidat (piano); Residentie Orchestra of the

(Continued on page 130)
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Recording: Good
Performance: Exciting pianism

France Clidat has been recording all of Liszt's piano music for French Decca, but this disc of the two concertos would appear to be her first American release. She shows a splendid sense of identification with the material as well as the physical resources needed to put it across: her playing is filled with tension, excitement, and no little depth. I found, however, that what I enjoyed most were the long passages in the Second Concerto in which the orchestra is silent; there is little give-and-take in the concerted portions, but rather a feeling of a soloist proceeding on her own, unmindful of occasional interjections from the orchestra. The orchestral contribution, in any event, is not on Clidat's level; it ranges from perfunctory to coarse. (This is the same orchestra that used to be called the Hague Philharmonic in its recordings under the late Willem van Otterloo and its U.S. tour under Jean Martinon.) Roger Norrington has been known on discs heretofore as a choral conductor; this (apparently) first orchestral recording is not one that gives the conductor much of the show, though others have made more of the opportunity. Moreover, the piano at times sounds clangy, the recording in general is a little tubby, and my review copy was afflicted with a conspicuous thump at each revolution. So, despite the obvious flair exhibited by France Clidat, I would pass this disc by and wait for some of her solo recordings.

There is no world of difference in the Vasary/Prohaska album, and it is good to have it back in the catalog. It was one of Vasary's earliest recordings, first issued nearly twenty years ago, but the sound could easily pass for much more recent than that, and the refinement in the true collaboration between soloist and conductor is of an exceptional order. Here, as in the more recent Berman/Giulini on Deutsche Grammophon's full-price label (2530 770), there is not only sweep and excitement but poetry. If you have thought of Prohaska only in connection with all those Bach recordings of his for Vanguard, you may be in for quite a surprise here. The opening phrase of the E-Flat Concerto gives all the assurance one needs to settle back and enjoy, and one's pleasure is compounded almost measure by measure, especially in the chamber-music dialogues between piano and cello, piano and violin, etc. This is simply a stunning production, and the inclusion of the two encore pieces, both extremely sensitively played, makes it even more of a value at the Privilege price. Regardless of price, though, it is one of the most attractive recordings of the Liszt concertos now available.

R.F.

MESSIAEN: Harawi, Chant d'Amour et de Mort. Dorothy Dorow (soprano); Carl-Axel Protee, Suite Symphonique No. 2; Les Songes (see Best of the Month, page 85).

Performance: Strong
Recording: Okay

Harawi, a song cycle of 1945, is based—words and music—on Peruvian folklore. The text apparently concerns a pair of lovers who, like Tristan and Iseult, can be united only in death. I say apparently because there are no texts with this record—a serious omission in a production like this one. Messiaen's highly original style is fully in evidence here and in a very appealing form. There seem to be Paruvian folk songs, color and rhythm modes, ecstatic cries, bird songs, and even a little jazz woven into this hour-long cycle, which builds constantly in intensity and excitement. The performance seems excellent, but the recording is a mixed bag, with the piano sometimes dominating the voice. I really missed having a crack at the texts, but even without them I found this clearly one of Messiaen's strongest and most expressive works, and it is very well performed here.

E.S.

MILHAUD: Pratée, Suite Symphonique No. 2; Les Souange (see Best of the Month, page 85)

(Continued on page 134)
Any audio professional will tell you. The fidelity of your recording depends on the quality of your recording level meter.

That's why Sony Audio created the fastest, most accurate, most versatile, most reliable, brightest, and easiest-to-read recording level display meter in tape deck history. Period.

Our Liquid Crystal Peak Program Meter IC responds in an incredible 1 millisecond. That gives you the quickest measurement possible, even on the most sudden transient signals.

To demonstrate, clap your hands in front of a microphone. Watch any ordinary VU meter as it tries to respond. Not very much will happen. Now try the same thing with our LCD meter and you'll see that total burst of sound completely displayed.

And speaking of displays, you get a Double Indication System which displays peak levels in two ways: Auto mode, which holds peak levels for approximately 1.7 seconds, or Manual mode, which maintains peak level readings over the entire length of your recording.

Unlike other displays, our LCD meter gives you 33-step accuracy over a wide -40 to +5dB range. It changes color above 0dB, so you never miss an overload reading. And it even has an element life span of more than 50,000 hours.

Finally, the tremendous brightness and logical design of the LCD meter make precise comparisons between left and right channels easier. In any kind of light.

But not only does Sony Audio have the LCD meter. We've got the cassette deck to deserve it. The TC-K60.

With our own hesitation-free brushless/slotless BSL motor, our own newly developed Dolby* IC, our own Ferrite-and-Ferrite head, and our own microprocessor-controlled Automatic Music Sensor that lets you preselect any of up to nine recorded program segments.

Enough talk. The TC-K60 with Liquid Crystal Peak Program Meter is one Sony Audio product you've got to see for yourself.

So look. Then listen.

You'll never be satisfied with anything less.
Of the two great oratorios of Haydn's maturity, The Creation has always been given more attention and respect than The Seasons, his last grand-scale work, which has tended to be somewhat more lightly regarded. The biblical orientation of The Creation surely has more than a little to do with this, and it may explain in large part, too, why that work has been performed and recorded more frequently than The Seasons. But, whatever the reason, the splendor of The Seasons still comes as a huge surprise, if not a shock, to listeners who know The Creation and expect its later companion to be a lesser work; a new recording of The Seasons conducted by Antal Dorati for London may go just a bit farther.

In general, Dorati's own inspiration serves him (and Haydn) every bit as well. There are interpretative differences here and there—a faster tempo in the "Autumn" introduction that some may find nervous, a broadening at the very end of the work, a less emphatic outburst of drums to begin the penultimate chorus, in "Summer" ("Ach! das Unwetter nährt")—but all the charming instrumental by-play and imitations of nature-sounds are just as effective in the one set as in the other. If Bohm is at times more emphatic or dramatic, Dorati is more expansive and open-hearted. Where the newer set most decisively scores over the older one, apart from the matter of its richer, wide-open sound, is in its superior soloists. The two tenors are about evenly matched (though Bohm's Peter Schreier was less advantageously recorded than Dorati's Werner Krenn, the bloom on whose voice is beautifully captured by the English engineers), but in the other (two roles Dorati's team wins hands down. Gundula Janowitz merely makes beautiful sounds for Bohm (as she did later for Karajan in Angel SB-3792), whereas Ileana Cotrubas—whose incredibly active life in the recording studio (I think I did receive one or two choral or operatic releases last month in which she does not participate) has yet to take its toll of her resources for producing sheer vocal radiance—is always aware of the words she is singing and unfailingly communicates their sense and spirit. Finally, though Bohm's Martti Talvela, admirable singer that he is, just sounds weighted down and uncomfortable with much of his assignment, Dorati's Hans Sotin, mellower and more flexible, revels in his opportunities to personify the warm humanity that illuminates The Seasons in its various tableaux and contrasting moods. Roger Vignoles' harpsichord, too, is always in the picture when needed—and only as much as needed.

Dorati has given us nothing finer in his extraordinary survey of Haydn's works, but the real triumph, as he would be the first to acknowledge, is surely Haydn's own.

—Richard Freed

HAYDN: The Seasons (Die Jahreszeiten). Ileana Cotrubas (soprano). Hanne; Werner Krenn (tenor), Lukas; Hans Sotin (bass), Simon; Brighton Festival Chorus; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Antal Dorati cond. LONDON OSA-13128 three discs $26.94, © OSA5-13128 $26.94.
Presenting Yamaha's new NS-10M Mini-Monitor. With wide, even dispersion, high sensitivity and accuracy, the sound is distinctively Yamaha: a rich, solid sound with a tight, firm bass that respects every nuance of tonal shading.

What you're going to wonder is where it's all coming from. Because for the sound, the Mini-Monitor is amazingly small. Weighing in at 16 lbs., the speaker measures only 15.4" high, 8.5" wide. Inside, a 7" cone woofer and a .5" dome tweeter produce 90 dB SPL with 1 watt at 1 meter.

The Mini-Monitor was made in the image of the NS-1000. It has an identical finish, and like its bigger brother, is sold in mirror-image matched pairs. At low volume levels the sound is virtually the same. It's a primary monitor when the NS-1000 won't fit.

Our new Mini-Monitor with the powerhouse sound is currently contending with the heavyweights at your Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer. And holding its own, thank you.

If you can't find your nearest Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer in the Yellow Pages, just call us a line.
Nesterenko: A Basso in the Great Tradition

By the standards Judith Blegen has set for herself in the many recordings she has made in the last few years, her Exsultate, Jubilate here is a bit of a disappointment: the beauty of the voice fails to offset the impression of undue heaviness, and in the final section of the famous "Alleluia" that high C is conspicuously strained. What one wants in this piece is the security and the sense of real execution exhibited by Elly Ameling on Philips 6500 006, as well as the somewhat lighter touch of conductor Raymond Leppard. It is, by the way, strange to find this work taking up a whole side on the new Columbia disc. Side two is more generously filled and altogether more satisfying, with Miss Blegen in fine fettle and with more enlivening accompaniment too. Leonard Arner is the eloquent oboist in K. 418; Pinchas Zukerman supplies the violin obligato in both other arias. The sound seems a little compressed in that very un

MOZART: Exsultate, Jubilate (K. 165); Vorrei Spiegavri, Oh Dio! (K. 418); Non Temer, Ama-to Bene (K. 490); II Re Pastore (K. 208): L'Amore, sarò costante. Judith Blegen (soprano); Mostly Mozart Orchestra, Pinchas Zukerman cond. COLUMBIA M 35142 $7.98, © MT 35142 $7.98. Performance: Mostly fine Recording: Mostly good

YEVGENY NESTERENKO is a worthy heir to the great tradition of Russian bassos, and on a new Columbia/Melodiya release of Moussorgsky's Songs and Dances of Death he gives this great and original masterpiece its full due. Nesterenko has a gorgeous, rich voice, but that's only the half of it; without sacrificing power and beauty, he is able to cover a tremendous range of emotional and dramatic expression. Each of the four songs in the cycle is presented as a powerful music-drama in miniature. Texts are included, and they should be followed to appreciate the subtle strength of these interpretations.

The Songs and Dances of Death are alone quite enough to recommend this record, but the other Moussorgsky songs on side two are hardly without interest. There is an amusing and sonorous performance of the Song of the Flea, plus the earlier, more remote Sunless cycle and the very early song King Saul. There is some variation in the quality of the recorded sound on side two, and in general the voice is a little too strongly favored over the piano parts—which, of course, contain a large share of Moussorgskian harmonic originality. Even so, it would be hard not to give these deeply moving performances the highest recommendation.

—Eric Saltzman

Moussorgsky: Songs and Dances of Death; Sunless; King Saul; Song of the Flea. Yevgeny Nesterenko (bass); Yevgeny Shenderovich, Vladimir Krainey (piano). COLUMBIA/MELODIYA M 35141 $7.98.

Car audio has come of age. And Mitsubishi has applied its respected audio technology and experience to its new line of car audio products. There is no compromise. Reliable. Rugged. Well designed. But the proof is in the listening. That’s where they shine. Be it the RX-69 or RX-7 In-Dash AM/FM Auto-Reverse Cassettes or the RS-67 AM/FM 8-track, Mitsubishi is miles ahead in car audio. In addition, three Under-Dash Cassettes, one Under-Dash 8-track, and an ambitious array of quality car hi-fi speakers complete the line. Mitsubishi transcends the ordinary. Ready to extend your limits? Look into the entire line of car audio component separates. Get a taste of Mitsubishi Car Audio...

But, above all, hear it.

Above All, Hear It.
Empire's revolutionary cleaning method peels off every trace of dirt, dust and oil from deep down in your record's grooves.

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 25, in C Major (K. 503); Piano Concerto No. 27, in B-flat Major (K. 595). Allies in Larrocha (piano); London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti cond. LONDON CS 7109 $8.98.

Performance: Restrained
Recording: First-rate

The two works on this disc are probably Mozart's greatest concertos; the soloist and conductor are among the most admired musicians of our time, the orchestra is perhaps one of the best between Philadelphia and Berlin, and the sound is first-rate. And yet, the whole somehow seems considerably less than the sum of these formidable parts. There is a great deal of refinement—gorgeous playing from the orchestra's winds as well as by Larrocha herself—and the mesh between soloist and orchestra is well-nigh perfect. But the performance of K. 503 in particular is so underemphasized as to suggest that both principals made a conscious effort to restrain their natural vivacity and simply overdid it. The work's "valedictory" nature is exaggerated by an approach that is not expansive but merely sleepy; there is no sparkle in the "spring song" finale, which slows down into a rather grim sentimentality. Although K. 503 fares better in terms of vitality, it has a rather cold-blooded frame, with the exuberance of the outer movements suppressed. For a more convincing coupling of these two concertos I would recommend the economical one by Michele Boegner with Karl Ristenpart conducting (Musical Heritage Society MHS 744). For the most satisfying recordings of the two works individually, I pick Bernstein's very grand version of K. 503 on Columbia M 34574, with his own remarkable cadenza (Larrocha plays the one by Robert Casadesus), and for K. 595 Emil Gilels with Karl Böhm on Deutsche Grammophon 2530 456. R.F.

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 32, in G Major (K. 318); No. 35, in D Major (K. 385, "Haffner"); No. 36, in C Major (K. 425, "Linzer"); No. 38, in D Major (K. 504, "Prague"); No. 39, in E-flat Major (K. 543); No. 40, in G Major (K. 550); No. 41, in C Major (K. 551, "Jupiter"). Berlin Philharmonic, Herbert von Karajan cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2709 080 three discs $26.94. © 3371 042

Performance: Shallow
Recording: Routine

Somewhere the combination of Karajan, the Berlin Philharmonic, Deutsche Grammophon, and a slew of late Mozart symphonies only adds up to a Mozarthian glut. I don't know how many times Karajan has recorded the last few symphonies, but I'm not convinced about the advantages of having another bunch recorded and put out in apparent haste in a big box. The last of these three discs—with Symphonies Nos. 40 and 41—is easily the best of the lot. These are obviously works Karajan and his musicians know pretty well, and they show a few signs of accumulated wisdom. Even so, there is no especial depth or brilliance. And the further back we go in this set, the more routine the performances. There are some aspects of this production (Continued on page 139)
PARTCH: The Rose; The Wind; The Waterfall; The Intruder; I Am a Peach Tree; A Midnight Farewell; Before the Cask of Wine; The Street; The Dreamer That Remains. Harry Partch (voice, various instruments); Ben Johnston (marimbas); vocal and instrumental ensembles. Available as a set: CAGE: Music of Changes, Parts III and IV. David Tudor (piano). NEW WORLD NW 214 $8.98.

**Performance:** Historic. Recording: Variable.

Harry Partch and John Cage are two of the great American eccentrics. Everyone (well, almost everyone) has heard of Cage, but Partch's fame has been restricted mostly to his fanatics. Indeed, there are good reasons for both his restricted fame and his devoted following. Partch is the ultimate individualist. He actually spent a number of years on the road as what used to be called a hobo. Not satisfied with creating a music totally unlike anyone else's, he invented and built the instruments to play it on: these are highly-choice fantasies he called Gourd Tree, New Harmonic Canon, Quadrangularis Reversum, Eucalyptus, Mbira Bass Dyad, Cloud-Chamber Bowls, Chromelodeon, Boo, etc. These instruments—mostly one of a kind—have perhaps more in common with African or Asian instruments than with any of those from the Western tradition. On them Partch developed a tuning system that turned its back on Western equal temperament in favor of a more "natural" tuning that includes microtones—again relating to Eastern usage. Finally, he developed a chanting or "intoning" vocal style that is neither speaking nor singing yet seems strangely close to the typical cadences of American speech.

No one could demonstrate how this goes better than Partch himself, and the heart of this record is the group of songs (the first eight listed above) with Partch "intoning" and playing accompanied only by the composer Ben Johnston (himself a microtonalist of a younger generation) on marimbas or by another vocalist, William Wendlandt. These recordings, made in 1947 and 1950, capture the nasaltwang, the plainness, and the mystery in both Partch's voice and the music. By 1973, the year The Dreamer That Remains was recorded (and one year before his death), Partch had gathered together a group of young people who mastered his instruments and his music—almost a tribal conglomeration formed around the magnetic personalities of this unique man. The music they made is such a combination of passion, humor, fantasy, contrary aesthetics, originality, amateurism, plain speaking, poetry, and naivete that it is impossible to know where one leaves off and the other begins. I can assure you of one thing only: it sounds like nothing else.

If the 1979 KA Labyrinth™ didn't compete so darn well with the Beveridge, Dayton-Wright, and Acousat electrostats, and with Hill Plasmatronics and Tympan I-D speaker systems, all of which cost $3000 to $10,000 a pair, we wouldn't have a prayer. But seeing that the Labyrinth does compete, and at less than $2400 a pair, why not consider a pair of Labyrinths, and have the finest sound ever?
Two Chopin recitals, one recorded direct-to-disc by RCA Japan and the other digitally mastered by Telarc, are the first high-technology piano recordings to come my way since John O'Conor's remarkable digital disc of Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words from Denon last year (reviewed here in October 1978). If I may judge from the photo enclosed with the Denon album, O'Conor used a mere Steinway B, whereas Malcolm Frager played an enormous (9-foot, 6-inch, ninety-seven-key) Bosendorfer Imperial for the Telarc disc and Edward Auer (a pupil of Rhosina Lhevinne) used a German Steinway D concert grand for his RCA Japan record. Yet, in purely sonic terms, aside from both the musical content and the characteristics of the individual instruments, to my ears the Mendelssohn disc—flawlessly balanced throughout the piano's frequency range—is the best of the three, which is another way of saying that there is much more to recording the piano than just advanced technology.

In musical terms, Frager is at his best on his disc in such splendidly virile pieces as the A-flat Polonaise and in meeting the virtuosic demands of the Op. 12 variations and the A-flat Tarantella. He does not match Horowitz's legato in the Andante Spianato (nor does anyone else, for that matter), let alone Arthur Rubinstein's way with the mazurkas. As for the Second Scherzo and Third Sonata played by Auer (six years Frager's junior), one can only gasp in admiration at his almost faultless execution of two eighteen-minute direct-to-disc sides of some of the most technically exacting music in the keyboard repertoire; he must have not only fingers but nerves of steel! A few notes land between the keys, but it is still a real tour de force. Interpreatively, Auer's performances highlight the music's brilliance and dramatic force more than the tonal poetry one hears when it is played by, say, Vladimir Ashkenazy.

The brilliance of the RCA Japan production is underscored by what appears to be a close microphone placement in a hall that is fairly neutral sonically. Despite the apparent use of supplementary microphones to provide a measure of room ambience (I depend here in part on diagrams and photographs on the record jacket), very little such ambience comes through in playback, and the piano's midrange is decidedly emphasized over its low end. As one who has himself produced a good many piano recordings, I know well how critical—within inches—microphone placement can be in determining a just balance of the tonal range of any given instrument. There is also the crucial matter of the instrument's voicing. Pianos voiced for use in 3,000-seat concert halls are a sore trial for any producer, which may help explain why so many European-made piano tanders are superior, since the average European chamber-music or solo-recital hall seldom accommodates more than a thousand listeners, and the pianos are adjusted for that.

It would like to have known where the Frager disc was recorded (there were no clues on the record jacket that I could find), for with the simpler three-microphone setup used by Telarc the hall coloration is clearly but obtrusively audible throughout, lending the overall sound a pleasing tonal warmth. The sheer size of the Bosendorfer's sound is a bit overwhelming at some points, especially in the polonaise, and there (as elsewhere on the disc) I sense a microphone placement that tends to play up the instrument's splendidly rich bass at the expense of the midrange and higher frequencies.

These two releases have not altered my existing opinion of the superiority of digital over direct-to-disc recording techniques from the perspective of the performer and the producer, simply because the tape-editing option is retained (the latest digital technology apparently even allows for in-session electronic editing). But from the point of view of the listener, these are both distinguished releases, and, together with the Denon Mendelssohn disc, they are fascinating and instructive benchmarks in the art and science of piano recording.

—David Hall


Performance: Good Tchaikovsky, distressing Rachmaninoff.

Recording: Tchaikovsky better.

Rachmaninoff's last work is one I have become increasingly fond of over the years, and with a new recording I am always curious to see what kind of balance the conductor strikes between its rhythmic-dramatic aspects and its intense lyricism. So far, the late Eugene Goossens' version on Everest has yet to be surpassed.

This reading by Yevgeny Svetlanov promises much at the very beginning, for the conductor has a splendidly firm grip on the rhythm. But the moment the lyrical material comes in, the performance becomes an exercise in exaggerated rubato. Moreover, the orchestral playing—especially by the saxophone soloist (first movement) and the horn section—is unrefined, to say the least, and things are not helped by the rather limited-range recording or the side break midway in the fourth movement.

The set of Tchaikovsky's Mozart arrangements published as his Suite No. 4 for Orchestra is quite a different matter. The recording is warmer and more spacious, and Fedoseyev and his players perform with great spirit and charm. The flute, violin, and clarinet soloists in the variations movement thoroughly deserve the credits they receive on the record jacket.

—D.H.


Performance: Close to perfection.

Recording: Excellent.

The Schwann catalog abounds in listings of Respighi's The Pines of Rome and The Fountains of Rome—along with that rather loud-voiced companion of theirs, Roman Festivals—and no wonder. Respighi did no experimenting with new vocabularies of musical expression. What he sought to do was to use the orchestral techniques he had learned in Rimsky-Korsakov in Moscow to speak to Italian listeners in a musical language they could readily understand. As it turned out, what he had to say appealed to a world-wide audience: Pines was (Continued on page 142)
ESS Wins...Again

U.C.L.A. experiment repeated: in comparative tests, students attending the University of Wisconsin judge ESS speakers superior to Bose, Pioneer, JBL, Infinity, AR and Cerwin Vega.

Hundreds of students participating in a series of blind listening tests at two separate universities have now judged ESS speakers superior in performance to other top brands by increasingly significant margins.

The controlled direct comparison tests, conducted under the supervision of an independent national testing laboratory, were designed to simulate home listening conditions. Loudness differences were electronically equalized, and all speakers were positioned for optimal performance.

Without knowledge of speaker brands, the students listened in groups of 30 or less to the same musical material on each of the speakers. They were then asked to choose which speaker sounded best in terms of clarity, accuracy and freedom from distortion.

"Of particular significance is the fact that the pairings on the two campuses were not identical," report ESS technicians. "Even though different speaker matchings were made, the participants still chose ESS in 13 out of 14 comparison situations at both universities. And the 14th test at each campus was too close to be statistically valid." In many cases, as the graph reveals, ESS speakers were chosen over far more expensive competing loudspeakers by significant margins.

ESS speakers differ from all other conventional speakers because they alone incorporate the ESS Heil air-motion transformer midrange-tweeter (invented by Dr. Oskar Heil, creator of the FET), licensed exclusively to ESS. This unique principle of sound reproduction has been called by one reviewer "the first real breakthrough in loudspeaker design in over 50 years." By squeezing air like a bellows instead of pushing it, the Heil achieves virtually "instant acceleration." This increased velocity permits the Heil to provide a degree of clarity, spaciousness and freedom from distortion unattainable by conventional drivers.

ESS will be conducting similar comparison tests on college campuses across the nation. Watch for the dramatic results from Georgia Tech. Or better yet, visit your local ESS dealer and take the ESS Listening Test yourself. See if you can't appreciate the difference.

Take the ESS Listening Test yourself!

*Suggested Retail Price

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
THE ODDS ARE SOUND REPRODUCTION & DISTRICT SOUND HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES ON AUDIO COMPONENTS.

Now two of the largest audio mail order firms have joined forces giving you twice the Buying Power, and twice the stock. Fast shipments, fully insured, factory sealed cartons from both warehouses.

The Advent/1

The Advent/1 is a smaller, less expensive version of this country's best-selling speaker system. It uses the same drivers as the New Advent Loudspeaker, and its overall sound quality is as close to the New Advent's as one speaker can come to another. (2.5 dB less output at 30 Hz is the only difference worth quantifying.)

The price-performance ratio of the Advent/1 is surpassed by no other speaker. It sells for $120 to $142*, depending on cabinet finish and how far it has been shipped.

For more information, please send in this ad.

*Suggested prices, subject to change without notice.

Advent Corporation
195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

The New 1979 Basic Repertoire

STEREO REVIEW again presents the annual revision of the Basic Repertoire. In pamphlet form, the 1979 updating includes disc and tape recommendations for 173 standard musical works. For your copy, send 50¢ in coin, plus a stamped, self-addressed No. 10 envelope (9½ x 4½ in.), to Esther Maldonado, STEREO REVIEW, 1 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

THE ODDS ARE SOUND REPRODUCTION & DISTRICT SOUND HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES ON AUDIO COMPONENTS.

Now two of the largest audio mail order firms have joined forces giving you twice the Buying Power, and twice the stock. Fast shipments, fully insured, factory sealed cartons from both warehouses.

The New 1979 Basic Repertoire

STEREO REVIEW again presents the annual revision of the Basic Repertoire. In pamphlet form, the 1979 updating includes disc and tape recommendations for 173 standard musical works. For your copy, send 50¢ in coin, plus a stamped, self-addressed No. 10 envelope (9½ x 4½ in.), to Esther Maldonado, STEREO REVIEW, 1 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Once a staple for the orchestra at Radio City Music Hall to play between the movie and the stage show, actually, these pieces are soundtracks that don't need a movie—or a stage show—to go with them. Such music may be superficial and obvious, but it is also hard to resist when conducted and played with the kind of stirring conviction brought to them by Toscanini, whose recordings of these works still set the standard. Karajan, in the same tradition, comes as near as anybody has to meeting that mark, and the recorded sound here is as fine as this music has ever received. P.K.

SCHUBERT: Songs (see Collections—Marian Anderson)

SCHUBERT: Songs (see Collections—Hermann Prey)


Performance: Dry

Recording: Clear

This performance has so much going for it—sensible tempos, unforced phrasing, utter unanimity on the part of the four players, impeccable playing—and yet the impressive parts do not seem to coalesce into a credible whole. There is much to admire, yet little that is in any way moving. Over the years I have wondered about the dry, 'blanched-out' sound of the Guarneri Quartet's recordings. Since they have been made with more than one producer and for a company whose capacity for sumptuous sonics is abundantly demonstrated in its other releases, I have had to conclude that this is the way the group prefers to sound. To my ear, this sound—projected here with clinical clarity—emphasizes their antiseptic, uninvolved approach, which suggests an exercise competently and objectively executed rather than a realization based on deep conviction and insight of a great and supremely poignant work. This is, admittedly, a highly personal response (or failure to respond), but the G Major Quartet is the sort of work about which one is likely to have very deep and unavoidably subjective feelings.

Listeners who find the Quartetto Italiano's recent Philips recording (9500 409) too voluptuous, too intense, or generally larger than life may find the Guarneri version more attractive than I do. I can only say that, for me, the Italians have come closest to saying the last word on this remarkable work. There is not an 'objective' performance, but it grips our attention and belief, exhibiting the sort of momentum that makes the repeat of the exposition in the first movement no tiresome gesture, but essential to the proportions of the work. The Philips sound, too, is near-perfect in its rich realism, with a fine bloom on the strings which never threatens to smudge, while RCA's matches the Guarneri approach: sharp, clear, and rather two-dimensional. R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite No. 4, Op. 61 (see RACHMANINOFF)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in F Minor, Op. 36. Berlin Symphony Orchestra, Kurt Sanderling cond. DENON/PCM OX-7137-ND $14 (from the Discwasher (Continued on page 144))
The inside story of a classic.

Introducing a new type of record cleaner. Meet the CLASSIC 1, the only cleaner of its kind. Developed to satisfy you, the discriminating audiophile.

Neutralizing the static charges that attract and hold destructive micro-particles of dust and dirt on your record's surface is one of the major problems in record care.

Ordinary cleaners attempt to reduce static charges by applying fluid directly to the surface of the record or cleaning unit. Direct application of fluid involves an inherent risk of harmful residue build-up and should be avoided except in the case of abnormally dirty or greasy records. In fact, normal maintenance should not involve wetting the record.

At last, the CLASSIC 1 has the answer to safe and effective cleaning. Not only are static charges reduced, but the problem of residue formation is eliminated. Cleaning is safe and effective because inside the CLASSIC 1 is the exclusive MICRO STOR SYSTEM which utilizes a humidification/cleaning process rather than a 'wet' technique.

The secret to the MICRO STOR SYSTEM is a permeable matrix of many thousands of tiny glass beads which retain the cleaning fluid. Through capillary action, a vapor penetrates the velvet surface creating a field of humidity sufficient to reduce static charges. Disc contaminants can now be removed safely and easily without wetting the record and risking residue build-up.

Discover the ultimate in record care. The CLASSIC 1, a Sound Saver product.

Available at finer audio dealers . . .

TRANSCRIBER COMPANY INCORPORATED. P.O. Box 478, Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703
CIRCLE NO. 68 ON READER SERVICE CARD
This performance has much of the warmth, if not quite the fierceness, of Kurt Sanderling’s earlier recording, with the Leningrad Philharmonic released here by Deutsche Grammophon. The Berlin Symphony, however, is not the equal of the Leningrad, nor of the half-dozen other top orchestras that have contributed superior performances of Tchaikovsky’s Fourth to the catalog. Moreover, my impression is that the German/Japanese production team, in order to control the reverberant acoustics of the church where this was recorded, used a multiple-microphone setup that was too close-in to capture the violin sonority so important in Tchaikovsky. To my ears the violins sound slightly out of focus, and there is an overall average of the entire low end of the orchestral sound spectrum. This is particularly disappointing considering the great sound potential of Denon’s digital-mastering process and flawless pressing technology. There is, though, one part of this recording that does show all that digital mastering can do: the celebrated pizzicato ostinato scherzo. Here, there is less ambiant noise than one would hear at any live performance, and for me it is simply a breathtaking experience that all by itself would be worth the considerable price of the disc.

D.H.
YOU'VE SEEN ALL THE CASSETTE ADS... NOW GO HEAR THE PROOF.

The Proof is a pre-recorded demonstration of sounds you've never heard. Sounds made possible because of BASF Professional Series cassettes.

The Proof is proof that BASF, the inventor of recording tape, has once again gone one step ahead in sound.

New, highly advanced, second generation coatings make BASF Pro-Series the most sensitive recording tapes.

Pro-I's (normal bias) maximum output level is unsurpassed among ferric cassettes.

Pro-II's (chrome high bias) incredibly advanced chrome formulation enables it to perform up to reel-to-reel specifications.

Pro-III's (ferrichrome) formulation gives superb results on all recorders, especially car stereo cassette players.

In the past, we've proven our superiority with our Chrome, Studio and Performance Series cassettes. And now all BASF cassettes also have a patented Security Mechanism™ for jam-proof performance.

Sensitivity is impossible to prove on paper. But easy to prove by simply going to your audio dealer and asking for The Proof. Or, you can send for it. Either way, once you hear it we're sure you'll believe it.

TO HEAR IT IS TO BELIEVE IT™

GIVE ME THE PROOF

Send $3.50 with this coupon to: The Proof, Box 13267, Boston, MA 02118. We'll send you The Proof (Professional C-90: $4.99 value). Or, for a free demonstration of The Proof, bring this coupon to your audio dealer.

Name
Address
City State Zip
The Pizzicato Polka and the Digital Waltz

Until now, digital recordings have been recorded largely as an audio novelty—issued on unfamiliar labels, sold for the most part in audio shops instead of record stores, priced at $14 per disc, Telarc and other U.S. labels even higher. All this seems to about change, and it could be the record industry's most genuine advance since the sensible, unified introduction of the stereo disc in the late Fifties. The heartening harbinger of this change is the appearance, without advance announcement, of London's new LDR (London Digital Recording) label, the initial release of which is a two-disc New Year's concert by the Vienna Philharmonic under Willi Boskovsky.

Instead of studio-recorded pieces collected over several years to fill a single LP, what we have here is an entire concert recorded live, with the latter portion of Auf der Jagd giddily encored and Boskovsky announcing the evidently unprogrammed pieces at the end. There is applause between selections, which I noticed during the actual playing of the music was what seems to be Boskovsky's own humming during portions of the waltz Bei Uns z'Haus. Of course, the applause and the audience's rhythmic clapping during the concluding Radetzky March do contribute to the sense of liveness, but the recorded sound itself makes the greatest such contribution.

It is hardly surprising that London/Decca should be the first major record company in the West to release digital recordings. (Columbia has issued material mastered with the Sony PCM digital system but not any actually recorded with digital equipment—except for one five-year-old completely unheralded Odyssey/Denon record of Telemann fantasias by Rampal, Y 33200.) It was London's "first" series that brought the 78-rpm format to its peak shortly after World War II; the same company was the most conspicuous pioneer in stereo discs among the majors, and, to its further credit, it abstained from the quadraphonicsm that proved to be one of the less admirable flashes in the audio pan. Not much information is given about the particular process used for this recording, except that it is London's own; while technical details would be of interest to engineers and others who can understand them, what is of interest to the music-oriented collector is that it works. The difference it makes is demonstrated not by shattering bass-drum thwacks or contrived gimmickry but by comfortable naturalness and utter freedom from distortion, through an extended dynamic range, in the kind of sounds that usually show a bit of strain in even the best conventional recordings—anything involving the piccolo, for example, or violins in the upper extremities of the range, or, to be sure, the bass drum and other low-end instruments. In other words, the listener does not find himself auditing a "demo disc," but simply enjoying a musical experience with less awareness of the electronic medium than usual. The sound is marvelously clean and open, as well as impeccably balanced in its orchestral focus. (The release is also available on cassettes, apparently the first such to be produced from a digital master; I assume they have the same characteristics, but I have not yet been able to hear them.)

As to the performances, no one need comment at this late date on the unique authority and persuasiveness of the Vienna Philharmonic in this music. Over the last two decades Willi Boskovsky, always a superb violist and a magnificent chamber-music player, has polished his conducting appreciably, and several of the pieces recorded here go with a smoother flow than in his earlier recordings of them. Spährenklänge, in particularly, is more full-blooded now, and with no loss of poetry. The one disappointment is Wein, Weib und Gesang—not because the English title given is inaccurate (one of several lapses in labeling), but because this great waltz is born of its introduction, one of the most elaborate and truly symphonic the Waltz King ever penned. I cannot imagine why the introduction was omitted here, but there is an audible tape join at the commencement of the piece, which suggests the omission might have been the tape editor's rather than the conductor's. Otherwise, no complaints: everything else is simply delicious.

Not the least exciting thing about this release is its price. At $9.98, each LDR disc lists for only a dollar more than many conventionally recorded imports; if London maintains this price, it will put digital recordings in reach of discophiles who could not consider them before, and those who have invested in the sort of equipment that can display the full advantages of these discs can only be happy about that. May LDR thrive, and may the other Western giants now follow suit!

—Richard Freed

The sound is familiar.
The PRICE is the SURPRISE!

**REALISTIC**

Minimus-7

This amazing little hi-fi speaker costs only about a third as much as some mini speakers, but we think they compare very favorably. How could they? Well, we gave ours a heavy-magnet large-exursion 4" woofer, a soft-dome wide-dispersion 1" tweeter, a precise L-C crossover network, and a diecast aluminum enclosure. The result is astonishing bass and crisp highs from a 7-1/6" tall system that fits on any bookshelf. Audio response is 50-20,000 Hz and power capacity is 40 watts RMS. All for only 49.95* each.

Now listen to this! Just 14.95* buys you a pair of the fully adjustable mounting brackets pictured here, so you can install two Minimus®-7s in your car. Or van or pickup or RV. Discover Minimus-7, the mini-size, maxi-value speaker for home or mobile use. Sold only at Radio Shack.

*Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.

These two cards honored at most Radio Shack stores

Radio Shack

A Division of Tandy Corporation • Fort Worth, Texas 76182
Over 7000 Locations in Nine Countries

Use 'em on a shelf
Use 'em in your vehicle
MARIAN ANDERSON: Schubert and Brahms Lieder. Schubert: Liebesbotschaft; Ungezähltd: Der Tod und das Mädchen; Die Forelle; An die Musik; Suleika I; Gretchen am Spinnrade; Wiegenlied; Erkönig; Heidenroslein. Brahms: Von Ewigem Liebe; Botschaft; Vergebliches Ständchen; Der Schmied; Dein Blaues Auge. Marian Anderson (contralto); Franz Rupp (piano). RCA ARLI-3061 $7.98.

Performance: Rather special
Recording: Good

Marian Anderson recorded this material thirteen years ago, but it has not been released until now. Considering her age at the time—she was sixty-four—she displays a remarkable amount of vocal agility here, and her art of capturing a song's essence seems unimpaired. She skillfully evokes the three distinct characters in Erkönig, brings lightness and charm to Vergebliches Ständchen, and commands the low D for the ending of Der Tod und das Mädchen. But by 1966 the sumptuous Anderson tone of old was only a memory and the intonation was undependable. It is a mystery to me why this great artist is not represented in the current RCA catalog by the recordings made in her prime.

G.J.


P.K.

ERVIN NYIREGYHÁZI: Piano Solos. Grieg: Sie Tanzt, Op. 57, No. 5; Der Hirtenknabe, Op. 54, No. 1; Waltz in A Minor, Op. 12, No. 2; Heimwärts, Op. 62, No. 6. Tchaikovsky: Waltz in A-flat Major; Romance in F Minor, Op. 5. Tchaikovsky (arr. Nyiregyhazi): Warum?, Op. 6, No. 5. Blanchet: Au Jardin du Vieux Serail. Bortkiwicz: Travel Pictures. James Galway is as pleasant to hear as any. Galway and conductor Charles Gerhardt occasionally get carried away by the emotional demands of the material, as in their shamelessly sentimental, exaggerated treatments of the Kreisler Liebesfreud, the Berceuse from Fauré's Dolly, and Debussy's Le Plus Que Lente, and the flute is no adequate substitute for a first-rate soprano in the Villa-Lobos. But just as you get to feeling you've had it for the day with the flute, up these gentlemen come with a lively hornpipe or add half a dozen harps to make an event out of Brian Boru's March, and they have you at their mercy. The album is named after a gentle, folksy little tune by John Denver, which benefits here from a bit of harpsichord accompaniment. In all, a featherweight but thoroughly diverting concert.

P.K.

ANY PIANIST with a style as individual as Ervin Nyiregyhazi's is bound to have moments when what he does—musically, technically, or both—simply does not work. There are such moments on this record (from the same sessions that produced his Liszt set issued on Columbia last fall). Again we have to listen through wrong notes on some selections, and this time the sheer abundance of them all but destroys some interpretations. It is not the wrong notes alone, though, but the combination of them with exaggerated dynamics, inconsistent tempos, and added bass notes, all applied to composers whose names are not Franz Liszt, that makes for the unsuccessful results. One finds such here in Nyiregyhazi's own transcription of Tchaikovsky's Warum? and in the Grieg Sie Tanzt (the dynamic contrast is so overdone it is vulgar) and Heimwärts (which has an estimable folksy rhythmic swing but suffers from the pile-on). The odd piece by the obscure Swiss composer Blanchet comes across better; it is a wonderful conglomeration of sounds in any event.

But what really saves the record are such things as the deceptively simple Tchaikovsky Waltz in A-flat. The middle section drags a bit, but the opening and closing sections are absolutely exquisite: great—and greatly musical—piano playing. The famous F Minor Romance also works wonderfully as a performance.
The sound of a fingerprint

The oscillograph you see is an actual photo of a high-quality audio system "playing" a fingerprint.

You're hearing some now through your speaker system. Instead of the sound your precious discs are capable of. And no vacuum record cleaner, brush-arm or treated cloth will remove them. None.

But Discwasher®—with new D3 fluid—removes fingerprints completely. Along with dust. And manufacturing lubricants (added to make pressing faster) that can act like groove-blocking fingerprints. All this cleaning without pulling polymer stabilizers from your vinyl discs.

Discwasher®. The only safe, effective way to silence the printed finger. At Audio specialists world wide.

Discwasher, Inc.
Columbia, Mo. 65201

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
mance (even with wrong notes and extra bass octaves), and the bounce of the little accompanimental figuration that begins the middle section is a marvel of touch. Even Grieg’s Shepherd Boy, though its time span has been made virtually Wagnerian, is effective in its way, a way that admittedly has little to do with Grieg as we have come to know him. Finally, the Bortkiewicz Travel Pictures exhibit the sort of rhythmic freedom and sustenance of line that we can easily associate with great piano playing of a lost day.

I could have wished the programming of this record had been more selective (the opening section is enough to throw anyone off), but there is much to be said, as Aldous Huxley pointed out regarding literature, for the presentation of the “whole truth” rather than just the selected elements that make for high art and tragedy.

James Goodfriend


Performance: Good
Recording: Good

The orchestral song was created by Hector Berlioz and cultivated with great success by such orchestral masters as Liszt, Richard Strauss, Mahler, and Elgar. Berlioz and Liszt appear among the orchestrators in this interesting collection of orchestrated Schubert songs along with Max Reger and Johannes Brahms. The result is an artistic and highly listenable sequence that nonetheless fails to alter my conviction that Schubert’s songs are best as he conceived them. Unquestionably, these orchestrations by distinguished hands are worth hearing. There are two different set-tings, both colorful and imaginative, but the subtler one by Liszt seems more appropriate than the more powerful one by Berlioz. The Brahms orchestrations for the two “Greek” songs to Schiller texts are very effective, but the intimate Geheimes comes off less well, especially without the characteristic “walking” effect in the piano accompaniment. The subtle, halo-like setting for strings and flute that Reger provided for the transporting Im Abendrot seems ideal, but his treatment of the three Goethe Songs of the Harp Player is much too operatic in feeling. As for Ständchen, since everybody else has already arranged it, why shouldn’t Offenbach? This version is quite ornate, but the song is apparently indestructible.

The issue, however, is not approval or disapproval of the settings. The producers are to be commended for searching out these orchestrations and bringing them into this fascinating sequence. Hermann Prey performs with his usual skill, the orchestral playing is first-class, and so is the recorded sound.


Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Very good

Frederica von Stade’s artistry inspires joy and wonder. Her unfailing taste, secure technique and musicianship, and exquisitely pure tone—beginning warm and youthfully fresh at the same time—may all be counted among the blessings of our musical life.

Outstanding among the songs here are Oh! Quand Je Dors and Debussy’s Bilitis songs (written in the Pelléas style of understated sensuality). The flavorful Canteloube settings are charming, and the artist brings out more than I thought possible from the long Purcell song. This program should appeal to almost everyone, for Von Stade’s charm, style, and elegance are irresistible.

G.J.
Your phono cartridge "sees" such records as twisted, heaving surfaces, jolting up and down 0.5 to 8 times a second. Even records that look flat have warps, and a warped record can change the cartridge-to-record distance, the tracking force, and the vertical tracking angle. Warps produce frequency "wow" and distortion, and can dangerously overload speakers and amplifiers.

What's more, somewhere between 5 and 15 Hz, every tone arm-cartridge system has a resonance frequency—a frequency at which a warp will produce an exaggerated response that may result in mistracking and in extreme cases, cause serious damage to both the record and stylus.

The Shure V15 Type IV is the first cartridge in the world to incorporate effectively the principles of viscous damping. The Dynamic Stabilizer acts something like a "shock absorber," carrying the cartridge over surface irregularities without distortion, without bottoming out, and without risk of damage to records or stylus. It even protects the stylus should it be dropped accidentally onto the record.

the role of the Dynamic Stabilizer:

The V15 Type IV's Dynamic Stabilizer makes certain you hear the recorded information, not the warps. The viscous-damping system of the Dynamic Stabilizer resists rapid changes in the cartridge-to-record distance. This remarkable Shure innovation eases the stylus over warps without affecting the tracking force on warped or unwarped portions of the record. And the tone arm-cartridge resonance is attenuated to a subaudible level. As a further bonus, the Dynamic Stabilizer cushions the stylus from accidental impacts.

Get the straight talk today at your dealer's showroom. Ask for a free demonstration of the V15 Type IV.

V15 Type IV
the viscous-damped cartridge by...
STUDIO STEREO REVIEW MARKETPLACE

REGULAR CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATES: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, $2.50 per word. Minimum order $37.50. EXPAND-AD® CLASSIFIED RATE: $3.75 per word. Minimum $56.25. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months, 10% for 12 months paid in advance. PERSONAL RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell, $1.50 per word. No minimum! DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1” by one col., $310.00, 2” by one col., $620.00. Col. width 2-1/4”. Advertiser to supply film positives. Please write or phone for frequency rates. GENERAL INFORMATION: Ad copy must be typewritten or clearly printed. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are to be billed on credit cards — American Express, Diners Club, Master Charge, VISA (supply expiration date) — otherwise your ad will be held until payment is received by your accredited advertising agencies. First word in all ads set in caps. All copy subject to publisher’s approval. All advertisers using P.O. Boxes in their addresses MUST obtain a publisher’s file number before run. Ad rates are not acknowledged; they will appear in the first issue to go to press after closing date. Closing Date: 5th of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, March issue closes January 5th).

EQUIPMENT

**STEREO TV**

The TV 2000 TELEMPER™ DIRECT CABLES FOR ANY TV & STEREO SYSTEM. making your TV picture worth more than the TV itself. TV connection takes a low frequency signal from the television and delivers two HIGH IMPULSE CHANNELS of SIMULTANEOUS STEREOS. Commercial Grade. Frequency response is maintained so you can hear the treble of your own voice as it sounds on TV. With service warranty and installation instructions $29.95 and Guaranteed to make your TV 100% more enjoyable.

TV AUDIO TUNER T-100 $269.95

SEND CHECK/ M.O. TO SPEAKERLAB INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 12930, Shawnee Mission, Ks. 66212.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at DISCOUNT PRICES FOR PICKERING, STANSTON, EMPIRE, GRADO and ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGE, Dept. S., Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, NY 11218, for Fast Service call Toll Free 800-221-3906.

SAVE UP TO 60% on over 100 top brand audio components from Carston Studios, New England’s Audio Supermarket, one of the oldest mail order firms (Est. 1952) and certainly one of the most reliable. All orders shipped from stocked warehouse. Send for price quote and price list. Carston Studios, Old Brookfield Rd., Danbury, Conn. 06810.

WRITE US AND WE’LL SEND YOU THE BEST CATALOG YOU EVER READ!

No kidding. Speakerlab’s catalog took longer to write than some of our competitors have been in business. In fact, we created our industry by writing great kits so you can afford great speakers! Our catalog is an invaluable manual of speaker design and construction. And, it will introduce you to the finest speaker kits made anywhere... with the strongest money-back guarantee. Find out for yourself. FREE. FREE. That’s us. Write now. Right now.

SANSUI and PICKERING BELOW mail order prices! Send to: GSH Super Savings, P.O. Box 86, Eden, N.C. 27288. (919) 627-1919.

LOWEST PRICES on stereo-eccosonic COMPONENTS & tape! Over 150 brands. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Cir-cle #12B, San Jose, CA 95127. (408) 269-8875.

**A SINGER’S DREAM!**

THE THOMPSON VOCAL EMMITTER can actually increase your vocal range and intensity. The background music virtually attenuated! Not an equalizer! Write for details and demo record below. Cost: $195.00.

ECHO Ambiance

WE DO IT BETTER for LESS

Whether your vocals are in a cappella, chorus, or orchestra. Our echo equipment will add unlimited appeal to your recordings. Personnel and recording facilities often lack a proper echo system. Write to: ECHO Ambiance, Dept. S.R., P.O. Box 1061, Neenah, CA 93051. (415) 284-5155.

SHURE V 15 IV — $83 pod., SME, Blank Tape, Dynakits. KVR Audio, Box 177, Hampstead, N.H. 03241. (603) 229-5400.

REK-O-KUT drive belts. Specify model. $9.95 delivered. QRK Electronic Products, 1568 N. Sierra Vista, Fresno, CA 93703.

BRITISH and EUROPEAN Hi-Fi from England’s Hi-Fi mail order specialists. Save on B&O, LS3/5A, KF, Radford, Tandberg, Tannoy, etc. Shipping list free or send $10 to include literature. Goodwins, 7 The Broadway, Woodgreen, London N22. Phone: 800-577.

McK’s TAPE TOWN
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The UNKITS!

Kits that...

- Don’t LOOK like kits!
- Don’t SOUND like kits!
- Just SAVE like kits!

The UNKITS! Speaker Kits that...

- Don’t LOOK like kits!
- Don’t SOUND like kits!
- Just SAVE like kits!

Build your own speakers — Save 50% or more... No soldering required!

FREE KIT BROCHURE — I’m interested — send me your free 8-page Brochure (kits from $59.99 each).

LOWEST PRICES. BOSE, SAE, DBX, and MORE. Dynamic Sound, Box 168(A), Starkville, MS 39759. (601) 323-0750. 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.

ALL NEW FOR ’79! AW’s buyers guide consisting of thousands of stereo components, their descriptions, suggested retail prices and the confidential dealer costs. We guarantee the edge that can save you hundreds, possibly thousands. As an added value, you can order top name components at drastically reduced prices. Send $5.00 today to Audio World Research, Box 26025, Thornton, CO 80229.

FUJI maxell Scotch TDK PICKERING

BLANK TAPES + CARTRIDGES & RECORD CASE PRODUCTS AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Call Toll FREE or write for LOW PRICES in CALIFORNIA 800/472-1783 800/854-7769
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Anybody who does this has rocks in his turntable.

You have to be a little crazy to place a turntable directly on a speaker. Because vibration can cause acoustical feedback and uncontrolled howling.

We did it here to make a point about our new direct-drive, fully automatic KD-5070.

You see, the unique-looking white base is made of actual resin concrete. To virtually eliminate vibration and keep things steady as a rock.

And while we always recommend separating a turntable from a speaker, you should know that the KD-5070 will stand up to all sorts of interference without any hops, skips, or jumps from the tone arm.

We used an extra-heavy platter to improve speed accuracy. And reduced wow and flutter to a mere 0.025% (WRMS). Even the DIN-weighted rumble is better than -73dB.

At last, you can get the specs and features of an esoteric manual turntable with the convenience and record-care advantages of a full-automatic.

At $285.00* it just might be the smartest move you can make.

KENWOOD®

For the dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.

*Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers. Cartridge optional. Dust cover included.

In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, LTD.
The Sound of Koss will spoil you for anything else.

Once you've experienced the life-like intensity of the Sound of Koss, you'll be spoiled for anything else. Because with Koss stereophones, your favorite recordings take on an incredible new dimension of clarity and realism that's unlike anything you've ever heard before.

KOSS PRO/4 TRIPLE A

The Pro/4 Triple A's extra large voice coil and oversized diaphragm deliver a smooth frequency response over the entire bandwidth of sound. Highs are brilliant, crisp and clean. And the bass pulsates with a rich, deep vibrance.

The Triple A's direct-contour Pneumalite ear cushions provide a gentle, yet perfect seal that increases bass response to below audibility. And everything about the Triple A, including its dual suspension headband, is human engineered for long wearing comfort.

KOSS ESP/10

The ultimate Sound of Koss is the electrostatic ESP/10. It's specifically designed for those who want the most precise reproduction of stereo sound. What you hear with the ESP/10 is near-zero distortion over all ten audible octaves. And what you experience is the most accurate excursion into sound that has ever been achieved.

The Koss ESP/10 is indeed the electrostatic stereophone that has it all: a patented energizer that features an automatic overload protector, semi-peak reading VU meters, and an outlet for an additional set of stereophones. Each a final touch of perfection for the ultimate Sound of Koss.

KOSS CM 530

Write us c/o Virginia Lamm, for our free full-color catalog on the Sound of Koss. And when you visit your audio dealer for a live demonstration of Koss stereophones, take an extra moment to hear the perfect pair. The computer maximized Koss CM 530 bookshelf speakers. Whether you place them horizontally or vertically on your bookshelf, the Koss CM 530's deliver perfect mirror image sound. And whether it's loudspeakers or stereophones, once you've experienced the Sound of Koss you'll be spoiled for anything else.

KOSS stereophones/loudspeakers

hearing is believing

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212 International Headquarters: Milwaukee facilities Canada • France • Germany • Ireland

CIRCLE NO. 36 ON READER SERVICE CARD